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Abstract

This thesis discusses the development of a full-wave modal analysis method based on

the Transmission Line Matrix

I TLM )

method which can be used

to characterize

discontinuities in guided wave structures in general and also serye as a powerful tool for the
analysis and design of circuit components. The motivation for this work arose from the need

to ascertain the reactance and conductance of an isolated slot in the ground plane of a NonRadiating Dielectric Waveguide ( NRD ) without relying on experimental data.

The NRD has been recognized as an ideal candidate for millimeter-wave applications

largely because

of its unique characteristics of

discontinuities and its inherent low loss.

suppressing radiation from bends and

A review of NRD

guide technology has been

included in this document.

Problems involving the slot and typically other discontinuities and components based

on,the NRD are particularly amenable to solution using a time-domain technique like the

TLM algorithm

because

of the inhomogeneous and complex nature of the NRD. Moreover,

the availability of a TLM Simulation Engine at that time provided further impetus to develop

a methodology to solve problems involving discontinuities in the NRD in general and the

NRD slot in particular, and

if

possible, to extend

general guided wave structure.

lil

it to treat any given

discontinuity in

a

The existing absorbing boundary condition incorporated in the TLM code, viz. the
Matched Condition for Normal Incidence, though suitable for terminating TEM structures

like the microstrip was found to give insufnicient absorption for a non-TEM hybrid structure
like the NRD which was under investigation. Hence the Perfectly Matched Layer absorbing
boundary condition ( PML ) was implemented and incorporated in the TLM code for use as
matched terminations in the NRD. A rigorous Modal Extraction Approach was developed by

which the incident and scattered powers in all modes were individually extracted and verified

using the Power Conservation and Poynting's Theorems. Moreover,

it was'possible to

estimate the modal Þower distribution in the scattered modes in the Dresence of evanescent
modes near a discontinuitv. Thus. observation surfaces used for

located close

*odut extraction could be

to the discontinuity resulting in a considerable reduction in computational

domain and simulation times.

A full-wave modal

analysis of several discontinuities in the

NRD and the rectangular waveguide was achieved using this new approach. Thereafter, the
method was applied to rigorously analyze different circuit components used
guide technology, taking into account all scattered propagating modes.

in the NRD
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n

Introduction

1.1. Traditional Microwave

Technologies

Traditionally used microwave guided structures like the microstrip line, coplanar line,

slot line and finline suffer from prohibitive loss at the millimeter-wave frequency ranges
which presents one of the fundamental limits in the design of circuits and antennas

- in

particular, passive circuits and antennas. The rectangular metallic waveguide, though being
less lossy than the microstrip line, coplanar line or

finline I OlinerS5a ], is bulky. A dielectric

waveguide similarly suffers from radiation loss once circuit bends and discontinuities are
encountered, and cannot be considered as being an ideal candidate specially for extremely

high frequency ( EHF ) applications.

In

addition,

it is desired to utilize a hybrid scheme involving two or more

technologies in the state-of-the-art design

of commercial microwave and millimeter-wave

components and systems. Thus, the advantages of each of these technologies are retained,

while their inherent shortcomings are eliminated. Technologies used to date, viz. the planar
and nonplanar technology have been known for their complementariness with respect to their

advantages and disadvantages. The former refers to microwave integrated circuits ( MIC ),

miniaturized hybrid microwave integrated circuit

( MHMIC )

and monolithic microwave

integrated circuit ( MMIC ) while the latter includes the metallic waveguide, coaxial line and

the dielectric waveguide. The planar circuit topology is inherently amenable for integration

with active devices. However, it is difficult to realize passive structures like a high-Q filter
using the planar technology. The non-planar technology and specially the NRD guide on the
other hand is very well suited for reahzation of filters and resonators with extremely high Q

values

([

Sayyahgg

]

and

I Schreursgg I )

Thus, the hybrid scheme based on combined

planar and nonplanar technology appears to be appealing especially in meeting the stringent
system requirements in the millimeter-wave frequency range like low cost, compact size, low

power consumption, mechanical rigidity and above all low-loss signal transmission which is

essential

for realizing high Q circuits. However, the

disadvantages

of the traditional

microwave technologies as mentioned above seriously hinder an effective hybrid integration
of planar and non-planar technologies.

With the invention of the Non-Radiating Dielectric Waveguide ( NRD ), many of the
above disadvantages of the traditional microwave technologies were overcome. Being low-

loss I Azarmaneshg4

]

and capable of suppressing radiation at bends and discontinuities, it

appears to be an ideal candidate

for EHF applications both as a wave guided structure and

from the standpoint of hybrid integration. Effective microstrip to NRD guide coupled
structures have been designed

I BachagSb ]. It has been demonstrated that it is possible to

build a good quality transition between planar and nonplanar circuit topologies at millimeterwave frequencies using a microstrip line slot coupled to the NRD guide. The field profile of
the LSMor ( Longitudinal Section Magnetic ) mode in the NRD is well matched to the field
conf,rguration of the quasi-TEM mode

in the microstrip which results in enhanced circuit

performance. Also since the distance between the ground planes of the NRD is less than one-

half of a free-space wavelength, it leads to considerable saving in space in high frequency
applications.

1.2.

The I\RÐ

The NRD consists of a dielectric slab of material sandwiched between two metal
plates, shown in Figure 1. The distance between the two plates is less than half a free-space

wavelength and therefore the air region is essentially a waveguide operating below cut-off.
However, inside the dielectric region, the cut-off condition no longer exists and hence the

field distribution is essentially confined inside the dielectric material, decaying exponentially
in the air region. Thus, unlike the H-guide ( where the distance between the ground planes is
more than half a free-space wavelength

) all sy.rnmetrical

discontinuities involving NRD

guides become purely reactive and thus radiation from bends and discontinuities is prevented

I OlinerS5b ]. Hence, the NRD guide is an ideal candidate for millimeter-wave design.

NRD dielectric

NRD ground
planes

Figure

l.l: The NRD.

1.3. Furpose

In view of the emergence of the NRD as an effective technology for millimeter-wave
design, my first goal

in this research is to develop a general numerical tool to be able to

perform a full-wave modal analysis of the scattered modes from a discontinuity in a complex
guiding structure like the NRD. In order to reduce the computational overhead, the numerical

tool is intended to be able to estimate the power content of the scattered modes in the
presence

of evanescent modes arbitrarily close to the discontinuity. Also, a complete modal

analysis of NRD based circuit components is lacking in the literature. Thus, our second and
more advanced goal is to apply the numerical technique to accomplish a rigorous analysis

of

NRD based circuit components taking into account all the scattered propagating modes. This

will

enable us

to have an estimate of the number of signif,rcant modes needed in

the

equivalent circuit representation of NRD based circuit components, which is essential in the
design and optimization of these components.

A full-wave modal analysis is performed for

the first time for a number of different types of components used in the NRD guide
technology and a microstrip to NRD transition using the method developed in this work. The
components that are analyzed with the aid of the method discussed here are a two pole air

gap-coupled NRD guide bandpass filter, a LSM-LSE
abbreviated as 'LSE'

( 'Longitudinal Section Electric'

is

) Mode Transducer and an open-ended NRD guide. Also, a rigorous

study of a slot-coupled microstrip to NRD guide transition is performed using this method.

The net power flow at a given surface computed by using the above approach has been
compared

with that computed using the Poynting's Theorem. The principle of power

conservation has been also verified for these extracted modes using both the approaches.

Besides, this numerical tool can be used

to

characterize arbitrary discontinuities

in

any

guided wave structure in general and can also be used as a powerfttl design tool for design

of

circuit components of extreme practical importance in the microwave and millimeter-wave
regions.

1.4. Analvsis

Methods for Guided Wave Structures in General

Other methods used to investigate discontinuities in guided wave structures include

the Moment Method, Mode Matching, Finite Difference Time Domain

( FDTD )

and

Frequency Domain Finite Element. While it is difficult to use the Moment Method To analyze

complex and inhomogeneous guided wave structures like the NRD, methods like Mode
Matching are difficult to apply in the study of slot-coupled NRD-based transitions. Similarly,
commercially available FD-FEM ( Frequency Domain Finite Element Method ) tools cannot
be used

to

analyze modes in the NRD. However, differential equation based methods like the

TLM or the FDTD are ideal candidates for this purpose.

1.5. Thesis Outline

The topics of discussion in the subsequent chapters are as follows : A review of the

state-of-the-art

NRD guide technology

encompassing

its modal and transmission

characteristics, NRD based antennas, transitions and circuit components and modified NRD

guides with promising features is given in Chapter 2.

A

bnef section discussing analysis

methods used in the study of NRD guide behaviour and NRD based components are included

in this

chapter. Chapter

3

discusses modes supported

by the NRD and

characteristic

equations of these modes. Chapter 4 describes the limitations of the crude approach used in

the extraction of scattering matrix parameters of a discontinuity in a general guided wave
structure and also the development and formulation

of the rigorous TLM

based Modal

Extraction Method replacing the crude approach thus enabling the charactenzation of any
given discontinuity

in a guided wave structure to be achieved arbitrarily

close to

it

and

without relying on any underlying assumptions. The performance of the Perfectly Matched
Layer ( PML ) Absorbing Boundary Condition in the rectangular waveguide and the NRD

alongwith results related to discontinuities

in the rectangular

waveguide and the NRD

obtained using the rigorous TLM based Modal Extraction Approach are presented in Chapter

5. This chapter also includes a full-wave modal analysis of a number of different types of
NRD based components and a NRD based transition, viz. a two pole air gap-cottpled NRD
guide bandpass filter,

a slot-coupled microstrip to NRD transition, a LSM-LSE

Mode

Transducer and an open-ended NRD and its radiation characteristics. Chapter 6 concludes the
document with a summary of the work done so far and possible future extensions to it.

Chapter

2

Review of I-,iterature on the NRD

In this

chapter, an overview

of NRD

technologies

is

presented. This includes

literature survey on the modal and transmission characteristics of the NRD, NRD based
antennas, transitions,

circuit components, modified NRD guides and analysis methods

used

in the field of NRD guide technology, which fall under the scope of examination of

the

current work.

2.1.

Modal and Transmission Characteristics of the NRI)

Modes in the NRD guide are hybrid and can be classified into even and odd LSM and
LSE modes. For the LSM mode, no component of the magnetic field exists normal to the air-

dielectric interface. For the LSE mode, there is no electric field normal to the air-dielectric
interface. The LSE /
The subscript

LSM

modes in the following work are designated by LSE." / LSM.,'.

'm' refers to the eigen value for the transverse field variation inside the NRD

dielectric. For cosinusoidal variation of the potential function

in the transverse direction

about the centre line of the NRD dielectric and inside the dielectric,

'm' takes on even values

of 0,2, 4, .... and the LSE.' / LSM.. modes are referred as the even modes. For sinusoidal
variation of the potential function, 'm'takes on odd values of 1, 3, 5,

... and the LSE'-'' /

LSM.,, modes are referred as the odd modes. The subscript 'n' refers to the eigen value for
the standing wave between the ground planes of the NRD.

The LSE and LSM modes are orthogonal to each other and the power flowing
through the NRD is equal to the summation of the powers carried by each mode. However,
since the NRD is a non-TEM guided structure, the characteristic impedance is not unique as

the current and voltage are not uniquely defined I Qi91 ]. The excitation of different modes
using different kinds of sources is discussed

in I Ma98b ]'

The LSEoo mode in the NRD has no cut-off. The next higher order NRD mode is the
LSEor which has generally been reported to be more lossy than the LSMor mode. However, it
has been demonstrated

in I Dal1aire2000 ] that it is possible to design a channelized NRD-

guide of a smaller size,lower transmission loss and larger frequency bandwidth by using the
LSEor mode as compared to the LSMor mode. The field of the LSMor mode is similar to the
TEor mode of the rectangular waveguide and also well-matched to the microstrip

field across

the coupling aperture in a microstrip to NRD slot-coupled geometry. However, the LSMor
mode can couple to the unwanted TEr slab mode generated due to air-gaps between the NRD
ground plane and the dielectric and can deteriorate the guide performance, especially in the
case of

high-permittivity NRD guides. On the other hand, it is difficult for the LSEor mode to

couple to the spurious TEo mode due to differences in their phase constants and thus offers
advantages over the LSMor mode in high-permittivity NRD design I Kuroki9T ].

I Di Nallog4b I and I Di Nallog3 ] established however that performance degradation
due to leakage of power can occur even without air gaps but only when the real part of the

propagation constant of a NRD mode becomes less than the phase constant of an equivalent
slab mode through which the leakage eventually occurs and that in other cases, a complex

solution for the propagation constant implied nonphysical behaviour. However, such leakage
can be avoided

in the NRD due to the separation between the ground planes being less than

half a free space wavelength.

In any

case, however,

between the upper surface

it is important to ensure that there be no air-gaps specially

of the NRD dielectric and the metal plate. One might consider

using glues whose dielectric constant matches that of the dielectric strip to remedy this
problem. A detailed discussion regarding effects of air-gaps in NRD guide performance can
be found in

I OlinerS5b ]. It was pointed out in this paper that a pair of TE surface

waves

contained by the dielectric strip could propagate along the guide as a result of air gaps. As a

result, a vertical component of electric f,reld is generated out of the TE-TM mode coupling

when the wave hits the strip boundaries. Moreover, two TM modes appear above cut-off
inside the dielectric strip as a result of this coupling. In addition, in the air region, a TEM

mode is generated which leaks out at an angle from the NRD. An interesting effect is
produced for a particular width of the dielectric strip, when, due to the mode converted TM
waves inside the dielectric strip, a cancellation effect is produced which sharply reduces the

value of the leakage constant. For small gap widths

of less than

0.004Àe

I

OlinerS5b ],

however, the leakage loss is insignificant compared v/ith the dielectric and conductor losses,

while for larger gap widths, leakage loss might be minimized significantly by

a proper choice

of the strio width.

On the other hand, purposeful introduction of such gaps results in a type of NRD
based leaky wave antenna. For example, for gap widths

of

0.151"0 and a

strip width of 0.60ì"0

the attenuation per wavelength is 1 dB/À0. Using these dimensions, a NRD based leaky wave
antenna can be constructed which would radiate 90o/o of the incident power only over 10À6

with

a resultant beamwidth

of 7' I Oliner85b ]. The beamwidth could be easily reduced by

reducing the leakage constant by decreasing the gap width.

Several issues need to be considered for the proper choice of the dielectric material in
the NRD ( see discussions in I Boone2000a

ô:

like Teflon having low loss factor ( tan

l, I KurokigT ]
1.5

x

and

I Shinohara9l ] ). Materials

l0-a at 50 GHz ) has been successfully used

in the fabrication of the NRD dielectric and yielded attenuation constants of 4 dB/m at 50
GHz I YoneyamaS4c ], I YoneyamaS8 ] and about 0.6 dB/m at 10.5 GHzl Azarmaneshg4l.

However, when polystyrene, which has excellent machinability,

is

used

for the NRD

dielectric, the attenuation constant has been measured at 13 dB/m at 50 GHz, which is
attributed mainly to the higher loss factor of polystyrene ( tan
YoneyamaS4c

], I YoneyamaSS ]. In

has been reported

õ:9 x 10-a at 50 GHz ) [

contrast, the attenuation constant of a microstrip line

tobe 57 dB/m at 50 GHz I YoneyamaS4c ].

Use of materials with higher permittivities results in increased bandwidth of singlemode operation with the LSEor mode and leads to reduction in circuit size I YoneyamaS3d ].

For example, it has been demonstrated in I Hiramatsugg ] that it is possible to build a guided
system with low bending loss, reduced circuit size and reduced mode coupling problems by
using a NRD with cordierite ceramics (

e,-

:

4.90 ) as compared to one using PTFE (

e,.

:

2.00

). However, it might be difficult to avoid the presence of air-gaps between the NRD ground
planes and the dielectric in such cases. Even for extremely small air-gaps, the bandwidth
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of

single-mode transmission reduces drastically and ultimately, single-mode operation may be

totally impossible due to the mode connection phenomenon I Shinohara9i ]. In addition,

the onset of mode connection, backward \¡/aves appear, which further complicates

at

the

performance of the NRD guide. However, the trapped insular guide is suggested to remedy
this phenomenon in the presence of air-gaps and permits single-mode operation even if high-

permittivity materials are used in its design.

Another problem associated with air-gaps in the NRD is the generation of a leaky
hybrid mode which can deteriorate circuit performance due to cross talk I ShigesawaS6 ], I
Terashima8g ]. Insufficient width of the NRD ground planes could produce another type

of

leaky mode similar to the channel guide leaky mode. In some cases, this latter mode can
couple to the former leaky NRD guide mode and cause poor perforrnance of the NRD guide.

I YoneyamaS3d ] suggests the insulated nonradiative dielectric guide to improve the reduced
mono-mode bandwidth problem, the generation of unwanted higher modes, radiation loss at
bends and discontinuities and the transmission loss of high-permittivity NRD guides.

2.2.

NRD Based Antennas

NRD based antennas are ideal candidates for millimeter-wave applications where
other types of antennas might be diff,rcult to fabricate because of their reduced size and
mechanical tolerances. In addition, printed planar anten-nas though being low'profile, light

weight and conformable at microwave frequencies suffer from severe ohmic loss
millimeter-wave frequencies which results

at

in poor radiation efficiency, power loss and
t1

degraded noise perfoffnance

of receivers. Furthermore, in its applications as leaky

wave

antennas, the high intrinsic loss of the rectangular waveguide might be comparable to the
leakage of power which causes the radiation, resulting in degradation of antenna performance

I OlinerS5a ]. In contrast, dielectric

antennas prove effective at millimeter-wave frequencies

due to their low loss, high radiating efficiency and low cost I An96

viz.

(a)

of leaky waves using different techniques; (b) Radiation through slots in

the

Radiation from these antennas
Generation

], I An94 ].

unidirectional dielectric radiator

( IIDR )

resonator which radiates from one side

All

achieved through three mechanisms

(c) Radiation from variously

ground plane and

ground planes.

is

terminated guides.

In

addition,

a

can be considered as a separately driven NRD

of the dielectric located close to the edge of

the

these antennas share the advantage that they can be directly integrated

into an NRD waveguide circuit, and thus inherit the advantages of the NRD guide

at

microwave and millimeter-wave frequencies I Malherbe9S ].

NRD based leaky wave structures are longitudinally uniform and are basically of two
types : (a) foreshortening type and (b) asymmetry type IYoneyama95 ]. Both of these types

of

antennas are inherently

low loss because of the NRD based design, and hence are

especially suited to millimeter-wave antenna design. Furthermore, these antennas enable easy

integration with NRD based circuit components. An additional advantage of these NRD
based leaky wave antennas is very good frequency scanning in the E-plane

( in Ku band,

variation of scan angle with frequency is about 12" per GHz and in the Ka band, about 5o per
GHz l Xue-Xia89l ).
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In the case of the foreshortening type of NRD

based leaky wave antennas, the

dielectric strip is placed in close proximity to one of the edges of the ground planes, though,
as a result,

it might be more

susceptible to external damage I YoneyamaS5a ]. Radiation in

the form of a leaky wavez is caused through the evanescent waves, which could not decay

down sufficiently.

In

spite

of its

simplicity, this type

of

antenna suffers from cross-

polarization in the off-axis direction, though there is no cross-polarization in the principal Eplane, the polarization being determined by the principal electric field component normal to
the air-dielectric interface I SanchezST ].

For this type of NRD leaky wave antennas, the leakage constant decreases as the
NRD dielectric moves further away from the edge of the NRD ground plane, resulting in
narower beam width, while the phase constant remains almost invariant after the dielectric
has been moved far enough so that the angle

of the beam is unaltered. The leakage constant

also decreases with increase in dielectric width or increase in its dielectric constant as the
fields get more confined in the dielectric.

An

interesting property of this class of leaky wave

antenna is the relative invariance of the leakage constant with variation in the ground plane
spacing of the NRD except close to cut-off. The phase constant, however, varies greatly with

variation of NRD gtound plane spacing. The above properties enable the designer to control
the phase constant, and hence the radiation angle, by varying the distance between the NRD
ground planes, without significantly affecting the leakage constant.

It also allows control of

the leakage constant, and hence the beamwidth, by adjusting the position of the dielectric
strip relative to the open end with little change in the value of the phase constant I SanchezST

l, IQing87 ].

IJ

It is also possible to design antennas that have narrow beamwidths in the E-plane, and
which scan with frequency, using this technique. In order to decrease the beam width in the
H-plane, these leaky wave antennas can be placed parallel to each other or the metal plates in
the radiating aperture can be flared to form a horn. The horn suppresses radiation in the Hplane thus preventing the appearance of two big lobes in this plane. The antenna gain is thus

increased ( | Xue-Xia89

l, I Xue-Xia98 ] ).

I Yong95 ] described a NRD based leaky wave antenna of the foreshortening type
94 GHz of length 1.5m with a half-power beamwidth of 0.14o and frequency scanning of

at

t7"

from 90 GHz to 98 GHz, relative to the main beam angle at 94 GHz I Rong90 ] presented
simple NRD leaky wave antenna of the foreshortening type with a tuning aperture.

shown that \¡/ith proper choice

of the aperture height, the phase

a

It was

constant can be made

relatively insensitive to the variation in distance of the aperture from the dielectric strip. Thus

the leakage constant, which controls the radiation strength, could again be independently
controlled by varying the distance between the aperture and the dielectric strip.

In the asymmetry type of leaky structure, a vertical component of the electric field is
created ( parallel to the air-dielectric interface ) by introducing a vertical asymmetry like an

air-gap in the NRD dielectric, or using a trapezoidal shaped NRD dielectric, though the
dielectric is placed sufficiently remote from the edges of the ground plane. As a result, an
essentially TEM type mode is created in the parallel-plate air region. This mode propagates
at an angle between the plates and leaks away when it reaches the open end. One side of the
structure can be closed by a metal plate so that a unidirectional radiation pattern can be

l4

obtained. This design completely suppresses the horizontal component of electric field due to

the cut-off nature of the metal plates. Further, since no other cross-polarized field
components are generated at the open end, the radiation field does not suffer from crosspolanzation at all.

I YoshidaSg ] and I TerashimaSSb ] suggested that in the case of

a

vertical asymmetry

in the NRD dielectric such as an air gap, it is possible to control the beamwidth by varying
the distance between the open end and the dielectric strip as the beam scans with frequency.

However,

it is difficult to fix the dielectric strip of the NRD precisely in a leaky antenna

constructed by introducing a gap between the NRD dielectric and the ground plane. Also, this

type of antenna enters a reactive-mode region with low radiation efficiency for

a

gap

thickness more than a critical value. To alleviate these shortcomings, a wedge-offset NRD
guide leaky wave antenna was proposed in I Xiangyin2OO0 ]. It was shown for this case that

the leakage and phase constants could be controlled independently by separate geometrical
parameters and thus the beamwidth could

be changed without affecting the angle of

maximum radiation.

I

Xu98

]

discussed design issues

of a leaky wave antenna constructed using a

trapezoidal shaped dielectric with and without gaps between the dielectric and NRD ground
plane. For this antenna, it was shown that leakage constant reaches its maximum value when
mode coupling between the LSE and the LSM mode is extreme, and then decreases because

of the cancellation effect

I

OlinerSl

], I

Peng8l

].

Parametric effect

dimensions on the leakage constant was also investigated.
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of the trapezoidal

At a central frequency of

31.5

GHz, it was found that it is possible to get a stable radiation pattern with low distortion as the

beam scans

with frequency, as the leakage constant only

decreases slightly over the

operational frequency range.

A NRD based leaky

wave antenna using

a trapezoidal shaped dielectric

with

transition to a rectangular portion was discussed in I Yoneyama85a ]. The ground planes of
the NRD were flared into a horn to improve the pattern in the vertical plane and a reflector

was provided on the other side of the dielectric strip. Design guidelines for ensuring

a

uniform phase distribution along the dielectric strip were suggested which resulted in a sharp
radiation pattern. Side lobes levels were suppressed below -30 dB by proper design of the

transition. Cross polarization levels were also suppressed below -30 dB due to the nonradiative nature of the NRD, as mentioned before.
achieved in the frequency range 49 to

A 10'

beam scan with frequency could be

5I GHz.

However, one has to be careful in the design of such asytnmetries, specially in the
region of strong leakage, as there is a possibility that the desired leaky mode can couple with
another undesired leaky mode, which

is a modification of the

channel guide mode I

Shigesawag4 ]. The effect on leakage produced by different profiles of the NRD dielectric (
rectangle, ellipse, parabola, triangle and semicircle ) has been investigated

in I Zeng99

l.It

was shown that for some of these profiles, very low pattern degradation occurred with
frequency scan.
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I DallairegS ] proposed a design of a NRD based leaky wave feeder for millimeterwave antennas in which the LSE mode was suppressed by inserting a metal plate along the

central axis of the NRD between its ground planes. The dielectric strip of the NRD was
excited by a microstrip line at the air-dielectric interface of the NRD. Leakage of TEM waves

was accomplished by a triangular cut in the NRD dielectric adjacent to one of the ground
planes. An advantage of this design was the lack of the cancellation effect

OlinerSl

( [ Peng8l ], I

] ) due to the absence of the LSE mode. Attenuation constants of abour. 20-t20

dB/m could be realized using this design

Another technique used to generate leaky waves is to create an asymmetry in the
metal housing. This can include steps in the NRD housing, metal strips placed close to the

NRD dielectric or housing the dielectric strip in a groove cut in the metal plates as in the
monogroove NRD guide.

Leaky waves in the NRD can be also constructed by creating a periodic array of
notches on the upper and/or lower edges of the NRD dielectric I Yoneyama95 ], I Maamtia94

l.

Advantages

of these designs include simplicity in construction and physical stability

I

Maamriag3 ]. I Yoneyamag5 ] discussed a design with notches on both the upper and lower
dielectric surfaces, where the direction of radiation can be controlled by adjusting the period

of the notches. The aperture distribution and the radiation angle can also be easily controlled
by adjusting the depths and widths of the notches and choosing a dielectric strip of the proper
width. The radiating notches on the upper and lower edges of the dielectric can be alternately
placed half a guided wavelength apart in order to avoid grating lobes. In addition, matching

t]

elements in the form of apair of non-radiating symmetrical notches can be placed in between
the radiating notches a quarter of a guided wavelength from the radiating notches to achieve
good match at the input. In this way, abroadside leaky NRD guide array canbe synthesizedl
Yoneyama95 l.

Yet another technique that can be used in the design of a broadside leaky wave NRD
array is to use paired notches on the upper and lower edges of the NRD dielectric and
introduce asymmetry by filling one of them with a high-permittivity material like duroid.
These paired notches can be placed half a guided wavelength apart and their orientation

changed alternately.

In this way, a broadside radiation is

obtained with grating lobes

suppressed and a good match is also obtained at the input. I Yoneyama95

]

suggested loading

the notches in such a way so as to make the average dielectric constant of the NRD guide
equal to the dielectric constant of the original NRD guide. In addition, this technique is very

suitable to cause large leakage which makes the antenna short and the beamwidth wide I

Maamria94l.

An interesting and desirable property of these types of leaky wave antennas is
relative insensitivity

of the leakage constant as the propagation

the

constant varies with

frequency. This causes the antenna to scan with frequency with little change in beamwidth,

the latter being mainly controlled by the leakage constant. For example,

I

Maamna94

)

presented design of a leaky wave NRD using periodic gratings on the upper surface of the

NRD dielectric only, where the beam scans for about 30 degrees ( the angle measured in one
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direction only

)

about the centre frequency of 24 GHz, with relatively small change in the

leakage constant and thus, a small change in beamwidth.

Another technique used to achieve a leaky wave design is to load the NRD dielectric

with periodic metallic strips. Such an antenna aT 29 -3I GHz has been analyzed in I Hong9O
t.

I Maamriag3 ] and I Yoneyamag5 ] discussed how a leaky NRD guide with periodic
gratings on the upper surface of the dielectric could be used to feed a slot array in a planar
antenna configuration. The leaky NRD waveguide is particularly suitable for this purpose as

the leakage is caused through a TEM type mode which is the only type of parasitic mode
possible in the antenna cavity. As an example, use
degradation

of a slotted waveguide will result in

of the radiation pattern due to the appearance of the parasitic slot mode I

Clarricoats66 ] and associated radiation from discontinuities at the end of the slot. The NRD
was placed at an angle with respect to the slots so as the emerging leaky wave front at an

angle to its broadside direction could be parallel to the slots and excite them in phase. A
reflector was placed at a suitable distance from the NRD dielectric strip and on the opposite

side of the leaky NRD as the antenna cavity so that the reflected wave could add
constructive manner to excite the slots effectively.
antenna cavity

A Teflon

in

a

slab was introduced in the

to completely eliminate grating lobes and a quarter wavelength matching

section was introduced between the feeding system and the radiating area

to

improve

mismatch between the two. In order prevent the small residual reflection from the right of the

t9

structure deteriorate system performance, an absorber was placed there so that the antenna
could be excited only with traveling waves.

Excellent broadside pencil beam patterns with halfpower beam widths of 3.7" x 4" at

23 Gfizwith low side lobes of -20 dB from the main lobe level were measured in both planes
parallel to and crossing the slots I Maamriag3

]. This was a better pattern than that which

could have been produced by the leaky wave NRD alone. The measured antenna gain was 32

dB. However, the frequency bandwidth was only about l.3o/o which makes the antenna
suitable only for narrow-band applications as in identification card or car collision avoidance
systems I YoneyamagSa ]. The antenna scanned with frequency without appreciable change

in the radiation pattern. A circularly polarized pattern was also obtained in I Maamria93
using the above design methodology by feeding a planar array of slots
sets

]

( consisting of two

of slots cut at right angles to each other ) with two orthogonally placed leaky NRDs fed

by a 3-dB directional coupler. Patterns similar to the linearly polarized case were obtained
with a minimum axial ratio of 0.3 dB at about 23 GHz.In its application as a car collision
avoidance radar, the two arms of the directional coupler could be used to discriminate true
retums by obstacles from radiation produced by cars running in opposite directions.

An effective car-warning radar at 60 GHz with a measured distance error of 0.70m

for a target distance between 5 to 120m was also reported

in I Wagatsuma98b ]. This

consisted of a planar anay of slots fed by a leaky NRD guide and coupled through a short-

circuited 3-dB coupling structure. In I KurokigSb ], a high speed pulse modulator based on
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the NRD guide technology for car collision warning systems both in the short and long
detection ranges of 0.33m to 40m has been realized using the Schottky Barrier Diode.

[4o91 ]

described yet another type of NRD based leaky wave antenna with tapered

transition and tuning aperture. A NRD based curved leaky wave structure has been discussed

in I Ohteragg ] to achieve a broad-beam antenna. It

has been shown in this case that

it

is

possible to control the slope of the radiation pattem by one of the structural parameters - the

equi-angle of spiral and the beamwidth through another parameter

- the angular

aperture.

This is a very desirable feature for several Wireless Local Area Network applications.

I MalherbegS ] presented design of an 8-element array at 9,5 GHz, serially fed from a

single NRD guide using gap-coupling, the main guide propagating a wave with the same
wavenumber as that

of free

space. Grating lobes were effectively suppressed though the

individual elements aÍe spaced one free-space wavelength apart, due

to the narrow

beamwidth of the individual elements. The main beam was well-formed, though with a slight
squint due to the slight difference of guided wavelength from its free space value. The worst
sidelobe level was at -17 dB with the half-power beamwidths of the main beam at 8.3" x
64.0". The gain was calculated to be 16.9 dB, excluding power dumped in the load and
compared well to the gain

of 16.8 dB obtained with auniformlyilluminated aperture of the

same size. Though the serial design limited the bandwidth,

it was shown that the topology

could be extended to the design of large linear arrays with low side sidelobe levels due to the

fairly uniform excitation across the centre elements which tapered off at the edges of the
aperture.
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An iterative procedure taking into account mutual coupling has been applied in
Malherbe84b

l, I MalherbeS4c ]

and

I

GhoshgT

I

I to the design of slot antennas based on

NRD. Alternately inclined slots were designed half a guide wavelength apart to avoid grating
lobes. Using such a ten-element slot array, a preliminary design achieved a gain of 9.6 dB at

9.5 GHz with an input VSWR of 1.67 [MalherbeS4c ]. However, as a result of unequal slot
feed due to air gaps, the pattem suffered from a 1o squint and high side lobe level on one
side. However, in order to avoid using empirical design curves for the admittance of a single
slot in the NRD ground plane in the above analysis and design, I Reddy93b ] and I Reddy92 ]
charactenzed the slot taking into account the thickness of the ground plane and measured its

radiation pattern.

I Reddyg3c ] and I Reddyg3a ] also described a slot coupled microstrip

patch antenna at 9.35 GHz excited by the NRD terminated by a variable short. Ripples
observed in the radiation patterns in both cases were ascribed due to frnite ground plane
effects.

I MalherbeSSa ] described

a

NRD based leaky wave antenna at 9.5 GHz using a long

slit in the NRD ground plane offset from the NRD dielectric. The leakage along the length of
the slit was controlled by the offset from the dielectric. Both the cases of an exponential and

an uniform aperture illumination were treated. For the latter case, a gain
measured at 9.5 GHz remaining constant to within

I

of

10.5 dB was

dB over the 9-10 GHz range, while

return loss of 19-24 dB was observed over the same frequency range, though about 28o/o
the incident power was dissipated in the matched load.
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a

of

I

MalherbegTb

I

commented on intrinsic advantages

of an open-ended NRD for

potential use in linear affays. The radiator has a very low side-lobe level since the NRD

fields decay exponentially on both sides of the NRD dielectric. Also, a wide-bandwidth
results because of the non-resonant nature of the structure, though use of a hole I Olivier88 ]

or a coupled stub to improve the mismatch between the element and the guide can limit its
bandwidth. An excellent agreement was obtained between the measured and calculated
radiation patterns for such a radiator designed at 9.5 GHz, though the calculations were based

on a single primary mode assumption in the radiation integtals, which resulted in
considerable analytical simplification.

I Malherbegg ]

demonstrated that

it is possible

a

to

obtain a sharper radiation pattern in the E-plane without recourse to costly and complex
alternative techniques by using a wedge-type NRD based radiator where a quadratic phase
term is introduced in the aperture ñelds. It is also possible to control the radiation pattern by
adjusting the quadratic phase function.

Construction of an anay at9.5 GlHz using open-ended NRDs fed by corporate feed

was discussed
appearance

in I

MalherbegTc

].

Large interelement spacing was possible without the

of grating lobes due to the

sharpness

of the E-plane radiation patterns of the

individual elements. As in the case of a single open-ended NRD, considerable simplification
was achieved by assuming the aperture field of a single cell to be due to the primary NRD

mode. Computed and measured radiation patterns for the coupled even-sum NRD mode
asreed well.
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I

MalherbegTa

I

addressed design

open-ended NRD guides.

result

of a corporate feed for a four-element array of

It was suggested that

if sufficient line leneths

severe deterioration

in performance might

were not allowed for the even-sum modes of the NRD to be

established and stabilized.

A NRD

based antenna using a polyrod radiator fed by a tapered dielectric strip to

achieve mode and impedance matching to free space was described

in I MalherbeSSb ]. A

gain of 15.9 dB was achieved at 9.5 GHz using an antenna of length 120mm.

Analysis and design of a UDR was discussed
advantages

in I An94 ].

Besides retaining all

of a dielectric antenna, this structure is easy to fabricate and a pattern with low-

cross polarization ( measured cross-polarization levels

of

-20 dB

) can be achieved in both

the E and H-planes.

Analysis of an inherently low loss unidirectional dielectric radiator anay ( UDRA )

fed by a microstrip line was studied

in I An96 l. This consisted of

several dielectric

resonators, one of which was excited through slot-coupling by a microstrip. The resonators
were placed side by side in close proximity to the edge of the ground plane. Due to the non-

radiating nature of the NRD, radiation takes place only into the open space from the radiating
aperture and is suppressed in all other directions. However, though this type of antenna has a

large beamwidth,

it

suffers from a relatively narrow bandwidth due to resonance.

A

single

element array was measured to have a 10 dB retum loss ba¡dwidth of 2-3% at 20 GHz,

which however compares well with that of

a

well-matched microstrip patch antenna. Further,

1/l

the bandwidth and the coupling efficiency can be easily optimized by changing the position

of the resonators vis-à-vis the radiating aperture. The H-plane beamwidth of the radiation
pattem of the individual element was calculated to be 93o while that of the E-plane computed
at 28-39" , suggesting a fan-shaped pattern.

For multi-element affays built with this technology, the inter-element mutual
coupling can be easily changed and the resonant frequency easily tuned by adjusting the
interelement spacing, which

is an important advantage over printed arrays such as the

microstrip patch aftay. The 10-dB retum loss bandwidth for a two-element array was
measured at about 4.5o/o at 18.9 GHz which was found to be at about 3.76% at 18.6 GHz for

a three-element arrav. Also. for a two-element arrav. the beamwidth decreases and

the

sidelobes increase as the elements are moved further from each other, suggesting a trade-off
between beamwidth and gain. For a three-element arcay, the 3-dB gain beamwidth for the E
and H-plane radiation patterns were measured to be 30" and 80o respectively, while the gain
was measured at i 1 dBi, demonstrating high-gain and good radiating efficiency for the array.

I

Belaid2000

I

presented an active UDRA prototype at 14 GHz consisting of two,

four and eight radiators. The radiators were fed through microstrip línes slot coupled to the
resonators.

A potential advantage of this design is that the active

devices can thus be

fabricated on the semiconductor substrate monolithicallv and the antenna elements can be
fabricated on another substrate with a lower dielectric constant to achieve a greater radiation

eff,rciency.

A Wilkinson

power divider design was implemented for the feed network.

Excellent coupling of the microstrip lines to the dielectric resonators and high radiation
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efficiencies were achieved
measured.

in the design. A

power-combining efficiency

of 89% was

A gain of 23.10 dBi was achieved using eight radiators and four amplifiers. It was

noted that the negative shift in the resonance frequency due to interelement coupling could be
compensated by increasing the interelement spacing though the sidelobe level increases

with

increasing distance between the radiating elements.

A power-combiner functioning also as an antenna was designed in I Yang2000 ] and I
Yang99

]

using a rectangular dielectric resonator placed in between ground planes spaced

less than half free space wavelength apart. The structure was terminated on one side by a

metal plane and radiating from the other side. The LSEor mode was used for this purpose.
Tuned electrically short monopole antennas were used for excitation.

A gain of 5 dB was

achieved in the azimuthal plane for a single element while for a two element arÍay, the gain
was at 7 dB. Cross-polarization in the radiation pattern was minimized

the below cutoff nature

in the separation of the ground

(

-25 dB ) because

of

planes. The oscillator power-

combining efficiency for a single-element antenna ( using two oscillators ) was found to be
91% while the spatial power-combining efficiency for a two-element antenna array ( using
four oscillators ) was at

2.3.

90o/o.

NRD Based Transitions

Traditionally used transitions like that of the microstrip to metallic waveguide I
Grabherrg4

]

were reported to be wide-band. However, as previously noted, the metallic

waveguide proves to be bulky in relation to the planar circuits and cannot be considered an
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ideal candidate for hybrid integration of planar and nonplanar technologies, especially

at

mi llimeter-wave frequencies.

As previously noted, the NRD guide offers a number of unique advantages wellsuited to millimeter-wave design. In addition, passive structures like a high-Q bandpass f,rlter

is difficult to realize using planar circuits, the latter being more suited for design of active
circuits. The NRD guide on the other hand is ideally suited for the design of high-Q low-loss
passive components. Hence a marriage between the planar and non-planar NRD technologies

offers the unique possibility of eliminating the potential shortcomings of both technologies
and exploiting their complementary advantages in an eff,rcient integrated system design.

Traditionally used transitions with the NRD included transitions from the rectangular
waveguide to the NRD using a tapered dielectric strip which achieved a VSWR
MalherbeS5

l, I YoneyamaS3b ] and I YoneyamaSla ]. However, this transition

difficult to manufacture and analyze. As well,
Moreover,

it

of 1.15 |

is bulky and

it is not suitable for commercial

use.

is not possible to exploit the complementary advantages of planar and non-

planar technologies in the design of this transition.

In the domain of hybrid integration of planar technologies and nonplanar NRD based
technologies, several different schemes of coupling have been used ( [ Wu97a ], IWu97b ], I
Tang2000c

] ). Firstly, aplanar circuit

devices are accommodated

mount is inserted in the NRD dielectric. The active

in the planar circuit mount. The impedance mismatch in this

design can pose a serious problem. To get over this problem, a thin dielectric sheet
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of

a

properly chosen high permittivity is added together with an air-gap of a proper dimension
between the planar mount and the NRD-guide. The other limitation

of this

design

methodology is the space limitation between the NRD ground planes, especially at high
frequencies, since this distance has always to be less than one half a free-space wavelength.
Because of this reason

it might be difficult or even impossible to integrate active devices into

the planar circuit mount that can be physically accommodated within the ground planes of

the NRD. In addition,

it

may be difficult to solve surface contact problems between the

different components of this design, especially that between the devices and the NRD-guide
of the matching dielectric sheet. Air-gaps may lead to power leakage, mode conversion and
impedance mismatching. Moreover, the above coupling scheme may be unsuitable for largescale batch production, and fabrication costs can increase considerably.

In

another coupling scheme, planar circuits are slot-coupled

to the NRD

guide

through an aperture in the common ground plane. The active devices may be incorporated in
the planar circuit, which may be in the form of a microstrip line, a coplanar waveguide or
even a slot line. Passive components may be conveniently designed with the NRD guide. The

most widely studied transition in this area has been the microstrip to NRD transition. The

length

of the open-ended

microstrip, which

is crucial in the design of

good quality

transitions, can be adjusted to achieve a good match. Another important factor which affects

the impedance match between the two dissimilar structures is the permittivity of the NRD
guide, which can be suitably chosen. The field of the low-loss LSMor mode of the NRD is
well-matched with that of the microstrip at the coupling slot, which enables the designer to

build an effective transition. Another important advantage inherent with this design is
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the

potential reduction in cross-talk and interference between two or more circuits which may be
placed on opposite sides of the NRD-guide.

in addition, by using both

sides of the NRD,

circuits can be designed in a compact manner and effective space utilization can be achieved.

As an example, a complete transceiver can be designed based on this technology with
isolation between the transmitting and receiving circuits achieved by. mounting them on
opposite sides of the NRD-guide. To further enhance the integration, a tail-ended tapered
microstrip line could also be used, as reported in I Kurup99 ].

Thus, taking into account the inherent advantages of the NRD guide technology, the
latter design enables us to achieve a low cost, low loss and compact transition with minimum
interference oroblems.

Microstrip line-NRD-microstrip line transitions following the latter design
methodology has been reported in I Sayyahgg

l, I Han96c ], I Han96b ] and I Wu97b ], while

I Goi98 ] described a coupler using two dielectric rods in the NRD coupled to a microstrip
line planar circuit in the rod side wall. Small aperture coupling theory has been used to model

the transition
achieved

a

in I

Han96c

]. The design

I5o/o effective bandwidth

described

in I

Wu97b

], though not optimized,

at 19 GHz , which coincides with the operational

monomode bandwidth of the NRD-guide. The losses of the two microstrip feeding lines were

included in the measurement. The best insertion loss for the complete circuit was observed to
be less than 3.5 dB over the l5o/o bandwidth. However, in-band ripples were observed in the

frequency response which might be due

to intemal impedance mismatching of the two

transitions.
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Optimized microstrip line-NRD-microstrip line transitions using the low-loss LSMor
mode as the propagating mode in the NRD has been reported in I Bacha9Sb

l. At 20 GHz,

theoretical modeling of the complete structure showed less than 0.4 dB of insertion loss over
the lower end of the bandwidth and less than 2 dB over the rest, neglecting the losses in the

microstrip line. TLM ( Transmission Line Matrix ) modeling of a similar design using the
comparatively more lossy LSE6r mode reported a theoretical insertion loss of 2.5 dB around

20 GHz I BachagSa ]. A slot-coupled microstrip to NRD transition using a spurious mode
suppressing technique has been reported

in I Tang2000b ] and shown to particularly attenuate

the TEzo and the TE¿o modes in the NRD, which is helpful in the design of effective
broadband transitions.

The third scheme of coupling with planar circuits involves placing the dielectric strip

of the NRD directly over the microstrip line or a coplanar waveguide. This "put and cover"
procedure has been well documented

in I

Tanggga

], I

Tangggb

), I

Tang2000a

]

and I

Tang2000c ]. It has been demonstrated that the leakage loss in the NRD due to presence

of

the microstrip substrate can be maintained at a negligibly low level by properly choosing the
dimensions of the dielectric strip in the NRD due to the cancellation effect I Tang2000a ]. As
such the unique low-loss nature of the NRD at millimeter-wave frequencies and the field

profiles in the NRD guide are well preserved even in the presence of the microstrip substrate.
This design methodology has also been used in coupling a coplanar waveguide ( CPW ) with
the NRD ( [ Tanggga ], I Tangggb

l, I Tang2000c ] ) for which field distortion in the NRD

is

even less due to the structure of the CPW. The penetration depth of the microstrip / CPW end

in the dielectric strip of the NRD, the distance of the open end of the NRD to the centre of
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the microstrip

/ CPW and the width of the microstrip are important design parameters for a

good impedance match. An insertion loss of 0.84 dB at 34.80 GHz has been reported for two

back-to-back CPW / NRD transitions in I Tanggga ] while I Tang99b ] reported an insertion

loss under 1.20 dB over 28.50

-

transitions. A similar design using

a

32.00 GHz for two back-to-back microstrip

/

NRD

NRD bend in place of the straight NRD section between

two microstrip lines demonstrated negligible leakage loss due to the bend I Tang99b ]. Thus
this technique can also be effectively used for interconnecting two microstrip or CP'W lines
in place of wire-bonding in view of its potentially low loss at millimeter-wave frequencies.

A transition of NRD with an inverted slot line at 60 GHz with negligible transition
loss has been reported in

I

Yoneyamag8b ], while transitions to a coaxial line, a coplanar

waveguide and a stripline has been suggested in I Yoneyama9Sc ].

2.4. l{RD Based Circuit

Components

The inherent advantages of the NRD guide especially at high frequencies led to the
development of various NRD based circuit components,. viz. resonators, filters, couplers,
circulators, mode suppressors, terminators, power combiners, bends, beam lead diode mounts
and Gunn oscillators ( [ Yoneyama9I

l, I YoneyamaS8 ], I Yoneyama83b ], I YoneyamaSla

], I YoneyamaSlb ] ) and NRD based measurement

systems

I

Ishikawa96b

component design using NRD guide technology enables the designer

to

]. In

addition,

choose design

parameters in such a way that discontinuities are purely reactive and thus the problems

of

radiation and interference can be significantly reduced in an integrated environment. In the

3l

following, a discussion regarding NRD based components using different configurations is
oresented.

Dielectric resonators receive wide attention nowadays due to their reduced size, low
cost, low loss, easy circuit integrability and good thermal stability lFrezza93a ]. Design of

NRD-based oscillators presents unique advantages over conventional techniques, especially

at high

frequencies. Usually, ceramic-based dielectric materials having high relative

permittivity ( > 18 ) have to be used in conventional techniques to achieve mode-confinement

I Wu96 ]. These materials may be costly and difficult to handle because of their extremely
miniaturized size. Also, once designed, tuning these oscillators by adjusting the spacing
between the dielectric resonator and its coupled transmission line may be extremely diff,rcult.

Modeling and analysis of such a structure might present additional complexities due to the
rectangular-coordinate planar line coupled to a cylindrically coordinated dielectric resonator.

A

single dielectric resonator, which is used in most cases, also leads to an asymmetric

confîguration which might cause radiation loss

in an open environment or parasitic

interference in an enclosed package. In addition, the conventional topology lacks a built-in
feedback capacity which is necessary for the design of highly stabilized oscillators or high-

quality solid-state power sources.

However,

it is possible to use high Q, and cheap materials of low permittivity like

Teflon ( relative permittivity - 2.04 ) to design high Q NRD based resonator with reduced
radiation loss. The nonradiative nature of the structure prevents leakage and coupling with
other external components, and thus the Q-factor is limited almost only by material losses.

JL

The size of the resonator is larger due to the use of the low-permittivity material allowing the
designer a lower mechanical tolerance and the resonator can be built in cylindrical or cubic

form with the added advantage of symmetry for the latter. High-frequency stability of the
resonator can also be achieved through the use of a temperature-stabilized material such as
the Roger's TMM dielectric materials. Design of such a NRD-based oscillator at 16.19 GHz

with an output power level of 5.1 dBm was discussed in I Wu96 ], where Teflon was used for
the fabrication of the resonator.

Design and analysis

of a microstrip-coupled NRD resonator using the reciprocity

principle and modal-field expansion was described in I Sayyah99 ]. The resonator, having
resonant frequency

a

of 16.47 GHz, consisted of two microstrip lines attached to a high

electron-mobility transistor ( HEMT ) and slot coupled to the NRD resonator through two
slots in the common ground plane of the microstrip and the NRD.

It was

seen that the Q-

factor improved as the spacing between the slot was decreased, though the transmission
coefficient deteriorated. Unloaded Q-factors of the order

of

6175.6 was achieved

in

this

design. The transmission coefficient remained unaffected with respect to slot spacing over a

wide range allowing the designer considerable flexibility to choose the coupling strength
without changing the resonant frequency.

NRD based resonators were also discussed in I Huang95a ]. I Songxin9S ] presented
design of a NRD based oscillator using a dual ring resonator fed by microstrip lines at the

input and output sides and operating at23.3 GHz producing 7.0 dBm output power and 6.4Yo

dc-to-RF conversion efficiency with less than -95.7 dBc/fIz phase noise at 1-MHz offset

JJ

from the carier. The resonator was used to provide a positive feedback and also served as a
frequency-stabilizing element. A HEMT was used with the planar circuit to offset for the loss
introduced by the resonator. This topology, though suffering from coordinate mismatch
between the rectangular slot and the cylindrical resonator compared to its cubic counterpart
as

in I Wu96 ], presents some unique advantages. The ring resonator is a closed structure

which can be easily used to tune the frequency by change in the ring thickness and enables
easy Íesonance

( mode ) control. In addition, proper phase control necessary for start of the

oscillation can be conveniently achieved by adjusting the distance between the coupling slots

with the microstrip. Design of advanced millimeter-wave oscillators with dual modes and
with high-Q resonant modes can also be achieved using this method.

A NRD

based resonator coupled to a microstrip line by a circular aperture

in

the

ground plane was also discussed in I Schreursgg ]. A loaded Q of 800 was obtained. A NRD
based oscillator was also designed

in I Ma93a ] by using mode excitors for the LSMor and

LSEor modes.

Because of low propagation and radiation losses, NRD guide technology also prove

ideal in the design of filters, especially at high frequencies. In addition, recent availability

of

materials with high dielectric constant, low losses and high thermal stability make it possible

to realize highly efficient filtering structures having small size, high quality factors and good
thermal behaviour using dielectric resonators lFrezza95 ).

J+

Realization of filters using parallelopiped dielectric resonators ( PDRs ) in NRD has
been treated extensively

resonant frequencies

in I Frezzagí ] and I Di Nallog6 ]. Results showing variation of

with the coupling distance between the NRD and the dielectric

resonator as well as with the length of the dielectric resonator were presented alongwith
results involving unloaded quality factors

and the influence of coupling

distance on the

external and loaded quality factors of the NRD based PDR.

Another class of filtering structure using whispering gallery modes in disc and ring

dielectric resonators electromagnetically coupled

to the NRD in

side-by-side alignment,

allow the designer to avoid using high-permittivity materials using classical resonant modes

which leads to miniaturization and requirement of close mechanical tolerances. The field
concentration at the borders and their angular variation in whispering gallery modes can be
exploited to construct NRD based traveling wave devices, like directional filters lFrezza9T ),

lFrezzag3af,lFrezzag3b ]. Charactenzation of NRD based cylindrical resonators including
dielectric and conductor losses has been done in lFrezza95l.

Rectangular resonators, coupled to the NRD in a similar fashion, though difficult to
analyze, offer excellent performance as bandpass and bandstop filters,

with respect to mode

rejection, spacing and selectivity. However, proper design of the dielectric resonator and
selection of the appropriate coupling distance from the NRD guide are crucial parameters
affecting filter design in this technology. NRD guides gap coupled to ring resonators possess
remarkable band-rejection properties as, due to the low transmission and radiation losses

of

the NRD as well as large coupling factors possible with the design, the coupling distance
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could be adjusted appropriately

to

satisfy the perfect band rejection condition

t

YoneyamaS3b ]. Insertion loss of as high as 30 dB can be achieved in the sharp attenuation
band.

Ring type channel dropping filters at20.2l GHz with an insertion loss of 0.7 dB and a

3-dB bandwidth of 0.69To, using apair of ring resonators gap-coupled to two NRD guides
have been reported

in I YagintmagT ]. This paper also reported the design of a periodic

branching f,rlter having an insertion loss of only 0.5 dB in the 20 GHz range. Corresponding

figures for insertion loss for the two kinds of filters using the aluminium plated dielectric
waveguide were 4.8 dB for the former type and 3.5 dB for the latter.

Another technique used in NRD based filter design is using multiple dielectric strips

in the NRD. A 3-pole bandpass hlter has been designed at 38 GHz with

a bandwidth

of

0.5

GHz using this technology I Booneg6 ]. Bandstop filters using periodic NRD gratings have
been realized

number

in I Miao9O ]. It was seen that the stop band width gets narrower when

of periods

increased,

with accompanying increase in insertion loss. The

the

centre

frequency of the stop band could be adjusted by changing the depth of the groove of the
grating. I Hong90

]

described analysis of NRD based millimeter-wave bandstop filters with

stop band at32 - 35 GHz realizedby inserting periodic metallic strips in the NRD dielectric.

Two-pole bandpass filters at 50 GHz have been realized using NRD based rectangular and
cylindrical dielectric resonators separated by gaps from the NRD dielectric in I Endo89 ] and

I YoneyamaS3b ] while I YoneyamaS4b ]

presented similar design

of three-pole, 0.l-dB

Chebyshev ripple bandpass filter at 49.5 GHz with an insertion loss of 0.3 dB over tts2o/o
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bandwidth using two different configurations. In one design, the filter was realized by using
gap-coupled chip resonators as before, while in the other, the series of resonators were linked
using below-cutoff narrow dielectric strips.

Further implementations of this technique can be found
Huangg4

I

and

I

YoneyamaS8

]. I

Jedrzejewski99

] presented

in I

Jedrzejewski98

],

I

the design of gap-coupled

three, four and five pole NRD guide bandpass filters using a half-wave step impedance
prototype technique with improved agreement with experimental characteristics. I Huang94 ]
however showed that replacing the gaps with inductive windows in gap-coupled NRD guide

filters improved both the stop band characteristics and also reduced the length of the filter.

A bandstop filter configuration using rectangular or cylindrical resonators placed on
alternate sides

of the dielectric strip has been realized at 9.04 GHz in I MalherbeSTb ].

Resonant lengths of coupled stubs side coupled to the NRD dielectric strip were determined

in I MalherbeSTa ]. It was shown that for very loose coupling, the resonant frequency was
almost insensitive to the coupling and varied with the stub length.

Design of a Chebyshev bandpass filter with 0.1 dB ripple and

5o/o

bandwidth at 9.50

GHz has been discussed in I OlivierSTa ]. This filter was realized using circular holes drilled

in the NRD dielectric strip, and thus is simple to fabricate. However tuning of this filter is
difficult.

)I

Bandstop filter characteristics
short circuits was addressed in

of side-coupled NRD dielectric strips terminated in

I OlivierSTb ], I MalherbeS6 I and I Olivier86 ]. The short-

circuited ends reduced end-coupling between the adjacent guides that otherwise would
degrade filter perforrnance.

I Huangg5b ]

suggested two-path multimode f,rlters

to improve

the attenuation and steepness of the stopband compared to a one-path design. I Boone99 ]
presented the design methodology and optimization of a dual-path band-pass

filter at 28 GHz

with deep attenuation poles achieving an attenuation of _70 dB in the rejection band.

Dual mode filters using the NRD have been treated in I Di Nallo94a ]. The excitation

and coupling

of dual modes

using tuning screws or cuts

in a square shaped dielectric

resonator placed in different conf,rgurations with respect to the guide axis were discussed. It
was pointed out that this design could be used

to realize both canonical and elliptical types of

filter response and also helped to cut down on size and weight with respect to f,rlters made
using gap-coupled dielectric resonators, though the characteristics were very difficult to
analyze.

A pair of planar type dielectric

resonators fabricated using the photolithographic

technique and magnetically coupled to the NRD dielectric at its input and output was used to
design a bandpass filter at

6l

GHz with a bandwidth of 100 MHz and an insertion loss of 2.6

dB with an out-of-band attenuation of 35 dB at

I

GHz from the centre frequency I

Ishikawag6c ]. This design permits multiple resonators to be fabricated on the same dielectric
substrate

with high precision alongwith potential for large scale production due to

advantages of the photolithographic technique.
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the

I Goi98 I described the design of a NRD

based coupler using hybrid integration

with

the microstrip through the side wall of the NRD dielectric. The coupling at 9.86 GHz was
enhanced

by 20.1 dB over the case using only two dielectric rods by using a

tapered

microstrip line and further improved by 27.2 dB using a FET amplifier circuit.

NRD based symmetric and nonsymmetric couplers constructed using two curved
NRD guide sections or a straight and a curved NRD guide section

'ù/ere presented

in

I

Yoneyama83c ], together with quadrature hybrid couplers and an in-phase power divider at
4'7

-

50 GHz. Due to the presence of the ground planes, NRD based couplers possess a

higher coupling coefficient compared

to slab waveguide or other dielectric

waveguide

couplers, leading to a potential reduction in circuit size. Also, complete power transfer with

improved coupling characteristics is possible with NRD based couplers compared to
structures like image guide couplers, if the coupling spacing is properly chosen. Additionally,

unlike other dielectric waveguide couplers, no linear section has to be introduced in between

two curved connecting arms to improve the coupling characteristics. However, NRD guide
couplers are relatively of narrow bandwidth compared to other dielectric waveguide couplers.

Design

of a 3 dB branched NRD

based directional coupler at 35 GHz

with

an

isolation of -20 dB and a VSWR of less than 1 .3 was reported in I Qi9l ] while reference to

a

3-dB syrnmetrical coupler at35 GHz using two curved sections of NRDs with curvature radii
as 30mm and a spacing of 2.6 mm can be found

analysis and measurement

in I YoneyamaS9 ]. I Niu93 ]

addressed

of two NRD guide couplers at 35 GHz with a dielectric

between them where the coupling was achieved through leaky waves, while
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slab

I LiqunSS

]

described constmction of NRD based 3-dB and 1O-dB directional couplers in the Ka band
using two dielectric strips in close alignment. Improved coupling characteristics between two

NRD guides was reported in I Liu2000 ] using a low permittivity dielectric material between
the two NRD dielectric strips. It was shown that stronger coupling could be obtained with

lower interference to external components using this design than conventional air

gap

coupling between two NRDs or coupling between two channelized NRD-guides leading to
miniaturization in size. Also, the structure is an integrated one-piece unit and can be realized
using the micro-electromechanical system ( MEMS ) or by microwave integrated circuits.

Design of a NRD based E-plane double-Y junction circulator in the Ka band was
discussed

in I Qi96 ].

The double-Y junction both reduces the size and increases the

bandwidth of the structure by improving the matching between the dielectric strip and the
ferrite resonator which was used for applying the bias magnetic field for the circulator action.

At the central frequency of 34.5 GHz, the design achieved 1.5 dB of insertion loss ( including
the loss of two transition horns ) as well as an isolation of 20 dB over a bandwidth of

1.3

GHz. I YoshinagaSS I presented a detailed design of a NRD based circulator at 50 GHz with
an insertion loss of 0.3 dB and an isolation of 20 dB over 2.6 GHz. Mode suppressors were

used

to reduce the ripples in the characteristic curves to a negligible level and half-

wavelength step transforrners were inserted

at

each port

to

increase the operational

bandwidth almost two-fold in this desien.

IHuang96 ] described the design and optimization of mode suppressors in the NRD.
An optimized three-stage design was achieved over 34 - 36 GHz where the unwanted LSEor
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mode was suppressed below -30 dB and mode conversion from the LSEor to the TEM mode

was prevented using a low-pass filter design technique to provide acceptable out-of-band
characteristics in the operational frequency range of the mode suppressor. A mode suppressor

for the LSM mode using

a

horizontal grating structure inserted in the cross-sectional plane of

the NRD has been discussed in I Yoneyama9Sc ]. In addition, LSMor to LSEor and LSMor to

TEM mode converters have been addressed in the above paper.

Discussion regarding NRD guide terminators used as absorbers can be found
YoneyamaSg

], I YoneyamaSla ]

and

I

YoneyamaS3b

in

I

]. The terminator was designed by

fixing layers of tapered film absorbers on both H-plane surfaces of the NRD dielectric,
though in some cases, placement in the E-plane is preferred due to the mechanical rigidity

achieved.
absorber.

A

multilayer structure

A SWR of

of

Mylar-SiOz-NiCr-SiOz-Mylar could be used as an

1.05 was achieved using a four-layered terminator with 50 ohms per

square resistive films in the H-plane I Yoneyama83b

], and it was observed that reduced strip

width resulted in more absorption.

Design of a NRD guide power combiner at Ka band using two Gunn diodes placed at
a separation of half a guided wavelength and centrally inserted

in

a resonant structure

with

a

],

I

power comibining efficiency of 9)o/owas discussed in I Lanfeng3 ].

Characterization
YoneyamaS2

]

of bends in the NRD have been done in I

YoneyamaS6b

and I Mitalg4 ]. It was shown that mode conversion between the LSMor and

the LSEor modes at bends was responsible for bending loss and theoretically, the bending

+l

loss could be totally nullified by a proper choice of dielectric strip width for a given radius

of

curyature of the bend, for both 90o and 180' bends I YoneyamaS6b ]. It was also pointed out

that the periodic spikes

in the bending

loss curves with frequency were caused due to

multiple reflections of the parasitic LSE61 mode in between the transition horns used for
measurement at the input and output ports, and since the horns were not otherwise an integral

part of NRD based systems, these spikes need not be of concem to the designer. In some
cases, the performance

of the bends could be improved and sharp bends with radius of

curvature as small as one guide wavelength could be constructed by tapering down the

dielectric strip width to a proper dimension at the bend so that the field maximum was
centrally placed with respect to the axis of the strip thus minimizing reflections at the bend.
Measurements on a compound 180" and 90o bend with radii of culature as 5mm and 10mm

respectively show a bending loss of 0.3 dB in the frequency range 49 -

5I GHz, which

has

been attributed partly to reflections at such sharp bends I YoneyamaS6b ].

Beam lead diodes, because of their extremely small size, are very suitable for
integrated circuit applications. In I YoneyamaS8

], it was shown that it was possible to get

good match at 35 GHz for a diode mount using a high permittivity dielectric sheet and a

properly placed air gap of a suitable length together with a )"14 choke to prevent power
leakage.

A PIN switch using beam

reported

in I KurokigSa ] with an insertion loss of 2.0 dB and an isolation loss of 17.0 dB.

lead type p-i-n diode at the 77 GHz band has been

This same structure has been used to realize a SPDT switch using a 3-port junction. The
insertion and isolation losses of the switch in the 77 GHz band has been found to be less than

3.0 dB and higher than 20.0 dB respectively.

/11

I

Artuzl9l

I has presented

the design of

a

HEMT amplifier at 34

-

36 GHz built on a coplanar waveguide connected to input and

output NRD guides through coplanar waveguide to NRD transitions. A gain higher than 4 dB
was achieved over the entire frequency range.

A NRD based Gunn oscillator was designed in I YoneyamaS9 ] by feeding the power
from a Gunn diode via a strip line resonator to a truncated end of the NRD dielectric strip. A
ceramic resonator having a small temperature coefficient was placed near the dielectric strip

to achieve frequency stability. An output power of 10 mW was obtained in this design.

In addition, NRD based discontinuities like truncations in the NRD dielectric have
been treated using the variational formulation

I Davidovitz9T I. Treatment of various other

NRD based discontinuities including NRD guide grating, single and

double-step

discontinuities, periodic structures, gap discontinuity, offset gap discontinuity, notch

discontinuity, metal discontinuities including diaphragms, discontinuities using highpermittivity dielectric sheets, rectangular holes in the dielectric strip and NRD guide open
ends and their application
Boone2000a

to NRD based component design was done in I Xu94 ],

I

l, I Di Nallo95 ], I Olivier8S ] and I Endo89 ].

The LSE/LSM modes converter and the LSM mode probe together with
implementations of crossbar balanced mixer and LSM mode oscillator were discussed
Ma98a l.

+t

in

I

of NRD LSM-LSE mode transducer was

Design
YoneyamaS5b

I

addressed

in I

Kuroki92a

].

I

described design of a NRD based T-junction at 35 GHz using stubs and

metal patches at the junction as matching elements. An output power level of -3 to -4 dB was
noted over the operational bandwidt h of 2 GHz about the central frequency. Construction

of

LSM-LSE mode and LSE-LSM mode T-junctions have also been discussed in I Kuroki92a ]
and I Endo89 ]. The former has a VS'WR of about 1.2 at 49 - 51 GHz and the latter a VSWR

of about 1 .2 at 49.5 - 5 1 GHz I Kurokig2a ]. Based on these, three-port and five-port junction
circuits have been built and tested in I Kuroki92a l. The transmission loss of the former has
been found to be an average of -3.0 dB with ripples of +1.0 dB over 49 the latter it was found at -6 dB with deviations of +0.5 dB over 49.4 -

5l

GHz, while for

5I GHz. A much better

design for the three-port junction with an insertion loss of less than 0.5 dB at the 77 GIlz
band has been reported in I KurokigSa ]. It was thus seen that there was negligible radiation

loss at the NRD-guide junctions. Also, the characteristics

of the junction was found

to

improve with increasing circuit complexity, though the reason was not clear. It remains to be
seen

if

the improvement continues with the design of multiport junctions, which could be

used as feed circuits for millimeter-wave planar antennas.

A full-wave

analysis of a NRD

guide T-junction was also presented in I Boone2000b ] based on the mode-matching method
coupled with a cascading procedure.

Details

of a transmitter and receiver front end fabricated

using NRD guide

components can be found in I YoneyamaS9 ], I Hong95 ] and I Ma96 ]. I Kuroki99 ] has also
presented the design

of

a

highly efficient transceiver for broad-band applications using NRD

guide based components at 60 GHz.

A Schottky Barrier Diode with minority carrier lifetime
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of pico-second order instead of a p-i-n diode with a corresponding minority carrier lifetime
several ten nanosecond orders was used. The design also dispensed

of

with the matching air-gap

used previously resulting in size reduction and increased rigidity of the structure.
based high-speed pulse radar at 60 GHz using the Schottky Barrier Diode

A NRD

with a short-range

detection capacity of centimeters order and an error range of less than 4 cm. was described in

I Kuroki2000

].

A multi-channel TV signal transmission system at 60 GHz using the NRD

guide technology has been reported in I Kuroki9Sc ].

domain simulation

I Artuzi9T I discussed

of a reflection type amplitude modulator

design and time-

using the NRD guide

technology.

2.5. Modified I\RD Guides

I Topa98 ]

discussed properties

of

a

NRD where a pseudochiral f)-slab was used

as

the NRD dielectric, which resulted in a increase in bandwidth of the LSMor mode. Complex
mode propagation in case of composite NRD waveguides was addressed in I Wu94a ]. It was

also shown that such structures offer advantages like low loss and wide monomode
bandwidth.

A full-wave

analysis of an NRD using a transversely magnetized ferrite rod as

the dielectric which can be used for implementing electronically tuned and nonreciprocal
devices was presented in I Cesarg3 ] while I CesarS9a

] and I CesarS9b ] dealt with an NRD,

for similar potential use, where the isotropic dielectric was replaced by a longitudinally
magnetized ferrite. In I KremergS ], whispering gallery modes as a function of gap spacing
between two disks of a sapphire double disk resonator using a uniaxial anisotropic dielectric

/l<

material have been found and used to construct an ultra-high sensitive vibration transducer. A
discussion regarding NRD based ferrite circular resonators can be found in I Alei96 ].

I Kikuma2000 ] presented an experimental investigation of a transition from an image

NRD guide to a dielectric image line using a linear flare of the parallel plates of the image

NRD guide. An advantage of the image NRD guide is that

it

occupies half the space

compared with the NRD guide and the image plane also helps to suppress the LSEor mode
keeping the LSMor mode undisturbed. Thus the LSM9I mode becomes the dominant mode in

the image NRD guide thus avoiding power transfer problems to the LSEor mode as in the

NRD. Though the loss in the image NRD guide is larger than that in the NRD due to the
conductor loss of the image plane, the loss decreases with frequency similar to that in the
NRD.

A coaxial probe fed open-ended image NRD guide antenna has been discussed in
Sugawara2OO1

] for which

I

a 5.85 dBi gain at 14.00 GHz has been reported. This might be a

potential candidate for array applications.

A microstrip line fed slot-coupled leaky

wave

antenna based on an aslnnmetric image NRD guide with staircase shaped dielectric slab and a

flared horn was presented in I Lee2000 ]. As a result of the staircase shaped dielectric block
and the flared horn, a 3dB gain bandwidth of 2.10o/o at 13.50

-

14.90 GHz was realized as

compared to 0.80% from a leaky wave antenna constructed using an ordinary image NRD

guide. The impedance bandwidth was also increased three fold when compared with

a

ordinary image NRD based leaky wave antenna. The flared horn was also used to control the
H-plane beamwidth. A broadside leaky wave antenna based on an image NRD guide using a
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half-sinusoidal source distribution achieved through the resonance of the leaky mode has
been achieved

Sanagigg

]

in IYamamoto99 ] with < -20 dB side lobe levels and i6 - 18 dBi directivity. I

proposed an image NRD based Gunn diode oscillator prototype using one and

two diodes.

I Ma93c ]

discussed problems associated

with the design of groove nonradiative

dielectric guides ( GNRD ) where an offset of the grooves caused leakage of power from the
operating mode and the structure ceased to be nonradiative. In addition, due to this offset,
mode-conversion took place between the operating mode and the dominant mode causing
degradation in system performance. However, the structure of the GNRD guide enables the

dielectric strip to be positioned properly which is of crucial importance in the design of NRD
based components

like the directional coupler and leaky-wave antenna. It also results in

increased mono-mode bandwidth compared to the ordinary NRD guide I Lei89

]

and with a

proper choice of groove depth, mode coupling between the LSM9¡ and the LSEor can be
significantly reduced and as such very sharp bends can be fabricated using this technology I
Yoneyama98a
discussed

]. Parameters affecting

in I Liling92l

I Liling89 ]

the performance of bends using the GNRD were

and design guidelines suggested.

suggested the mono groove

NRD ( MGNRD

) as an alternative to

overcome the problems involving groove offsets in GNRD and discussed the performance

of

a MGNRD based leaky-wave antenna. A asymmetric grooved NRD guide leaky-wave
antenna

( similar to the MGNRD ) as a potential candidate for millimeter-wave applications

was addressed in I Xu99 ] and parametric variation of the leakage constant over a wide range
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was demonstrated.

I

Wen-Xun87

]

presented

a GNRD based leaky wave antenna

and

suggested that the groove depth could be adjusted to sharpen the radiation pattern and reduce

side lobes, while I OlinerS5a ] proposed a GNRD leaky wave structure where introduction
a metal strip near the dielectric created an electric

of

field parallel to the dielectric-air interface,

which caused a leaky TEM type mode to be set up.

I OlinerS5a ]

also proposed utilizing

higher order modes in GNRD based design to establish the desired polarization and leakage
characteristic in leaky wave antennas. Characterization of gaps in the GNRD for potential use

in a bandpass filter conf,rguration has been done in I Liling94 ].

An Engraved NRD Guide ( ENRD ) has been proposed in

I Cassivi2000 ]

which

largely eliminates the misalignment problem in NRD based structures involving several
components, e.g. gap-coupled NRD fîlter. The choice of the width of the air-gap region is

significant in ensuring an almost identical propagation constant as the regular NRD guide
and low leakage for the LSMor mode.

A

prototype with two back-to-back microstrip to

ENRD guide transitions and a bandpass filter at 27.90 GHz were designed using this
technology.

Some unique features
addressed

of the insulated nonradiative dielectric waveguide are

in I YoneyamaS3d ]. It consists of

a high-permittivity dielectric strip sandwiched

between low-dielectric overlays. The separation between the conducting plates is so designed

that most of the disadvantages associated with high-permittivity NRD guide design
eliminated. In addition, transmission and radiation losses are drastically minimized.
suggested that a remarkably low-loss transmission medium having an attenuation
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are

It was

of only

2.5

dB/m at 50 GHz would not be difficult to fabricate using high-quality alumina of loss-tangent
10-a. Measurements

in this paper also showed negligible bending loss at very sharp

bends

around 50 GHz. As such, circuit components fabricated based on insulated NRD guide
technology can function without suffering from radiation loss

at curved section

and

discontinuities.

A channelized NRD guide has been proposed in I Wu98 ]

as a leaky wave substrate

antenna and as a five-pole band-pass filter. This guided wave structure is a modif,rcation

of

the NRD guide in which the air regions of the NRD guide are replaced with materials of a

lower dielectric constant relative to the material of the core. An important characteristic of
this guided wave structure is that the separation between the ground planes of this structure

can be made similar

to the semi-conductor

substrate thickness

frequencies. The same semiconductor substrate can be used

monolithic devices and as such

at

millimeter-wave

for the design of

active

it is possible to design a complete millimeter-wave

monolithic system integrating circuits and antennas on the same substrate. Operational
diagrams and single-mode bandwidth of a truncated channelized NRD-guide with a finite
size of dielectric strip surrounding the core dielectric strip and bounded by air regions on
both sides have been discussed in I Liu99 ]. The presence of air regions on both sides inhibits

the radiation mode present in ordinary channelized NRD that reduces the operational
bandwidth of the latter structure and generates crosstalk.

Propagation characteristics

of

several modified NRD guides were presented

YoneyamaS6a l.
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in I

2.6.

Analysis Methods for the l{RD

Problems involving NRD based operation and design are inherently complex due to

the hybrid NRD modes and the inhomogeneity of the structure. In the following, a brief
discussion regarding different analysis methods used in the study of NRD guide technology
is presented.

A perturbation theory was used in I YoneyamaS4c ] to verify measured values of
conductor and dielectric losses in the NRD while a detailed comparative analysis of the
losses of the LSMor and the LSEor modes using the same technique has been included

Dallaire20O0

in

I

I t Ma98b ] presented an equivalent multiport network of the lossless NRD

guide in which everypair of ports represented either apropagating or a cut-off mode. In this

way, the generalized ABCD-matrix of the NRD guide was derived which could be of great
use

to

analyze passive

or active NRD-guide circuits. In addition, the mode excitation

coefficients using electric and magnetic current sources were evaluated and criteria for the

excitation

of

different modes using different sources was established using Lorentz's

reciprocity law in this paper. The finite element method was used

in I Shinohara9l ]

investigate the effects of air-gaps in high-permittivity NRD guides while

I

to

TerashimaS9 ]

examined a similar structure with finite ground plane width for its three-dimensional spatial-

time responses using the Bergeron method.

I ShigesawaS6 ] used a transverse

network approach to study the same problem.
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equivalent

I Xu98 ] applied a combination of multimode network theory and the mode-matching
method to analyze NRD based leaky wave antennas using atrapezoidal shaped dielectric, and

the same technique was used to analyze a wedge-offset NRD guide leaky wave antenna in I
Xiangyin2OOO

]. The resonances of a transverse equivalent network was used in I Yong95 ]

and I SanchezST

] to compute

phase and leakage constants needed for the design

of a leaky

wave antenna constructed by placing the dielectric strip of the NRD in close proximity to the
open end. This analysis was also extended to treat a similar leaky wave antenna constructed

out of the GNRD guide in
LilingS9

Xia98

I

Wen-Xun87

l,

a MGNRD based leaky wave antenna in

] and for analyzing a horn NRD leaky-wave

], the complex

propagation constants

antenna

I

in I Xue-Xia89 ]. In I Xue-

of a horn NRD leaky-wave

antenna were

determined by solving boundary integral equations taking into account the coupling to the

higher order modes. As such, the approach developed
analyze horns of any given angle, unlike the method

in I Xue-Xia98 ] could be used to

in I Xue-Xia89 ] which could be reliably

used only for horn angles less than 50o.

I

Zeng99

]

presented

a

method based

on the combination of the staircase

approximation with multimode network theory and mode-matching procedure

to

analyze

leakage characteristics in the NRD where the leakage was achieved by an arbitrary crosssectional profile of the NRD dielectric. Dispersion curves were used

treat coupling between different leaky modes
Maamria93

]

in I Shigesawa94 ) to

in asymmetric NRDs. I Maamria94 I and I

used a mode coupling procedure to design a leaky NRD guide with periodic

gratings by considering the coupling between the NRD guide and those

of an oversized

rectangular waveguide formed by closing the sides between the top and bottom plates. A
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leaky wave antenna constructed by using a long slot in one of the ground planes of the NRD
has been analyzed

in I MalherbeSSa ] by evaluating the perturbation in the transverse wave

number using transverse resonance. Another type

of leaky wave antenna with a tapered

transition and a tuning aperture has been analyzed in I Ao91 ] using the transverse equivalent
network approach by considering the mode coupling at air-dielectric interfaces, the coupled
mode analysis of the tapered transition and the computation of radiation fields at the tuning
aperture utilizing the extended spectral domain approach.

I YoshidaSg ] described application of the spatial network method to determine the
propagation and radiation characteristics

of an asymmetric leaky wave

antenna made by

introducing a gap over the dielectric strip. This method is based on the equivalent circuit of

Maxwell's equations and the formulation by Bergeron's method in the time domain. An
effective use of the extended memory of a super computer has been made to enhance the
' computational speed

in solving such a large-scale problem in this paper.

of an isolated slot on the NRD

Based on experimental data for the conductance
ground plane, the Reciprocity Theorem was applied

in I Malherbe84b ] to design a NRD

based slot array taking into account mutual coupling. However, analysis

the ground plane of the NRD was achieved in I Reddyg3b

]

of

a radiating slot

in

and I Reddy92 ] by employing

modal expansion and using the Reciprocity and Poynting Theorems to derive an equivalent
network of the slot. The effect of the thickness of the ground plane was taken into account in

this analysis by considering the thick slot as a stub guide with length equal to the metal
thickness and cross-sectional dimensions same as that
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of the slot. This would make it

possible to design the above NRD based slot array without relying on empirical data. A

similar technique was also used

in I

Reddy93a

]

and

I Reddy93c I to study an aperture

coupled microstrip patch antenna excited by the NRD.

The Green's function for a magnetic current source placed inside the dielectric strip

of a NRD or a H-guide has been derived in I Luk99 ] for use in an integral-equation based
approach

to

analyze the radiation characteristics

of slots in the ground planes of

such

structures and investigation of obstacles and discontinuities in the NRD or the H-guide.

I MalherbegTb I

used a single-mode approximation to simplify computations and

predicted the radiation pattern from an open-ended NRD while the coupled mode fields

of

NRDs together with the same approximation was effectively used in

to

design and analyze antenna arrays using NRD open ends. I An94

]

I Malherbe9Tc ]

and

I An96 ]

used a

cavity-resonator approximation based on a combination of the method of lines and the mode-

matching method to predict radiation characteristics of UDRs and UDRAs. Design

of a

polyrod radiator fed by the NRD dielectric strip using a smooth taper from the dielectric to
the radiator to achieve impedance and mode matching was achieved in I MalherbeSSb ] by
using the effective dielectric constant method for proper design of the taper.

I

Wu94b

]

applied a combination

of the method of lines along with the mode

matching method similar to the space-spectral domain approach ( SSDA ) to analyze NRD
based resonators with inhomogeneous dielectric and housing grooves. This method, unlike

the mode-matching method which could not by itself be used
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in

situations involving

inhomogeneous dielectric strips, can be readily applied to treat a broad variety
waveguide based components. The perturbation method was used inlFrezza96

of

other

] to predict

the unloaded quality factor of NRD based parallelopiped dielectric resonators while the
coupling to the NRD guide was modelled using an equivalent circuit of lumped elements.
Both rigorous approaches like the boundary element method, the point matching technique,
the f,inite element method and approximate methods like the transmission line approach were

implemented

in I Di

Na11o96

] to address similar problems.

Other methods like the

transmission-line matrix algorithm ( TLM ), the mode-matching method, the f,rnite element
method, the transverse resonance technique, the field matching approach and the effective
dielectric constant method have also been reported and used to address problems using NRD
based resonators as

in I Huang95a f,lFrezza93b ], I Frezza93a ] and I Frezza92).

The mode matching method was also used to design a multiple strip NRD guide f,rlter

in I Booneg6 ] while I Hong90 ] applied the method of lines to study filtering and

leakage

properties of a NRD loaded with periodic metallic strips. An iterative optimization process
based on the mode-matching method was used

in I Boone99 ] to design

a band-pass

filter

at

28 GHz with 70 dB attenuation in the stop band. A combination of the network approach and
the mode matching theory was applied to the study of periodic NRD gratings for filter based

applications

in I

Miao90

]. The finite difference time domain

JedrzejewskigS I and IJedrzejewskigg

]

and the frequency-domain

method

TLM method ( FDTLM

in IHuang95b ] and I Huang94 lhave also been used to study NRD
techniques used

OlivierS6

I

( FDTD ) in I

based f,rlters. Other

in this domain include the equivalent circuit representation as used in

and I MalherbeS6

]

)

I

and the variational technique for design of gap-coupled and

<^

alternating-width filters in I YoneyamaS4b

]. I OlivierSTb ]

analyzed filter topologies based

on coupled NRD dielectric strips terminated in open and short circuits using flow graphs.
Equivalent circuit parameters obtained for a rectangular hole in the NRD dielectric strip
using the variational bound technique were also used to design a band-pass filter using
circular holes in the NRD dielectric I OlivierSTa ].

I Niu93 ]

described use of the coupled mode theory

to analyze NRD

based leaky

wave couplers, while potential functions and the odd-even mode principle have been also
been applied to study NRD based directional couplers in I LiqunSS
Watanabegg

]. I V/atanabe9S I and

] developed a coupled mode theory using the singular

I

perturbation technique

which was shown to yield a better accuracy over the conventional coupled-mode theory or

the improved coupled-mode theory, specially in the strong coupling regime of the NRD
based coupler.

I YoneyamaS3c ] adopted a method based on I MarcuseTl ] to analyze NRD

based couplers designed using curved dielectric strips. This approximate method yielded a
good accuracy and was readily extended to treat nonparallel couplers.

I Qi96 ]

used the theories

of the polanzation wave and the eigen network to study

a

YY-junction circulator while an equivalent circuit representation has been applied to the
design and optimization of a NRD based circulator in I YoshinagaSS ].

The FDTLM method was used

in I

suppressors in the NRD.
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Huang96

] to design

and analyze mode

The coupling theory was used to compute the coupling coefficient between the
operating LSMor mode and the parasitic LSEot mode to provide a measure of bending loss at

NRD bends in I Yoneyama86b ] while

a method based on the

WKB approximation was used

in I YoneyamaS2 ] to predict shifts in field maxima at NRD bends and achieve a proper
width for designing a low loss sharp bend.

Characteization of a truncated NRD

in I Davidovitz9T I

and treatment

of

several

metal discontinuities in the NRD in I Di Nallo95 ] has been achieved through the variational
method while the variational bound method was used in I OlivierSS ] to derive closed form
expressions for the equivalent network

in the

case

of a rectangular air-filled hole in

the

dielectric strip of the NRD. The mode-matching technique with a multi-modal transverse
resonance condition was applied
parameters and characteristics
components (

in I

Boone2000a

]

and

I

Xu94

] to study scattering

of higher order modes generated by several NRD

guide

like filters and couplers ) and discontinuities ( like the air gap discontinuity,

the offset gap discontinuity, the double-step discontinuity, the notch discontinuity and openended NRDs

) and obtain design curves, while Floquet's Theorem was employed to obtain

dispersion curves for NRD based periodic structures like gratings. Analysis of discontinuities

like gaps, high-permittivity dielectric sheet inserts and of components like band-pass filters
and T-junctions was accomplished in I Endo89

]

and I Kuroki92a

] using the finite-element

method.

The moment method along with modal orthogonality was utilized

in I Ma98a ]

to

derive current distributions on a transverse metal rod and probe used to disturb and excite
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NRD modes respectively. Thereafter, the performances of a NRD guide crossbar balanced
mixer and oscillator using these components were simulated employing the harmonic balance
technique based on the multi-dimensional discrete Fourier transformation. I Ma93a ] used the
method of vector Green's functions fo analyze NRD-guide excitors.

I

Artuzi97

]

presented a combination

of the FDTD to

analyze electrically large

sections and the forward time average differencing approach to investigate the nonlinear
active and low-frequency components which were electrically small in the design of a NRD
based amplitude modulator.

In the study of a microstrip-coupled NRD resonator in

I

Sayyah99

],

reciprocity

principle together with modal-field-expansion has been employed and the scattering
parameters were computed using a transmission line analysis

of the structure. A similar

transition using a NRD based multiple ring resonator as the feedback element has been
treated in I Songxin9S ] using the TLM algorithm with a field-theoretical model employed to
determine the resonant frequencies of the resonator. Also a lumped equivalent circuit model
was used to analyze a NRD based resonator slot-coupled to a microstrip line in I Schreurs99

l.

The TLM algorithm has also been employed to design preliminary and optimized

microstrip to NRD guide transition in I BachagSb

], I Bacha9Sa I

and

I Han96b ] while

a

small aperture coupling theory, though limited in its applicability by the size of the aperture,

was employed

in I

Han96c

] to investigate similar structures. I

Kurup99

transmission-line model approach to investigate a microstrip to NRD transition.

5l

]

utilized

a

In I KremergS ], the method of lines was applied to analyze NRDs and cylindrical
double disk resonators constructed using uniaxial anisotropic dielectric materials. While
quantitatively analyzing loss effects in ferrite resonators, I Alei96 ] introduced an imaginary
component to the resonance frequency to account for damped oscillations according to the

Landau-Lifshitz approach. Full-wave analysis of a NRD loaded with a pseudochiral f)-slab
was accomplished in I Topa98 ] while a full-wave analysis for the case where the dielectric

strip of the NRD was replaced with a transversely magnetized ferrite rod was done in I
Cesar93

l.

An optimized coaxial probe transition to an image NRD guide was designed in
Sugawara2OOl

I

] using the Reciprocity Theorem.

Treatment of a gap discontinuity in the GNRD was accomplished in I Liling94 ] using

the mode-matching method in both the transverse and the longitudinal sections. Dispersion
characteristics for the propagating mode were obtained in the first case and characterization

of the gap discontinuity was achieved in the second case. A full wave analysis of GNRD
structure investigating leakage of power due to groove ofßet was done in I Ma93c

Lei89

] presented

analysis

] while I

of a GNRD guide using the eigen-weighted boundary

equation method ( EW-BIEM ).

integral

A rigorous expression for the dispersion equation for

the

GNRD guide has been obtained in I Cho2000 ] using Fourier Transform and mode matching.

The Image Theorem was used to represent the dispersion equation in a fast-convergent,
numerically efficient series.

I Liling92 ]

used the coupled-mode theory

to examine

loss

characteristics of GNRD bends caused by mode conversion from the operating LSM mode to
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the parasitic LSE mode.

A NRD guide leaky-wave

grooved NRD guide was investigated

antenna based on an aslnnmetrically

in I Xu99 ] using a combination of the multimode

network theory and the mode matching technique.

Complex propagation behaviour in composite NRDs for both the lossless and lossy
cases was studied

in I Wu94a ] using the FDTLM approach, thus allowing the examination of

different modes at a given frequency in a one-step calculation unlike the method of lines
where the numerical efficiency was limited to a large extent due to the iterative process of
searching for multiple complex roots of a determinental equation.

In I YoneyamaS6a ], infinite elements and infinite element shape functions consisting
of a sum of exponential functions to describe the evanescent type f,relds on both sides of the

NRD dielectric strip was employed in a finite element based approach to

examine

propagation characteristics of several types of modified NRD guides. Using this method,

highly accurate results could be obtained even near cutoff with only a limited number of
elements.

It

was also suggested that the computation time could be greatly reduced

if

the

method was supported by a simple approximation technique like the equivalent dielectric
constant method.

2.7.

Summary

In this chapter, an overview of NRD guide technology was presented with relation to
its intrinsic modal and transmission properties and its use in microwave and millimeter-wave
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design. It is clear that the merits of the NRD guide provide remarkable advantages specially

in high-frequency design. In addition, unique properties of certain types of modifìed NRD
guides e.g. the insulated nonradiative dielectric waveguide are addressed. Analysis methods
used to study different aspects of NRD guide technology were discussed.
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Chapter

3

Modal Froperties of the NRD

The characteristics of different modes in the NRD and their characteristic equations
are discussed in this chapter.

3.1. Modes in the NRD

Electromagnetic fields and propagation characteristics in the NRD can be completely
described by using two sets of modes. For the first set, the magnetic field is entirely parallel

to the air-dielectric interface and is thus referred to as the LSM'',.' ( Longitudinal Section
Magnetic

) mode. Similarly, for the second, the electric field

completely lies

in a plane

parallel to the air-dielectric interface and is called the LSE'.,., ( Longitudinal Section Electric )
mode. The subscript

'm',

as mentioned before, describes the transverse variation

of fields

inside the dielectric strip which can be of a cosinusoidal or of a sinusoidal type. For both the

LSM..

and the LSE*' modes, the corresponding potential functions can possess either a

cosinusoidal variation or a sinusoidal variation inside the dielectric region and thus have an
even or an odd symmetry about the centre. In the former case, the mode is designated as the

LSM or LSE even mode as the

case may be, and

in the latter case, the mode is referred to

the LSM or LSE odd mode. The other subscript

'n' in the mode notation

variation of the standing wave pattern between the ground planes of the NRD.
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as

describes the

Thus, modes in the NRD possess both electric and magnetic field components along

the longitudinal propagation direction and are thus hybrid in nature. One should note,
however, that the TEM mode propagation is not possible in the NRD as in the parallel plate
guide because of the presence of the dielectric strip. It is also important to appreciate that the

essential difference between

a NRD and the H-guide which suffers from

considerable

leakage and radiation loss is the restriction in the distance between the ground planes to less
than half a free space wavelength in the NRD. As a result, fields in the air region in the NRD

( Regions I and III in Figure 3.1 ) are below cut-off and are evanescent in nature. However,
presence of the dielectric

in Region II removes the cut-off condition between the ground

planes and causes electromagnetic waves

to

propagate down the structure essentially

confined within the dielectric strip. Because of this, leakage and radiation losses at curved
sections or discontinuities are almost nonexistent. Also, the electric field profile of the LSMor
mode, which is commonly used as the principal waveguiding mode in most applications, is

essentially parallel to the ground planes. This decreases the transmission loss of the guide

significantly and makes it an extremely low loss waveguiding medium at millimeter-wave
frequencies. This, coupled with the fact that NRD based discontinuities are purely reactive

due to their nonradiative nature, presents some unique and sought-after advantages in
millimeter-wave component design.

The LSEoo mode, which has no cut-off, is the lowest order mode that can exist in the

NRD. The next hìgher order mode that is possible in the NRD is the LSEor mode, followed
by the LSMoI mode which has been the most commonly used mode so far. Thus the modes in
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the NRD can be arranged in an ascending order of their cut-off frequencies as shown in
Figure 3.2.

Region

I

Region

II

Region

III

NRD ground
planes

NRD dielectric
( Dielectric constant : e,. )

a.jÀ)
Figure 3.lz Dielectric

and air regions in the NRD.

Frequency

LSEoo

(Hz)

LSEor LSMor
other hisher order NRD modes

Figure 3.2: Ordering

of modes in the NRD in ascencling orcler of their cut-offfrequencies.

OJ

Though the LSMoI mode is less lossy than the LSEoI mode for reasons mentioned in

the previous paragraph, one has to use mode-suppressors to suppress the parasitic

LSEg1

mode below acceptable levels. Some other advantages of the LSEoI mode over the LSMor
mode in relation to coupling to spurious slab modes generated by asymmetries like very

small air gaps especially in high permittivity NRD guides have already been mentioned in
Chapter 2 and discussed in detail in IKuroki97 ].

3.2.

Field Expressions for the NRD Modes

In this section, the field expressrons for the LSM.' and the LSE,',. modes mentioned

in the previous

section are discussed for the NRD guide shown

in Figure 3.1. In the

following, ry denotes the potential function.

For the LSM even modes

In the dielectric region

y

= Ar"

:

( Irl < nlZ )

:

ror(q,,,"*),nr(ff)n'-*
( 3.1 )

In the air region

( lrl

>

tlZ

)

:
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yr

: A.n expl- 0,,,,[',, -

i)]' -(ry)n.','
(3.2)

For the LSM odd modes

In the dielectric region

:

( lrl < nlZ ¡

:

v = Auo sin(q,,,"x)sur(ff)o'r",
(3.3)

In the air region

ty = A..expl-

( lrl

>

0,,,"(,,,-

bl2 ) :

i)1,-(ry)"',^,.'

:-A..expl- 0,,,"[,,,i)],,,(ry)",n,.,

( ror x >-bl2 )

( ror x

<-br2)
(3.4

)

In the above, g,,utp,,,rq,,o and pn,oate the eigenvalues of the characteristic equation

for the LSM even and odd modes, the subscript 'e' referring to the even mode and the
subscript

'o' referring to the odd mode. k,u and k,o aÍe the propagation
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constants of the

LSM even and odd modes respectively. Au"rAon,Aoo and Aoo aÍe amplitude terms in their
potential functions.

For both the LSM even and the LSM odd modes, the expressions for the electric and
the magnetic fields are given by

:

u.:+(+*o'lt
j/or \dx)
(3.s)

I
-

,1'

'

a1

O-tu

l@E oxoy

(3.6)

n

I

ôty,

'': jr, ô*a,
(3.7 )

H.r=0
(3.8)

H.-oz
=avl
(3.e)
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nr:-*

oy

( 3.10 )

For the LSE even modes

In the dielectric region

v

= B¿

:

( lrl

<

nlZ ¡

:

,os(q,,,"xþ"r(ry)"'-,",
( 3.11 )

In the air region

( lrl

>

nlZ ¡ :

,y = B."expl- or"[p'-

i)]"",(ry)e.*:",
(3.12 )

For the LSE odd modes

In the dielectric region

:

( lrl

<

tlZ ¡

:
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V

t-t"

: B, sin(q',,,,xþrr(ry)"

( 3.13 )

In the air region ( lrl >

,y: B..expl- o^"[,''-

nlz ¡

:

i)]""'(ry)n.'r'" ( ror x >bl2 )

- -n"."*nl- o',,,"(Vl-;)]-"( T)n'r'""

( ror x

<-bl2)
( 3.14 )

where

g',,,n, p',,n rQ',uo

and

p',,,oaÍe the eigenvalues

'e'

referring to the even mode and the subscript 'o'

k'-,

are the propagation constants of the LSE even and

even and odd modes, the subscript
referring to the odd mode. k'." and

of the characteristic equation for the LSE

odd modes respectively, while Bd",Bo;,Boo and Boo are amplitude terms in their potential
functions.

For both the LSE even and the LSE odd modes, the expressions for the electric and
the magnetic fields are given

by

:
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8.,:0
( 3.ls )

8,,

:

a,ll
ôz

( 3.16 )

D

E_:-

ôyt

oy

(3.r7

)

H* =-l-(+*¡,']v
)
"/(Dp \dx( 3.18 )

I ô'y'
r!..- ja¡t
ôxôy
'

( 3.1e )

H"=

t

ô'v

jir¡t

ôxôz

(3.20 )

Using the above expressions, explicit equations for the electric and magnetic fields of
all the modes are siven below

:

For the LSM even mode

:

In the dielectric region ( Irl <

u,

=

4#!

nlZ ¡ :

"o,(q,,,

"

*),n,(ff)o'r -'
(3.2r

)

( ,,n)r

- AuoS r,rt

E.t

-

;J

s

xþ

inQ',,,

jtrl,e oe,

"

",(ry)"'

^,"

(3.22)

u,

=

##

s

*)s

irr(q,,,
"

r

r(ff)n'

r

""'

(3.23 )

H.r=0
(3.24)

H,

=-

A

o"

j k,u ror(q,,,"

*)rnr(ff)o'r "'
(3.2s )

10

(3.26 )

In the air region

u

.:

( lrl > nlz ¡

úËd ".ol

:

0,,,

"(t*t -

i)1,

-(ry)n, 0,,,
(3.27 )

E ''

- A,"(p,,"rrn)

¡aae

o

",ol 0,,,"(l*l-i)1"",(ry)"-,^,"'

A,,Çr,,,"rrn)
JAAE

o

".ol

0,,,"(l*l-i)l-'(ry)u-'r'

( ror x >-bt2 )

(ror x <-bt2

)

( 3.28 )

u

"

:

tu*

:

-i*ï

*ol 0.,"(l*l-i)1,-(ry)".,0,"'

".ol

0,,,"(l*l-

i)]'-(ry),.,0,"'

( ror x > br 2 )

( ror x < - rt

z

)

(3.2e )

l1

H.r=0
( 3.30 )

H, :

-Aooik."expl- 0,,,"(,',-

i)l',"(ry)u

'*,"'

( 3.31 )

H, :

t#

*r[-

[l{ å)]-,[ T),'-,"'

o.,.

(3.32 )

Equating the tangential magnetic fields at tlie air-dielectric interface, we obtain

:

Ao":nr"t"r(ry)
( 3.33 )

For the LSM odd mode

:

In the dielectric region ( Irl < nlZ ¡

u, :

tftlÀ

s

i,,(q,,,, x)s

:

r,(ff)o'

r

-'
(3.34)

12

p , = 4ø!t""fr ,or(q,,,,*þor(
'JQJãtot,\4)

!9\n-tr,"
( 3.3s )

A¿ok,oT,,o

E-- --

rot¿t,

/
,o's(4''

', l"tvI

"* lt'"1 o )n

-r*-,,

( 3.36 )

H.r=0
( 3.37 )

H,

=-

A

uo

j k," sin(ø,,," *)rnr(ry)n

tr

-'
( 3.38 )

H

"

=

-!!

r

r,, (r1,,,"

rþ

o

r(ry)n -'
t

-

( 3.3e )

In the air region

( l*l > Olz ¡ :

IJ

u,

=

t#û",01o.,.(l!

-

i)1,-(ry)n.,0,,,,

--.-l - (,.., u\]r,,,(lu)¿-,*.,,.
--A,,(p,,"'*ko')u'l-P"''[lxl-t)l

\a

itileo

)

( ror x > bt 2 )

(ror x <-bl2

)

( 3.40 )

u,

=

-tffi

,.01o.,. (l,t i)1,",(ry)n.,0,,
(3.4r

u,

=

tuk?

".01o,,,. [l'l -

)

i)]' -(ry)".,*,.'
( 3.42 )

H-.=0
(3.43 )

H,, = - A.. i k -. e xpl-

= A.. i k ..expl-

0,,,

"(',, - i)1,

r,,,"['', -

-(ry)".,

*

.",

i)]'-(ry)"'*,"

(forx>bl2)

( for x

<-bl2

)

(3.44)

t4

t{. -

-}#"*ol- 0,,,"['',-

:Lf*ol-0,,,"[,''-

i)]""'(ry)".'*'"'

( ror x > br 2 )

i)],,'(ry)".'*'"'

(ror x <-bt2

)

( 3.45 )

Equating the tangential magnetic fields at the air-dielectric interface, we obtain

:

e,,"ri,,(T)=n,"
(3.46 )

For the LSE even mode

In the dielectric region

:

( lrl

<

tlZ ¡

:

Er=0
( 3.47 )

E,

: i ki" B ru,

o

r(rl',,,"

*Y"

r(ff)r

t

r"
( 3.48 )

15

(3.4e )

H .'

:

"e+P

c o s(q',,,

"

*þ"'(ry)"'-'''
( 3.s0 )

H, :

si n(q',,,"

W

x)snr(ru)"'r,"'
( 3.s1 )

,, : fu#

s

xþ

in(q',,,
"

"

r(T)o'

r''
(3.s2)

In the air region

E.t

( Irl nlz ¡ :
=

:0
( 3.s3 )

8,, = i k i" B,

"

*ol- o:,,,(Vl -

i)]",'(ry)"'

r'

"'

( 3.s4 )
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E- -

- Bo"Ixn

-(ry)"'
".elo;," [l ! - i)]'

-'"'

( 3.5s )

H.=

"þ#

".olo;," [l{ - i)]"",(ry)",r'".
( 3.s6 )

H,

=

Hff

=

-"

*ol_,r"[p,

_

(for x>-bl2

i)j,,"(ry)n'-,",

ii;í" ".olo;,"[l'l -i)]'-(ry)n''"'

( ror x

)

<-ttz

)

( 3.s7 )

,,

=

%#,*1
B onk'ru P',,,"

o:,,"(l*lj)]-'[

,.rl

T)o'r'""

o',,,"(l*l-;)]-'(

ry)"'r'"'

( ror x > tt

z

)

(ror x <-bt2

)

( 3.s8 )

Equating the tangential electric fields at the air-dielectric interface, we obtain
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:

( 3.se )

For the LSE odd mode

:

In the dielectric region

( lrl

<

nlZ ¡

:

Er=0
( 3.60 )

E,

=

B

uo

j k'- sin(q',,,"
"

xþ"r(T)n t-''
( 3.61 )

ø-=

--B

ul'n
a

sin(q,,,,, x)s ru(

!u)n-

t-t""

\¿I./
(3.62)

H' =

"+")

sin(q"""

xþ"'(ry)"'-''
( 3.63 )

18

H,,

--

ry#

cos(t1',,"

x)sn

(tu)"'rt"
(3.64 )

H=

B uokt oq',,,o

, o, (q',,,

t r'
r(ry)"
"

*þ

CÙP

( 3.65 )

In the air region

( lrl

>

nlz ¡

:

E.r=0
( 3.66 )

8,, = ik',"8"."'ol-

n',,,.(l*l-i)l-,(T)o'r'.'

=-ik'."B,.expl-0r,.(,,,-

i)l-'(ry)nu,.'

( ror x

>bl2

)

(ror x <-br2

)

(3.67 )
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,.el n',,,.(l*l-i)l',,(ry)",-,"'

*of- o;,.(l!

-i)l'-(ry)n.i^'""

( ror x

>bt2

( ror x < -nt
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z
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( 3.68 )

H
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=

"fu#

_ _B^ob',,,o'

+

",01 0,,,,.(l*l- i)),",(ry)",-,,,,

( ror x > bt 2 )

(,
ko')
*ol-[ , - ,l-l",rl ,,ny\"-i0,,,,, ( for x < _bl2 )

iorp

'a;"'

t

[lxl

)l \

ø)

( 3.6e )

H -, =

Boop""on''

Jaap

*l¿-'o:"
o',,,"(Vl-1)ltrl
z)J
¿I )
\
\
L

n*ol -

(3.70 )

H=

B ook'roP',,,o

".rl o',,,.(l*l-+)1""'(T),'r''

( ror x

>bt2

o',,,.(l*l-+)l'"'(T)"'r'"'

( ror x

<-bl2

- -Boo%'P""o "-ol-

)

)

(3.7r )
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Equating the tangential electric fields at the air-dielectric interface, we obtain

/

t

:

r\

B,uolllno
sittlQ"'oD |-

B-

./

(3.72 )

3.3.

Characteristic Equation for the I\RD Modes

Characteristic equations for the LSM and the LSE modes given below are obtained by

equating the tangential electric and magnetic f,relds at the air-dielectric interface and using
the Helmholtz equation in the dielectric and the air regions.

For the LSM even modes

:

T*"(u.,"%)-$=rW-t;
(3.73 )

Irut =E,kot -Lr,nt = kot + pn,"t

and

o'" =

[''' -(:"\
(3.74 )

For the LSM odd modes

:
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U

,,,t

E,

,or(0,,,"%\*
\

' - '/

(3.7s )

Itot :Erkot -Q^ot : kot + P,,ot
(3.76 )

For the LSE even modes

:

,I',,,"rorr(q:'"%)(3.77 )

and

It"

( 3.78 )

For the LSE odd modes

q',,,""ot(qi,"%).

:

ß, r)h' - d' : o
(3.7e )
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o :Erko' -

4',,,o' =

ko' + P'r,ot

and

l.l
n=o

-

( 3.80 )

The cut-off conditions for the NRD modes can be found by using the above equations.

3.4. Field Profiles of the LSMor and the [,SEor Modes in the NRD

The field distribution of the LSMor and the LSEor modes, which are the two modes
most commonly referred to in the NRD, are discussed in this section. Figure 3.3 shows the

field configuration of these two modes. The LSM61 mode is characterizedby the absence of
the magnetic field component normal to the air-dielectric interface while for the LSEor mode,

no component of the electric field exists normal to the air-dielectric interface. It can also be
seen that the

field configuration of the LSMor mode closely resembles that of the dominant

TElsmode in the rectangular waveguide. Additionally, it is apparent from Figure 3.3 that the

low loss nature of the NRD is fundamentally due to the field profiles of its modes and

the

distance between the ground planes being less than half a free space wavelength, as discussed

previously.
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LSEor

LSMor

Figure 3.3:
Huang96 J ).

3.5.

+

E-field

"""""""Þ

H-field

Field profiles of two fimdctmental modes in NRD-guide. ( Figure taken from

I

Summarv

A review of modal properties of the NRD

has been presented

in this chapter. The

modes in the NRD can be classified as even and odd LSM and LSE modes. It was observed
that the TEM mode cannot propagate in the NRD. The restriction in the distance between the

ground planes

in the NRD to

less than half

a free-space wavelength enables the

electromagnetic energy to propagate only in the dielectric strip of the NRD constraining the

air-regions to operate under cut-off. This results

in extremely low leakage and radiation

losses at curved sections and discontinuities at millimeter-wave frequencies.

In addition,

the

electric field of the most commonly used LSMoI mode in the NRD is tangential to the NRD
ground planes. This further contributes to the extremely low transmission loss of the NRD at

millimeter-wave frequencies. The LSMor mode is further charactenzed by the fact that the
electric field prof,rle of this mode closely resembles that of the dominant TEro mode in the
rectangular waveguide. However when using the LSMoI mode as the principal guided wave
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mode, one has to take care that the LSEoo and the LSEoI modes, which have lower cut-off
frequencies compared to the LSMor mode, are adequately suppressed.
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Chapter
F

4

ormulation for the Characterization of a Discontinuity in a
Guided Wave Structure

In this chapter, the analytical methods used to derive scattering matrix parameters for
a discontinuity

in a general guided wave structure are discussed. This methodology is

adopted to perform a full-wave modal analysis of a number

also

of different types of components

in the NRD guide and a microstrip to NRD transition.

4.1.

Extraction of Scattering Matrix CoeffTcients : Crude Approach

Two basic issues are involved in the extraction of scattering matrix coefficients for

given discontinuity

in a guided wave structure using a time domain technique like

Transmission Line Matrix

( TLM ) algorithm. The first is to isolate the incident

a

the

and the

reflected fields from the total field provided by the TLM Simulation Engine and the second is

to achieve sufficient attenuation of the fields at the boundaries of the computational domain
by using absorbers.

To address the first issue, an observation point can be located so remote from

the

discontinuity that the reflected wave can only arrive at the observation point after the incident
wave has gone past

it. However, this would

necessitate a large computational domain to
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achieve the temporal separation of the incident and the reflected \¡/aves. Instead, a technique
based on

I

Krupezevicg3

I was initially

used to accomplish this separation. This method

relies on computing the total field at two spatial locations and expressing the fields at these
locations in terms of the incident and reflected waves as follows:

ø,rb,=f(2,)
and

o.n-iÞiz

where
and

ø,

and

b,

F(2,+^z)

are

+b.eiþ,'

:

F(2, +Az)

the incident and the reflected field amplitudes respectively and,

are the total frequencydomain fields at

z,

and

z,*Ll

F(2,)

respectively. These

total fielcls contain contributions from both the incident and reflected fields and can be
obtained from the TLM Simulation Engine. It can be seen that the reflection coeff,rcient can

be easily obtained by computing the ratio

of b, over a,

and thus the characterization

of

a

discontinuity in a guided wave structure can be achieved without relying on the previously
mentioned separation, in time, of the incident and the reflected waves. However, one should
place the two observation points aT z, and z, + Az at least one guided wavelength from the

discontinuity in order to ensure that the evanescent waves scattered from the discontinuity
have decayed down appreciably. Hence, the previously mentioned constraint

computational domain, though partially overcome,

in size of the

still exists, as the observation

points

cannot be placed arbitrarily close to the discontinuity. One other limitation of this method is
that in case there are multiple propagating modes scattered from the discontinuity, there is no

means

to evaluate their scattering matrix parameters. Also, it has to be assumed that

the

reflected wave b, consists significantly of the same mode as the one that is incident on the
discontinuity. Hence, we call this a crude approach to investigate discontinuities in a guided
wave structure.

As regards to the second issue, the Matched Condition for Normal Incidence was
initially tried as an absorbing boundary condition at the edges of the computational domain.
Investigations of microstrip line based discontinuities using this absorber and the method
discussed in the preceding paragraph yielded excellent agreement with previously obtained
results. However, when this matched layer was used to terminate both sides of a NRD with

no discontinuities in order to evaluate its performance, a reflection coefficient of -5 dB was
observed. Performance

of the matched layer with the NRD

waveguide also proved unsatisfactory.

It

replaced

by a

rectangular

was thus obvious that good absorption can be

obtained using the Matched Condition for Normal Incidence absorbing boundary condition in
case

of TEM structures, but not in other

absorbing boundary condition

cases.

A

Perfectly Matched Layer used as an

in its place and implemented in the manner described in

I

DubardgTa ] and I DubardgTb ] yielded acceptable levels of absorption both for the NRD and

the rectangular waveguide and was thus subsequently used in this work. Its performance in
both the rectangular waveguide and the NRD will be detailed in Chapter 5.

The above analysis was used to evaluate the reflection coefficient of a capacitive iris

in a rectangular waveguide and compared with those in the literature I Pena97 ]. Excellent
agreement was observed. Thereafter, this technique was applied
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to treat the case of

an

inclined slot in the NRD

I

GhoshgSa

]. A

reasonable agreement between the simulation

results and the measurement in the value of the reflection coefficient was observed in this
case specially

in between 9.5 and 12 GHz. The difference between the two above 12 GHz

can be due to measurement errors or the propagation of higher order modes and might be

improved by using a ftner mesh.

4.2. Extraction

of Scattering Matrix Coefficients : Rigorous Approach

The crude approach for the extraction of the scattering matrix parameters described in

the previous section was replaced by a rigorous approach based on modal expansion. This

rigorous approach, similar to the one used
Haffag2

], is discussed in this

in conjunction with the FDTD Method in

I

section with reference to a general guided wave structure

shown in Figure 4.1.

Referring to Figure 4.1, let electromagnetic waves originating from the excitation
plane propagate towards the right side in the guided wave structure and get scattered from the

discontinuity. The computational domain was terminated by PMLs on either side of the
guided \¡/ave structure to reduce reflections from the boundaries to extremely low levels. The

general expression

of the transverse electric field in the frequency domain, E,-u,,(r),

obtained from the TLM Simulation Engine aT any location in the guided wave structure to the

left ( incident ) side of the discontinuity is given below
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Figure 4.1:

General configuration of the simulation space
díscontinuity in a guided wave structure.
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In the above, Ao and Bo rcfer to the amplitudes of the incident and reflected modes while
8,, refers to the amplitude of the n'l' order reflected mode.

It may be noted that the incident

mode might or might not be the dominant mode for the guided wave structure under
consideration. Also,

B,

denotes the propagation constant

the transverse variation

of the incident mode while

denotes the propagation constant

of the ntl' order mode. The function V

of fields at any

cross-section

.

(o

y)

B,,

describes

in the guided wave structure.

The

subscripts used in this notation which are valid for the rest of this chapter are explained as

follows

:

Subscript

'a' canassume the values of '0' to 'n'

where

'0' refers to the incident mode and

'n' to the ntl' order mode.
Subscript

'b'

can be either

'x' or 'y'

and refers to the

'x' or 'y'

component of the field

respectively.

Subscript

'c'

can be

either'e' or 'h'

and refers to the electric or magnetic

respectively.
Subscript

'd'

can be either

field components

.

'i' or 'r' and refers to a wave traveling

in the same direction as the

incident or reflected wave respectively.

When

(

4.1

) is evaluated at a surface Sr at a location z= zot on the left side of the

discontinuity, the following equation is obtained
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:

A

(*, yþ'''"''
,î, v
o,u,

tt

'îrv

/

\

:n-

(*, ,þ-iÞo;ot-:i9o't '

trt
U.YC

T

*Bo

-r

E,-n,.(t)1.=,0,): Ao

..

,1,.v^
'
u)'cr

^,,(*'Yþ-iø""

(x,yþ-ieo'o'':ie'd'

Ar\.ñ,

ø*

Vil'Ycr (*,yþ'un'-iþoG,+'t'I)

+ >8,,

+
A]

,i,.-

v nfer (*, yþ

to"u'-iþo(:ot+dt)

(4.2)

The unknowns

in ( 4.2 ) viz. Ao, B0 and 8,,'s remain to be determined. To

determine Ao and Bo, a test magnetic field on surface Sr is definecl as follows

i,Y
Hro,l@),---

'\"--0L

0.,,,,

:

(*,yþ-iø""
-r

r:
ì r*

o,*,

(*, yþ-tu"''
(4.3)

Analytic expressions of the test field are used for the above and all subsequent test fields
discussed in this chapter. Also, the subscripts used in the notatio

throughout this chapter and are explained as follows

n H ,ou(t) n ( 4.3 ) are valid

:

Subscript'T' denotes'test field'.
Subscript

'a'

can assume the values

of '0'to 'n'where'0'refers

'n' to the nth order mode.
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to the incident mode and

Subscript 'b' can be either

'i'

or

'r' and refers to a wave traveling

in the same direction

as the

incident or reflected wave respectively.
The integral

(
[[(n ,-,,,(a), ø ,0,(t)' ,î, ¿s is computed using 4.2 )

and

( 4.3 ). It can be

s,

observed that because of orthogonality, the only terms that remain on the right hand side are
those involving Ao and Bo, yielding an equation of the following form:

l!@,-,,,(ro)x

ø-,

(t)' ì, ¿s : .f ,(Ao, B o)

s,

(4.4)

Using the same technique on another surface 52 at a location z = zoz which might be located

in close proximity to the surface 51, another equation similar to ( 4.4 ), involving Ao and Bo
is obtained. Solving these two equations, the two unknowns Ao and Bo can be determined.

To determine 8,,, a test magnetic field is defined on surface Sl as follows:

ì,,
Hr,,(r\ç=,,,¡=

,,-,0,

(*,yþ-iø""'
+

ì,, Y,,r,o, (*, yþ-

tø""'

(4.s)
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The expression

,î,¿S
II(u,-,,,(a)*nr,,(.)"
sr

is evaluated using

again, because of orthogonality, a function involving
shown below

only

.B,,

(4.2)

and ( 4.5 ), where

remains on the right side

as

:

lfiø,-,,"

(r)

x

s/

H,,,(r). ", ,ls :

.f ,@,,)

(4.6)

The equation(4.6 ) can be solved for ,B,, .

To

determine the transmitted field amplitudes, the general expression

for

the

transverse electric field at any location to the right ( transmitted ) side of the discontinuity,

which can be obtained from the TLM Simulation Engine,'can be written down as follows

:

n
/
\ ,o /_ (zo,*a,)l_.iþo(zo,+,t,)
* V o*", lx, y ¡¿- "o "+
A
/
\ ," r_ (to,+,t))_ig¡(zo,+a,)

u

E r-rrorr(t)= C,

ilr.V

or,,\x,Y)e'"0''-

(*, Yþ-iø"1:-(z¿'+'t'))-¡Po(;o'+'t')

â *

+ >c,,
n

|
\ -iß..1.-(;r,+,r,)ljþo(ro,*,t,)
u,.tV
lx'yP'"'*
'
nl'ci

(4.7 )
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Specializing ( 4.7 ) at

z:

zB to the right of the discontinuity, the following expression for

the transverse electric field on the surface S¡ is obtained

n

tt,
E,-,,ou,(t)(,=,,,) =

r

\

:

;n-

V o*n, \x, y )e-"0'o'

c,

+
u,.y,
^.
UJ'CI

â *

(*,yþ-t""'

. (*, yþ

+ ZC,,

'u'd'-¡Po(zo'+d')

+
A¡\.^,

u,,v
. (*, yþ
ilJ'Ct

'u"a''¡po(zo'+t')

(4.8)

The unknowns in ( 4.8

) are Co and C,,'s which can again be determined

using the

principle of orthogonality. For this, a test magnetic field at surface S¡ is defined as follows

^f\.ô

u,V

o.*n,

H,o,(r)ç=,,¡=

:

l'rYþt'o'o'
+

,î,-

ry

.

^
uJ'ltr

(*, yþ'"'*
(4.e)
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The integral

!!(n,-,,,,(a)rHro,(t)" rì,¿s is evaluated

using ( 4.8

)

and

( 4.9 ). A term

sj

involving only

C

o remains on the right side of the resulting equation given below, all the

other coefficients C,, vanishing due to orthogonality.

![(",-,,,,,(a)x H,o,(r)" ". ¿s = f ,(c,)

s,

( 4.10 )

The equation ( 4.10 ) is solved for

C o.

To determine C,,, the following test magnetic field at surface S: is used

il^-v

:

/\.ñ
\*,yþt""
,,r,

Hr,,(^\ç=",,¡=

+

o*
. (*,vþtu*'
'
,rJ'nr

( 4.11 )

The exprestion

lfir,-,,o,,,(t)"ã.,,,(t)). ì,¿S is evaluated

using ( 4.8

) and ( 4.11 ), and

sr

on using the principle of orthogonality, the only unknown
the resulting equation given below

:
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C

,, can be determined by solving

Ï(u,-,,",,(a)x H r,,(r). ì. ¿s = f ,(c,,)

sr

( 4.T2)

It is clear from the above analysis that the surfaces Sr, Sz and 53 can be located
arbitrarily close to the discontinuity and the amplitude of a scattered incident or higher order
mode can be computed in the presence of evanescent modes or other propagating modes,

which also implies that the size of the computational domain is no longer limited by the
distance

of the observation surfaces from the discontinuity. Thus the rigorous

approach

eliminates all the shortcomings of the crude approach of section 4.1.

4.3.

Modifications to the Above Formulation in Case of the NRD

Some reduction

in computation can be achieved while using the above rigorous

approach to extract the scattered LSE modes generated by discontinuities

in the NRD by

using the fact that the electric field for the LSE modes lies entirely tangential to the airdielectric interface. As a consequence

of this, one of the

transverse components

of the

electric field viz. that which is normal to the dielectric-air interface is zero. However, the
transverse component of the electric field from the

field at the surfaces
equations

S1, 52

or

53

TLM code along with a test magnetic

is used when we evaluate the integrals in the left side of the

( 4.4 ), ( 4.6 ), ( 4.10 ) or ( 4.12 ). A better approach is to use the transverse

magnetic field from the TLM code at the above surfaces in the integrals while extracting the
scattered LSE modes. Consequently,

in this case, the transverse electric field for the LSE

9l

modes has to be used as a test field. As a result. the integrals mentioned above become

simplified because of the absence of one of the transverse electric field components of the
test LSE mode.

4.4.

Summary

Both crude and rigorous formulations, used to characterize a discontinuity in
general guided wave structure, were presented

a

in this chapter. It was shown that the

extraction of scattering matrix parameters for all the scattered modes from the discontinuity
can be achieved in the presence of evanescent and/or other propagating modes arbitrarily

close

to the discontinuity using the rigorous TLM based Modal Extraction Approach.

Accurate results for the scattering matrix parameters can thus be obtained using this rigorous
technique with a reduced size of computational domain. In the following chapter, different

kinds of discontinuities in the rectangular waveguide and the NRD, including the slot in the
NRD ground plane, will be analyzed using this approach. It will then be used also to perform

a rigorous study of several components based on the NRD guide technology taking into
account all scattered propagating modes. These results and their verification using the Power
Conservation Theorem are discussed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter

5

Applications

In this chapter, results related to the rectangular waveguide and NRD, with or without

discontinuities, obtained using the rigorous

TLM

based Modal Extraction Approach

mentioned in Chapter 4 are discussed ( | Ghosh2001 I ). Additionally, the TLM based Modal

Extraction Approach

is

used

to perform a full-wave rigorous analysis of a number of

different types of components used in the NRD guide technology and a microstrip to NRD
transition.

5.1.

Performance of Perfectly Matched Layer ( PML ) in Rectangular
'Waveguide

and NRD

As mentioned in Chapter 4, the PML had to be used as the Absorbing Boundary
Condition in our simulations since the Matched Condition for Normal Incidence Absorbing
Boundary Condition could not give sufficient absorption of electromagnetic waves for the

non-TEM structures like the rectangular waveguide or the NRD which were under study. In
this section, the performance of the PML in the rectangular waveguide and NRD is shown.

The PML is implemented as a medium having anisotropic conductivities which differ
along the three different axial directions. The conductivity along the direction of propagation
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is scaled to achieve the desired level of absorption in the PML. This scaling also depends on
the dielectric constant of the physical medium adjacent to the PML to ensure, theoretically, a

zero reflection

of

electromagnetic waves as they impinge on the boundary between the

physical medium and the PML. Hence, for instance, the PML facing the dielectric region in

the NRD has different conductivities from that facing the air region. Additionally, to
guarantee

a null reflection coefficient at boundaries between two or more PMLs, the

conductivity profiles in the intersecting region between two PMLs have to be simultaneously
scaled along two directions and those in the intersecting region between three PMLs have to

be scaled simultaneously along all three directions. The PML is characterized by three
parameters : viz. its thickness, the theoretical reflection coefficient R(0) and its conductivity

profile which can either be parabolic or geometric. For a given application, all the three
parameters needs

to be tuned to achieve optimum absorption of electromagnetic

waves

without excessive numerical reflection. The parabolic profile of conductivity is defined by
the following relation

:

o, (p) =

"t- [å)

(

s.l

)

where the subscript'z' denotes the propagation direction, o",'o' is the maximum conductivity

and

ô the thickness of the PML. In case of the geometric conductivity profile,

the functional

variation of the anisotropic conductivity with distance from the interface can be expressed

follows

:
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as

o(p)=

where

X;#în,n(o)g/*

A¡ is the spatial increment, 'N'the number

(5.3)

of cells in the PML layer and'g'the ratio

of geometric progression. This type of PML is also denoted by the notation PML( N-Gg-R(O)

). In our simulations, the

geometric profile

of conductivity for the PML has been

used

throughout.

The computational domain used for evaluating the performance of the PML in
guided wave structures like the rectangular waveguide or the NRD is shown in Figure 5.1.

The guided wave structure was terminated by PMLs on both sides and was excited by

a

particular mode at the Excitation Plane. Electromagnetic waves propagating towards the right
were absorbed by the PML located at the right edge of the computational domain with any
residual or reflected waves being absorbed by the PML at the left edge. Observation surfaces

Sl and

Sz were placed

in the guided wave structure for computing the reflection coefficient

from the PML on the right using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach, treating the
PML as a discontinuitv.

For the case of rectangular waveguide of cross-sectional dimensions 3.5574 mm x
7.1148 mm,

(

30-G3.16-0.01

)

type PMLs were used at both ends of the computational

domain and the waveguide was excited with the TEro mode. A spatial discretization ( Al ) of
0.1078 mm \¡/as used in the simulation and the simulation was terminated after 2800 timesteps. The reflection coefficient of the PML on the right end of the computational domain
was determined from the fields at the observation surfaces Sr and Sr located at 11Al and 9Al

l0l

Guided Wave
Structure :
Rectangular
Waveguide or the

NRD
a
o
a
o
ô
ø
ø

a
a

Sr

Sz

Excitation
Plane

Figure 5.1: A guided wave structure

terminated by PMLs on both sides.

from the PML respectively, using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach. Figure 5.2
shows that over 25 to 40 GHz the reflection coefficient is below -50 dB. This shows that
suffrcient levels of absorption, comparing well with those mentioned in I Berenger9T

],

can

be achieved with the PML Absorbing Boundary Condition in the case of the rectangular
wavesuide.

For the NRD
dielectric ( b

):9.60

(

distance between the ground planes

(

a

):

15.20 mm, width of

mm and dielectric constant of NRD dielectric ( a, )

:2.55 ), ( 30-

G3.16-0.01 ) type PMLs, the same type used in the case of the rectangular waveguide, were
used to terminate the NRD on both sides. Al

:

0.80 mm was used in this case and the

simulation was mn upto 2800 time-steps. The LSMor mode was excited and the reflection
coefficient for the PML was determined using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach
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v)=

-40
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¿3
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Frequency (GHz)

Figure 5.2: SttVs. frequencyfor a rectangular wcneguide terminated

by PMLs on both

sicles.

from the ftelds at the observation surfaces Sr and S, located at 16Al and 14Al from the PML
respectively. Figure 5.3 shows that the reflection coefficient for this case is also below -50d8
over the 10 to 12 GHz frequency range thus showing that the PMLs can be used as effective

Absorbing Boundary Conditions for terminating the NRD also.
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Figure 5.3: S¡ Vs.frequencyfor a NRD tenninatecl

5.2.

by PMLs on both sides.

Ferformance of Matched Condition for lt{ormal Incidence Absorbing

Boundary Condition in Microstrip

A proper Absorbing Boundary Condition for the microstrip had to be selected for
investigations with a microstrip to NRD transition. Initially, the PML was tried in this case.

However,

it

was observed that the simulations with the microstrip went unstable as two

intersecting PML blocks were placed adjacent

to a material with a dielectric

constant

differing from unity. Thereafter, the Matched Condition for Normal Incidence Absorbing

t04

Boundary Condition was used with the microstrip considering the fact that

it was a quasi-

TEM guided-wave structure.

The microstrip

( width of the microstrip :

0.9144 mm, height

of the microstrip

substrate:0.38i0 mm, dielectric constant of microstrip substra|e:3.27 ) was excited with
the vertical component of the electric field in the middle and terminated with the Matched

Condition of Normal incidence ABC on either sides, as shown

in Figure 5.4. As

such,

electromagnetic waves originating from the Excitation Plane travelled in both the right and

left directions, and were absorbed at the Absorbing Boundary Conditions terminating either
sides.

Al:

0.0762 mm was used in the simulation which was run upto 2800 time-steps. The

observation points Pl and Pz on the right were used to extract the return loss of the Absorbing

Boundary Condition to the right treating

it

as a discontinuity, using the crude approach

mentioned in Section 4.1. However, since only the vertical component of the electric field

of

the TEM mode was excited at the Excitation Plane, the existence of higher order modes
emanating from this plane could not be ignored. Hence, unlike the case of the rectangular
waveguide or the NRD, care had to be taken so that P¡ and P2 were located sufficiently
remote from the Excitation Plane so that the contribution from these incident hieher order
modes could be neelected.

Figure 5.5 shows the results of return loss over a frequency range of 17 - 25 GHz An
almost uniform value of less than -30 dB is obtained, which is suffrcient for investigating the

microstrip to NRD transition.
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Matched Condition for
Normal lncidence
Absorbing Boundary
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Plane

Figure 5.4: A nticrostrip line tertninatecl by the Matched Condition
Absorbing Bottnclaty Conclition on either sicle.

for Normal Incidence

añ
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Figure 5.5: S¡

frequency for a microstrip terminated on either sides by the Matched
Condition for Normal Incidence Absorbing Boundary Condition.
Vs.
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5.3.

Discontinuities in the Rectangular Waveguide

Results relating to two types of discontinuities in the rectangular waveguide, viz. a
capacitive iris and a half-filled metal plate have been discussed in this section. The TLM
based Modal Extraction Approach has been used

both cases, Al

:

to

characterize these discontinuities. For

0.1078 mm was used in the simulations. For the frequency range 25

-

40

GHz under investigation, the TE16 dominant mode was the only propagating mode in the
rectangular waveguide of cross-sectional dimensions 3.5574 mm x 7.I148 mm. In the case

of

the capacitive iris, the reflection coefficient for the dominant mode has been extracted and
compared to those found

in the literature. For additional verification, power conservation

results have been presented for both these types of discontinuities I GhoshgSb ].

5.3.1. Capacitive Iris in a Rectangular Waveguide

The configuration of the iris of gap-width gr : 1.1858 mm is shown in Figure 5.6(a)
and the computational domain used for modal extraction in Figure 5.6(b).

The rectangular waveguide was excited with the TE16 mode and the simulation was
run upto 3200 time-steps. In order to verify our TLM based Modal Extraction Approach, two
sets of observation surfaces were used on the left of the discontinuity as shown in Figure

5.6(b).

In a given set, the

surfaces were spaced

2Al apart. The first set of

observation

surfaces, viz. Observation Surfaces 1 as shown in the figure, were remotely located at a
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Figure 5.6(a): Capacitive iris in a rectangular

waveguide of height 'b,.,,,' and wiclth 'a,.u'.
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Surfaces 1
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igure 5.6(b):

2

Surface 3

Cornputational domain for extraction of scctttering ntatrix parameters for a
capacitive iris in a rectangular waveguide using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach.
F
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Figure 5.7: Stt Vs. frec1uency for a capacitive iris. TLMLC: TLM simulation results at
surfaces. TLMfuM: TLM simulation results at remote observation surfaces.
MARCUV: Benchmark solutionfrom I Mara.witz64 J. (a) Magnitude. (b) Phase.
locc¿l observation
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distance of Àr,,u/1 .20

(:94L1)

from the discontinuity,

Ig,.,u

being the guide wavelength of the

TEle mode in the rectangular waveguide at the centre frequency of 32.50 GHz. The second
set of surfaces, viz. Observation Surfaces2, were located only at a distance

of

À-r,,,122.47

(:

5Al ) from the discontinuity. It was thus expected that the magnitude of the evanescent modes
scattered from the discontinuity would be much more at the local observation surfaces viz.

Observation Surfaces

2

compared

to those at the remote

obseruation surfaces vrz.

Observation Surfaces 1. Modal extraction was used to extract the magnitude of the reflection

coefficient of the dominant TEle mode using two surfaces at both sets of surfaces ( the third
surface in each set used merely for verification purposes ) and the results were compared to a
benchmark solution from I Marcuvitz64].

Figure 5.7(a) shows the results. It is seen that the results using the TLM based modal
extraction at the two sets of observation surfaces are in good agreement. This serves as a first

verification towards the validity of our approach. However, there is a difference between the

TLM simulation results and the benchmark solution. This difference has been noted in
Pena97

I

], and can be attributed to the inability of the TLM method to model the rapid spatial

variation in the field distribution in the vicinity of the singularity at the edge of the iris I
Simons99

]. Figure 5.7(b) shows the results for the phase of the reflection coefficient

computed in the near field of the iris using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach and

its comparison with I Marcuvitz64 ]. The discrepancy between the TLM results and those in I

Marcuvitz64 ] was found to reduce with decrease in cell size Al and was almost nonexistent
in the limiting case of Al approaching zero I Pena97 ].
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In addition, checking was done for

conservation

of power for the incident and

scattered waves at the observation surfaces located close to the discontinuity ( Table 5.1(a)).

A third observation surface, viz. Observation Surface 3 located 5Al from the discontinuity
Figure 5.6(b)

) was also used to

(

extract the amplitude of the transmitted dominant mode

using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach for this purpose.

According to the Theorem of Conservation of Power, the power in the incident wave
must equal the sum of the powers of all the propagating modes in the scattered waves which
consists of the reflected and the transmitted waves in this case. The evanescent modes, which
have imaginary values of power, do not enter into this power balance equation. However, as

mentioned before, for the case under study, the dominant TE¡6 mode is the only propagating
mode in the rectangular waveguide.

It

can be observed that reasonable conversence in the

results is achieved in Table 5.1(a).

An additional check was conducted using the Poynting's Theorem to compute the net
power flow at the observation surface on the left side and the power flow at the observation
surface on the right side of the discontinuity, the observation surfaces being located close to

the discontinuity ( Tables 5.1(b) and 5.1(c) respectively ). The Poynting's Theorem states
that the power in an electromagnetic wave is given by the cross product of the transverse
component of the electric field and the complex conjugate of the transverse component of the

magnetic field, integrated over a cross-section normal to the direction of propagation. The
results of these power flows obtained using Poynting's Theorem were compared to those
obtained using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach. Again
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it is seen from Tables

5.1(b) and 5.1(c) that a reasonable agreement exists between the TLM based Modal
Extraction Approach and Poynting's Theorem.

Table 5.1(a)

Frequency

'

'

IPm
( Watts )

SPm

X1

(GHz)

( Wans )

(%)

29.00

r-004818-02

1.004748-02

1.254908-02

30.00

1.00317E-02

1.00318E-02

3.71351E-04

31.00

1.002288-02

1.002568-02

2.110898-02

31.50

I .0020 1E-02

1.002438-02

4.182558-02

32.00

L00 1 80E-02

1.002348-02

5.39010E-02

32.50

1.00170E-02

1.00230E-02

5.967088-02

33.00

1.00168E-02

1.00231E-02

6.361958-02

33.50

1.00173E-02

1.002428-02

6.891048-02

34.00

1

828-02

1.00258E-02

7.56811E-02

35.00

1.00208E-02

1.002968-02

8.102178-02

36.00

1.002548-02

1.00334E-02

7.986298-02

37.00

r.003228-02

1.004008-02

1.118518-02

Please refer to Appendix

.001

A for the notations used in the table.

tt2

Table 5.1(b)'

*

IPmt

(GHz)

( Watts )

29.00

8.66150E-03

8.645168-03

0.1 8205 8

30.00

8.50031E-03

8.484118-03

0.1 83 1 52

31.00

8.34364E-03

8.329128-03

0.174320

31.50

8.26584E-03

8.251198-03

0.r11547

32.00

8.

l 8800E-03

8.r732t8-03

0.1 80961

32.50

8.1 1070E-03

8.09s888-03

0.1

33.00

8.03373E-03

8.019278-03

0.180312

33.50

7.9s708E-03

1.943058-03

0.176631

34.00

7.880328-03

7.86658E-03

0.114660

35.00

1.126128-03

7.11218F-03

0.1

36.00

1.572708-03

7.55906E-03

0.180442

37.00

1.420428-03

7.407898-03

0.169144

Please refer to Appendix

IPt

x2

Frequency

( Watts )

A for the notations used in the table
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(%)

83058

80754

Table 5.1(c)

'

Frequency

TPm

OPt

(GHz)

( Watts )

( Watts )

(%)

29.00

8.660248-03

8.64663E-03

0.r57406

30.00

8.50035E-03

8.484138-03

0.1 84097

31.00

8.346428-03

8.32868E-03

0.212991

31.50

8.27003E-03

8.251268-03

0.221479

32.00

8. r 9340E-03

8.1

7364E-03

0.241151

32.50

8.1 l 667E-03

8.096228-03

0.252587

33.00

8.04011E-03

8.01918E-03

0.260994

33.50

1.963998-03

1.942598-03

0.269433

34.00

7.88790E-03

7.866228-03

0.275612

35.00

1.134848-03

7.712758-03

0.286403

36.00

7.58071E-03

7.55883E-03

0.289463

37.00

1.428228-03

1.401138-03

0.284123

X3

Table 5.1: Verification of porver conservation in the case of a capacitive iris in a rectangular waveguide. (a)
Conservation for incident and scattered powers using only the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach. (b)
Comparison of net power flow on the left of discontinuity computed using the TLM based Modal Extraction
Approach and Poynting's Theorem. (c) Comparison of power flow on the right of discontinuity computed using
the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach and Poy.nting's Theorem.

5.3.2. Half-filled Metal Plate in a Rectangular Waveguide

In this section, power

conservation results

with the iris in the previous

section

replaced with a half-filled metal plate in the rectangular waveguide has been presented. The

configuration of the half-filled metal plate discontinuity of width gp:3.5514 mm is shown in
Figure 5.8. The computational domain shown in Figure 5.6(b), which was used in the case
'Please refer to Appendix A for the notations used in the table.

tt4

of

brr"

gr:
i

Figure 5.8: nay-¡llecl
'cl,'rr,'

ar'r,

l2

attu

tnetal plate in a rectcutgular wc:eguicle of height 'b,.,,,' ctncl width

.

the iris in the rectangular waveguide, was used again in this case without the Observation
Surfaces

I

and the region in between the Observation Surfaces 1 and Observation Surfaces 2.

Thus, on the left side of the discontinuity, three observation surfaces spaced 2Ll apart were
placed )"s,,,/22.47 (

:

5Al ) from the discontinuity,

Àg.,u

being the guide wavelength of the

TE¡e mode in the rectangular waveguide at 32.50 GHz. The observation surface on the right

side of the discontinuity was also placed 5al from the discontinuity. The simulation was
terminated at 2800 time-steps.

Results involving conservation of power for the incident and scattered waves are
discussed in Table 5.2(a).It can be seen that the convergence is not as good as results in case

of the iris discontinuity in Table 5.1(a). Tables 5.2(b) and (c) show the comparison of the net
pov/er flow at the observation surface on the left side and the power flow at the observation
surface on the right side of the half-filled metal plate discontinuity respectively computed

using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach and Polmting's Theorem. Again it is seen
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that that convergence of the corresponding results in the iris discontinuity case
5.1(b) and (c) ) are better.

Table 5.2(a)'

'

XI

(GHz)

IPm
( Watts )

29.00

1.00309E-02

1.00128E-02

0.1

30.00

1.00187E-02

1.000248-02

0.163179

31.00

1.001488-02

1.00033E-02

0.1 1 5090

31.50

1.00149E-02

1.00086E-02

6.28358E-02

32.00

1.00163E-02

1.00173E-02

9.1

32.50

1

.001 87E-02

1.00300E-02

0.1 1 3029

33.00

r.002138-02

1.004518-02

0.231211

33.50

1.00244F-02

1.00645E-02

0.399708

34.00

1.00283E-02

I .0089 1E-02

0.605852

35.00

1.00361E-02

1.015468-02

1

36.00

1.00438E-02

r.024398-02

1.992010

37:00

1.00515E-02

|.034918-02

2.961410

Frequency

Please refer to Appendix

SPm

(%)

( wafrs )

A for the notations used in the table.
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.1

79805

5857E-03

80960

( Tables

Table 5.2(b)'

x2

IPt
( Watts )

Frequency

IPmt

(GHz)

( Watts )

29.00

1.46883E-03

1.463s38-03

0.360834

30.00

1.70313E-03

1.70184E-03

1.514288-02

31.00

1.951 l2E-03

1.954248-03

0.15991

31.50

2.019448-03

2.08571E-03

0.301 5 1 8

32.00

2.211218-03

2.220988-03

0.441 83

32.50

2.345868-03

2.36049F-03

0.623648

33.00

2.485258-03

2.504628-03

0.119403

33.50

2.628488-03

2.65381E-03

0.963610

34.00

2.776198-03

2.80864E-03

1.1

5.00

3.08866E-03

3.14043E-03

1.61613

36.00

3.431028-03

3.51693E-03

2.32498

37.00

3.85019E-03

3.96581E-03

3.00297

3

'Please refer to Appendix A for the notations used in the table.
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(%)

6887

1

1

Table 5.2(c)'

Frequency

(GHz)

TPm
( Watts )

OPt
( Wans )

(%)

29.00

1.45079E-03

1.46366E-03

0.887107

30.00

1.686798-03

1

868-03

0.893411

31.00

1.93959E-03

1.954118 -03

0.751104

31.50

2.013158-03

2.0857i E-03

0.605844

32.00

2.212128-03

2.221068-03

0.404131

32.50

2.357188-03

2.36058E-03

0.144241

33.00

2.509028-03

2.50461E-03

0.115168

33.50

2.66855E-03

2.6s3698-03

0.556855

34.00

2.83695E-03

2.80851E-03

1.00248

35.00

3.207188-03

3.14040E-03

2.08220

36.00

3.63710E-03

3.51680E-03

3.30758

37.00

4.147868-03

3.96540E-03

4.39890

.701

X3

Table 5.2: Verification of power conservation in the case of a half-filled metal plate in a rectangular
waveguide. (a) Conservation for incident and scattered powers using only the TLM based Modal Extraction
Approach. (b) Comparison of net power flow on the left of discontinuity computed using the TLM based Modal
Exfraction Approach and Poynting's Theorem. (c) Comparison of power flow on the right of discontinuity
computed using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach and Poynting's Theorem.

5.4.

Ðiscontinuities in the NRI)

In the following section, several discontinuities in the NRD, including the NRD slot,
have been charactenzed using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach I Ghoshgg ]. The

NRD ground plane width was chosen large enough so that the field amplitudes at the edges

'

Please refer to Appendix

A for

the notations used in the table.
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Matched
Condition for
Normal
Incidence ABC

:

Matched
Condition for
Normal
Incidence ABC

NRD
dielectric

J\
J\

<'r

LateralPower Flow

Figure 5.9: Lateral powerflow through the edges of the NRD grouncl

planes.

of the ground plane were down to negligible levels for the incident mode and all

scattered

modes. The Matched Condition for Normal Incidence Absorbing Boundary Condition was

used at the edges of the ground planes and PMLs were used at either ends of the NRD.
However, lateral power flow through the edges of the ground plane of the NRD in a direction
normal to the air-dielectric interface was noticed for these cases as shown in Figure 5.9. This
sideways leakage of power could possibly be due to the distance between the NRD ground

planes being more than halÊa-free-space wavelength

at the frequency range

under

investigation. Coupling between higher order modes like the LSM31 with the equivalent slab
mode as discussed

in I Di Nallo94b ] could

also probably be another cause of this power

leakase.
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5.4.1. Slot in the NRD Ground Plane

Figure 5.10(a) and (b) show the configuration of the slot in the NRD ground plane.

Two ( 30-G3.16-0.01 ) type PML layers were used to terminate both sides of the NRD while

five ( 30-G2.15-0.01 ) type PML layers were used

as Absorbing Boundary Conditions

in the

air region. The PML conductivities in the regions of intersection of two and three PML layers

in the air region were appropriately scaled as mentioned in Section 5.1. The NRD (
mm, b

:

9.60 mm, sr :2.55 ) was excited with the LSMoI mode.

:
^l

a:

15.20

0.80 mm was used in

the simulation which was run upto 2800 time-steps. Figure 5.11 shows the results for
extraction of the reflection coefficient of the LSMsl mode from the slot ( slot length ( L,l
11.20 mm, slot width

located

),s,,,a12.78

(:

( W,r ) :
14 Âl

1.60 mm

) at observation

surfaces spaced

2Al apart

):
and

) from the discontinuity using the Modal Extraction Approach

and comparison with measurements, Àgnd being the guide wavelength of the LSMor mode in

the NRD at the centre frequency

of 11 GHz. Two different slot inclination

angles

(

80.50' and 0r¡ : 50.00' ) were considered. It can be seen that the simulation results
with measurements reasonably well. These results can be used for the design of

a

0,r

:

agree

NRD based

slot array using the methodology described in I MalherbeS4b ] and I MalherbeS4c ], without
using exp eriment al data.

The results were next checked for conservation of power which implies that the
incident power in the LSMor mode must be equal to powers in the reflected and transmitted
waves in all the propagating modes plus the real part of the radiated power through the slot.
For the frequency range l0

-

12 GHz, the propagating modes were the LSE66, the LSE6¡ and

t20

PML
I

:'i,.,...:':
..i'..r''i.;.:..i
i -:l:,r

l--

""'Y

r

i:r

,:,r r,,

il ìr''
ì

,l

NRD Dielectric
( e'.:2.55 )

9.60 mm

(b)
75.20 mm

Figure 5.10(a): Configttration of a slot in the NKD grouncl plane for TLM computation
SÌcle View.

X,

30 Al

Dielectric

Figure 5.10(b): Configuration

of a slot in the NRD gromcl plane : Top View.

t2r

.

M

EAS ( 0", = 80.50"

TLM{0",=80.s0')

MEAS ( 0"r = 50.00"
TLM ( 0", = 50.00" )

)
)

:

:

U)

11

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 5.11: Sy

Vs. frequenclt for a slot in the NRD groutxcl plane cotnputecl using the
TLM based Modal Extraction Approach ( fLM ) ancl comparison with nteesurernents ( MEAS

).

the LSM61. All these modes were extracted individually and their powers accounted for in the

verification of power balance. Moreover, lateral power flow through both the edges of the

NRD ground plane as shown in Figure 5.9 had also to be taken into account for the
verification of conservation of power.

Table 5.3(a) shows the conservation of power for the NRD slot ( L,¡

:

1.60 mm and 0,r

:

:

II.20 mm,

.W,¡

89.00' ) in which the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach has been

used to compute the incident and scattered powers from the slot and Poynting's Theorem to

compute the lateral power flow and the radiated power. For this case, the modal amplitudes

of the incident and scattered waves in the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach have been

122

evaluated at observation surfaces located at distances

of lgn,o/2.78 from the slot.

Large

discrepancies can be noticed, specially at lower frequencies, which might
be caused due to

not considering the complete lateral power flow through the edges of the NRD

.qround

planes.

To verify this, the net power flow at several surfaces on the incident side and the
pov/er flow at several surfaces on the transmitted side were computed
using the TLM based

Modal Extraction Approach and Poynting's Theorem and the results compared,
with the
surfaces located at varying distances from the slot. Figure 5.12 shows the
convergence of the

two approaches

as the observation surfaces

move further from the slot. It can be seen that the

results using the two methods approach close to each other with increasing
distance of the

observation surfaces from the slot. Table 5.3(b) also shows the results
for the power
conservation when the observation surfaces were placed 2.57?"gn,a from
the slot. The
convergence is now seen to be better than in Table 5.3(a), as the complete
lateral power flow
has been taken into consideration.

Table 5'3(c) shows the results when the Poynting's Theorem was used to verify
conservation of power for the NRD slot using observation surfaces at
Xgn,a/2.78 from the slot,

taking into account the lateral power flow. In this case, power conservation
can be checked

by verifying that the net power flow on the left of the discontinuity equals the sum
of the
power flow on the right together with the lateral power flows and
the radiated power.

It can

be seen that a good degree of convergence was achieved, as expected,
as energy cannot be
Iost in the TLM mesh.

tzJ

u123
Distance in guided wavelengths from the discontinuity

Figure 5.12: Convergettce between the TLM basecl Moctal Extraction Approctch

an¿

Poynting's Theorent in the cornputation of power flows in the case of a slot in the NRD
ground plane' X7p : maximum percenl dffirence between the TLM basecl Modal Extraction
Approach ancl Poynting's Theorem over I0 - I2 GHz at tlte spatial location of the ctbscissa.
INC : Inciclent side of discontinuity, TRANS ; Transmittecl sicle of cliscontinuitv.
Table 5.3(a)'

( Watts

IPm
)

RPm
( Watts )

TPm
( Watts )

( Watts

10.00

1r88.98

288.498

465.213

10.25

1192.32

220.700

10.50

1196.02

10.75

Frequency

(GHz)

RPt

)

R¡ad
)

X4

(%)

( V/atts )

( wans

36.3738

40.8745

213.955

13.7808

586.831

30.2463

39.2900

181.221

12.6649

161.825

691.502

29.6914

32.4566

149.213

11.7051

1198.69

125.326

780.550

27

.5154

29.7301

\16.525

11.0262

I 1.00

1199.04

99.0479

820.837

24.3184

31.8743

97

.4877

11.6877

11.25

1197.50

89.2255

849.01

18.6784 29.5301

92.6015

10.9776

19.2109

889.400

14.3700

25.7442

83.3426

9.435s3

10.1475

92s.206

13.0439 23.8918

72.5285

I .837 t0

62.3494

951.459

14.4193 22.9614

62.43s7

6.50893

1

*

LPt

1.50

1

195.1

1

11.15

1191.41

12.00

1

Please refer to Appendix

186.1

I

1

A for the notations used in the table.
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Table 5.3(b)'

Frequency

(cHz)

RPm TPm
) ( Wans )

( Watts

LPt
( Watts

)

RPt
( Watts )

Rrad
)

X4

(%)

( Watts

10.00

1

188.92

287.381

468.r97

102.0512

105.7580

2 10.

10.25

1193.43

216.349

591.139

85.9213

100.0671

118.290

1.84881

10.50

1194.94

163.838

700.960

82.7815

81.6888

146.284

1.64923

10.15

1198.88

122.979

788.714

71.2498

14.3294

1

13.879

1.84070

I 1.00

1197.53

95.1639

832.034

74.2526

79.1098

95.307

11.25

1196.55

84.5796

864.955

60.4562

75.1422

87.6278

I 1.50

1195.85

74.9931

905.870

49.2983

67.1127

t]

190.19

65.3689

93

8.892

40.7800

s9.1949

66.9350

1.62393

1185.17

56.7201

962.107

39.1 968

55.9358

.7265

r.09904

11

.15

12.00

.

IPm
( Watts )

Please refer to Appendix

1

A for the notations used in the table.
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57

100

6

.1719

1

.3146r

1.79027

2.02849
|

.77048

Table 5.3(c) .
Frequency

IPI

oPr

( Watts )

( V/atts )

LPt
( Watts )

RPt
( V/atts )

( Wats )

10.00

819.7 69

534.884

36.3738

40.874s

213.955

0.170741

10.25

896.080

648.669

30.2463

39.2900

181.221

0.373432

10.50

955.383

743.867

29.6914

32.4566

149.213

1.622328-02

10.75

999.40s

825.1 I 8

21.5t54

29.1301

116.525

5.171158-02

I 1.00

1020.93

866.964

24.3184

31.8143

97.4817

2.798078-02

11.25

1032.20

891.059

18.6784

29.5301

92.601s

3.207128-02

I 1.50

1050.22

924.515

14.3700

25.7442

83.3426

0.214526

lI./)

1067.55

95s.226

13.0439

23.8978

12.528s

0.268035

t2.00

I

083 .86

979.34r

14.4193

22.9614

62.4351

0.435758

(GHz)

Rrad

X5

(%)

Table 5'3: Verification of power conservation in
the case of a slot in the NRD ground plane. (a)
conservation
for incident and scattered powers computed at observation
surfaces located at distances of ),^,¿/2.7gfrom
the
discontinuity' (b) conservation for incìdent and
scattered powers computed at observation
surfaces
located
at
distances of 2'57xg,,,a from the discontinuity. (c)
conservátion fo. incident

observation surfaces located at distances

and scattered powers computed at

of ír,,¡2.7|from the discontinuity using only poynting,s
Theorem.

5.4.2. Gap Discontinuity in NRD

The next type of discontinuity in the NRD examined,
called the gap discontinuity,
consists of an air-gap in the NRD dielectric
and is shown in Figure 5.13. The gap-width in
the NRD (

a:

1

5.20 mm, b

:

9.60 mm, rr

:2.55 ) was chosen to be d, :3.20mm. :
Al

mm \ /as used in the simulation and observation
surfaces were place d, at À,g*al2.gg
to the left and Lgn,a/2'59

-

Please refer to Appendix

(:

A for

(:13A1 )

15¿l ) to the right of the discontinuity, l.*n,.abeing
the guide

the notations used in the table.

r26

0.g0

X

1
I

b

NRD Dielectric

Figure 5.13: Configuration of the gap cliscontinuity in Íhe NRD with gap-wiclth 'cl"' and

width of NRD clielectric 'b'.

wavelength of the LSMor mode in the NRD at 11 GHz. The simulation was run upto 2800
time-steps.

All propagating modes at 10 - 12 GHz, viz.

modes were evaluated and checked

the LSE66, the LSE6l and the LSMor

for conservation of power. Table 5.a@) shows the

balance between the incident and the scattered powers computed using the

TLM

based

Modal Extraction Approach at observation surfaces near to the discontinuity. It can be seen
that the effect of leakage manifests in the increasing difference between the incident and
scattered powers at higher frequencies when no lateral power flow is taken into account.
Tables 5.4(b) and 5.4(c) compare the net power flow on the incident side and the power flow

on the transmitted side of the gap discontinuity respectively using the TLM based Modal
Extraction Approach and Poynting's Theorem.

A

reasonable agreement can be observed

between results obtained using the two approaches. Lateral power flow for this discontinuity

is also apparent on examining Tables 5.4(d)

and 5.4(e). Table 5.4(d) verifies power

conservation using Poynting's Theorem only but without taking into account lateral power

t27

flow. It is seen that the net power flow on the incident side and the power flow on the
transmitted side of the gap discontinuity, which should be equal by the Power Conservation
Theorem, differ by as much as 4.29o/o at 12 GHz. However, since the TLM mesh cannot lose
energy, the discrepancy can only be resolved by taking into consideration lateral power flows

on both sides of the NRD ground plane. This is verified by Table 5.4(e) which shows that
when the lateral power flow is added to the scattered power on the transmitted side of the gap

discontinuity, the sum closely approaches the net power flow on the incident side of the
discontinuity as required by the Power Conservation Theorem.

.

Table 5.4(a)

Frequency IPm
(GHz) (Wans)

( Watts )

(%)

X1

10.00

1

188.63

1180.20

0.709160

10.25

r192.62

1181.40

0.431619

10.50

1196.17

1179.90

1.36027

10.75

1198.58

1166.01

2.11740

11.00

1198.99

1150.52

4.04213

11.25

1191.54

t146.69

4.24618

1.50

I 195.09

1145.01

4.19102

11.75

I 191 .66

I135.30

4.12955

12.00

1186.60

1115.78

5.96830

1

" Please refer to Appendix

SPm

A for the notations used in the table.
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Table 5.4(b) .

Frequency IPmt
(GHz) ( Wats )

IPt

X2

( Watts )

(%)

10.00

1110.07

1111.16

9.819998-02

10.25

I 1 16.35

l 119.00

0.231383

10.50

1121.03

1117.49

0.3 16785

10.7 5

1127.05

1112.68

r.29148

1.00

\126.55

I r 05.81

1.87555

11.25

r12t.09

l r00.13

r.90523

l

1.50

r115.7 6

1097.63

1.65114

I 1.75

1110.16

I

095.1 9

1.36689

r2.00

r105.72

1094.88

1

0.990060

Table 5.4(c)'

Frequency TPm
( cHz )
( Watts )

Please refer to Appendix

X3

(%)

10.00

1101.64

1108.44

0.61125s

10.25

il

1r 15.45

0.3 88789

10.50

1104.16

1

l 10.39

0.509613

10.75

1094.48

1r01.90

0.617952

l 1.00

1078.08

t089.46

1.05558

11.25

1010.24

1082.72

1.1

r.50

1065.67

1076.88

1.05192

r1.75

1053.80

1065.41

1.10173

12.00

1034.90

1049.84

1.44361

r

.

OPr

( V/atts )

A for

1

1.13

the notations used in the table.
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6609

Table 5.4(d)'

Frequency

IPt

(GHz)

( Wafts )

OPt
( Watts )

(%)

10.00

1111.16

1108.44

0.25

10.25

l1 19.00

l I 15.45

0.32

10.50

1117.49

r I 10.39

0.64

10.15

1112.68

1

101.90

0.98

1.00

1105.81

1089.46

r.50

1

X6

11.25

1

100.13

1082.72

1.61

11.50

1091.63

1076.88

1.93

11.75

1095.19

1065.41

2.80

12.00

I

094.8 8

1049.84

4.29

'Please refer to Appendix A for the
notations used in the table.
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Table 5.4(e) .
Frequency

(GHz)

IPt

OPt

( Watts )

LPt

RPt

( Wans )

( Watts )

( Watts )

X]
(%)

10.00

1111.16

1108.44

1.31201

1.31037

8.78945E-03

10.25

1

I 19.00

1r15.45

1.88170

1.87481

1.844698-02

10.50

1111.49

I 110.39

3.45 95 8

3.49022

1.343798-02

10.75

1112.68

1101.90

5.39188

5.45818

6.297268-03

I 1.00

1

105.81

1089.46

8.07233

8.15194

1.08415E-02

11.25

1100.13

1082.72

8.73426

8.18847

1.024168-02

1.50

1097.63

1076.88

10.01296

10.04631

6.296378-02

11.15

1095.19

1065.41

14.89840

14.93570

4.948848-03

12.00

r

094.88

1049.84

21.86640

21.98900

0.1

1

08320000

Table 5'4: verification of power conservation in the case of a gap discontinuity
in the NRD. (a) conservation
for incident and scattered powers using only the TLM based Moãai
Extraction Approach. (b) comparison of net
power flow on the left o-f discontinuity computed using the
TLM based Mååal g*t à.iion Approach and
foyrting's Theorem' (c) comparison of power fl9w on ìhe right of discontinuity computed using the TLM
based Modal Extraction Approach and Poynting's Theorem. (d)-conservation
for incideni and scattered powers
using only Poynting's Theorem, without taking into account láteral
power flow. (e) Conservation for incident
and scattered powers using only Poynting's Theorem, taking
into accåunt lateral power flow.

5.4.3. Offset Gap Discontinuity in NRD

As a further check of the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach, the method
was
applied to analyze an offset gap discontinuity in the NRD as shown
in Figure 5.14 and the
results verified with those obtained using the Mode-Matching
Method in

I

Boone 2000a

These results are shown in Figures 5.i5(a) to (d). For all these
cases, the NRD (

b

*

:

a:

3'60 mm' €r :2'56 ) was excited with the LSMor mode and the scatterins
matrix

Please refer to Appendix

A for the notations used in the table.
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l.

5.00 mm,

X

I
I

NRD Dielectric

Figure 5.14:

Configuration of the offset gap cliscontinuity in the NRD with gap-wictth
offset 'wo' ancl widfh of NRD clielectric 'b'. For this geometry, wo: b.

,c1",,

parameters computed both for the reflected and transmitted LSMor and the
LSE'I modes. Al

:

0.20 mm was chosen for the simulations. In these figures, the following notation
has been

used

:

I

Srr-.

I

Slr"* | denote

I

Srr.-

I

|

denote the reflection coefficient of the LSMor mode,
the reflection coefficient of the LSEoI mode,

denote the transmission coefficient of the LSE6I mode,

I Sz,-'n I denote the transmission

coefficient of the LSMoI mode.

The offset'wo'was maintained to be the same as the width of the NRD dielectric ,b,
in all
cases.

Two different values for the gap-width 'do' were chosen in the TLM simulations

r do

:

0'78*b and do:0.11*b. The TLM simulations were terminated after 6000 time-steps
in the
former case and after 7000 time-steps in the latter. The results from the TLM simulation (

TLM ) have been compared to those obtained using the Mode-Matching Method (
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MODMCH ) [ Boone2000a ], the latterusing do:0.80*b and do:0.1Qxb respectively. The
gap-width 'do' in the TLM simulations had to be chosen slightly different from that used
in
the Mode-Matching Method due to the discretization in the TLM lattice. For the case
do :
0.78*b, two observation surfaces spaced 2Al apartwereplaced at a distance of Lrn'a/3.55

27Al) to the left and another observation surface was also placed at a distance of

(:

Àgn,o/3.55 to

the right of the discontinuit!, Ignrd being the guide wavelength of the LSM0r mode in the
NRD at 27 .50 GHz. For the case

do

apart were located at a distance

:

0.11*b, two observation surfaces on the left spaced 2Al

of )"gna/4.56 (: 21Al ) from the discontinuity and the

observation surface on the right was placed at a distance

of

Lg,.,,a14.35

(:2z1ll ) from the

discontinuity. Good agreement can be seen between the results using the TLM based Modal
Extraction Approach and the Mode-Matchins Method.

Tables 5.5(a) and (b) presents power conservation results

for the offset gap

discontinuity for the case do : 0.78xb, taking into account the LSE66, the LSE6' and the
LSMor modes which are the only propagating modes at 25.50 29.50 GHz. At the
highest
frequency (29.50 GHz ) under consideration, the free-space wavelength 16 is 10.17
mm. The
distance between the NRD ground planes being 5.00 mm ( < )"0/2 the cut-off condition
in
),

the air-region of the NRD is maintained over the frequency range 25.50

-

29.50 GHz.

Consequently, less leakage occurs compared to the gap discontinuity or NRD slot case,
as is

evident from Tables 5.5(a) and (b). Table 5.5(a) shows that power conservation could
be
verified to within about 2.60% using Poynting's Theorem without considering lateral power
flow. Table 5.5(b) demonstrates that the maximum effor in verifying power conservation
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Figure 5.15: Vc¿riation of the magnirude of scattering parameters withfreqttencyfor
gop cliscontinuity in the NRD. (a) 1 5 7,,,,1 (b) l St,",,l (c) l Szt",,l (d) 1 5r,,,,1.
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using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach in the near field of the discontinuity is
only about I.40% also without taking into account the lateral power flow.

Table 5.5(a)'

IPt
( Watts )

OPr

(GHz)

X6

( Watts )

(%)

25.50

67.5555

65.8461

2.59605

25.15

116.077

116.874

0.686611

26.00

148.038

148.506

0.316137

26.25

161.033

165.786

0.7 52180

26.50

r78.655

179.951

0.725423

26.75

192.364

191.507

0.441500

27.00

202.108

202.810

5.032128-02

21.25

212.846

213.386

0.253709

27.50

223.159

222.155

0.451936

21.15

229.468

230.428

0.418355

28.00

237.779

231.061

0.302877

28.25

242.556

242.619

2.591488-02

28.50

241.048

247.421

0.153411

28.15

251.646

250.692

0.380s45

29.00

252.418

253.262

0.334364

29.25

255.534

254.560

0.382621

29.50

2s4.603

254.532

2.789408-02

Frequency

'

Please refer to Appendix

A for the notations used in the table.
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Table 5.5(b)

(GHz)

IPm
( Watts )

RPm
( wans )

TPm
( Watts )

(%)

25.50

639.693

572.210

68.5265

0.163128

25.75

102.201

586.140

I

23.848

1.10895

26.00

682.645

534.158

1

55.143

1.06292

26.25

660.029

492.938

170.8 r8

0.564611

26.50

645.322

466.829

183.794

0.821454

26.15

640.646

448.390

1

93.83 6

0.246629

27.00

641.991

439.353

204.561

0.299533

27.25

643.124

430.988

214.678

0.301 685

21.50

648.352

425.015

222.969

4.152518-02

27.15

651.054

421.392

231.344

0.258342

28.00

655.096

416.810

231.680

9.259398-02

28.25

658.433

415.007

243.r98

3.464388-02

28.50

661.r89

412.854

241.961

5.66003E-02

28.75

664.158

4tt.t5l

250.740

0.432237

29.00

666.267

411.197

252.958

0.318007

29.25

668.996

409.740

252.959

0.950205

29.50

669.862

4t0.136

250.501

|.39639

Frequency

X1

Table 5.5: Verification of poweï conservation in the case of an offset gap discontinuity in the NRD. (a)
Conservation for incident and scattered powers using only Poynting's Theórém. (b) Conservation for incident
and scattered powers using only the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach.

.

Please refer to Appendix

A for the notations used in the table.
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5.5.

NRD Based Components and Transition

The TLM based Modal Extraction Approach was applied to perform a full-wave
modal analysis of several NRD based components and a microstrip to NRD transition. A1l
scattered propagating modes have been extracted

for these components for the first time

using this approach. Comparisons with results of Polmting's Theorem has been made to
check the results using TLM based Modal Extraction Approach. Also, the results obtained

using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach have been compared with results in the
literature obtained usins other methods and with measured results in the literature.

5.5.f

.

Two Pole Air Gap-Coupled NRD Guide Bandpass Filter

In this section, an analysis of a NRD based two pole air gap-coupled bandpass filter is
presented. For the first time, all non-leaky propagating modes scattered from the filter has
been studied and power conservation tests have been done

for a complete charactenzation of

the filter, unlike previous studies limited only to the LSMor mode.

The structure of the filter is shown in Figure 5.16(a) and the computational domain

for the analysis of the f,rlter using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach in Figure
5.16(b). The dimensions of the NRD were a : 2.70 mm and b
the NRD dielectric. The filter ( lr :1.65 mm

,12:

:

2.40 mm with e,

3.40 mm and d

:

:

2.56 for

2.23 mm ) was excited

using the LSMor mode from the Excitation Plane as shown in Figure 5.16(b). Âl was chosen

to be 0.10 mm and the simulation was mn upto i7000 time-steps. The fields at the two
138

observation surfaces 'surface.2' and 'surface.l' spaced

2Ll

apart and placed À"rrral4.37

(:

20Al ) from the discontinuity were used to extract the amplitudes of the incident LSMor mode

and the reflected LSMor mode and also the amplitudes

of the other

propagating modes

reflected from the discontinuity using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach,

À.gn,a

being the guide wavelength of the LSMor mode in the NRD at 50.00 GHz. Similarly, the

fields on the observation surface'surface.3' also placed 20Al from the discontinuity were
used to compute the transmitted field amplitudes of the LSMor mode and the transmitted field

amplitudes of the other propagating modes.

The insertion loss of the filter is obtained from the ratio of the transmitted and the
incident field amplitudes of the LSMor mode and is shown in Figure 5.17 (a) in the frequency
range 48

-

52 GHz. The return loss computed from the ratio of the reflected to the incident

LSM6¡ mode fields is plotted in Figure 5.17(b). The insertion loss characteristics of the filter

computed using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach has been also compared with
results using the Finite Element Method and with measurements
and return loss characteristics of the

I Endo89 ]. The inserlion

filter computed using the TLM based Modal Extraction

Approach have further been validated with results obtained using the Frequency Domain
Transmission Line Matrix Method ( FDTLM

) in I Huang94 ]. An excellent

agreement in

insertion loss characteristics is found between the results obtained using the TLM based
Modal Extraction Approach and the latter methods. Also, a reasonable agreement is seen to

exist in the return loss characteristics obtained using the TLM based Modal Extraction
Approach and the FDTLM method. The difference in the minimum value in the return loss
curve is due to discretization and may be improved using a finer mesh, with corresponding
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tietectnie
Stnip

Metat ptotes
Figure 5.16(a):

Structure of the NRD based two pole air gap-coupled bandpass
filter. (
Figure takenfrom I Endo99 ] ).

surface.2

surface.3

NRD

ToLt /zstt

20Lt

25Al

Excitation
Plane

Discontinuity

Figure 5.16(b):

Computational domainfor the characterization of a NRD based two pole
air gap-coupled bandpass filter using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach.
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Figure 5.17: Scattering pqrameters of a NRD based two pole air gap-coupled bandpass
filter computed using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach. (a) Insertion Loss
characteris tic s. (b) Return Lo s s char acteristics.
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rncrease ln memory requirements and computational time.

In order to characterize the filter completely all reflected and transmitted propagating
modes which could be extracted reliably in the frequency range 48

- 52 GHz were evaluated.

This full wave modal analysis for the filter has been accomplished the first time. The
propagating modes under study are the LSEoo, LSE61, LSMor and LSEro.

According to the convention for mode classification stated in Chapter 2, the first
three
modes are even modes while the last one is an odd mode. Using the TLM
based Modal

Extraction Approach, the relative power content of any given mode in the
scattered field

from the discontinuity can be estimated, be

it

an even or odd mode. However, the LSE'6

mode starts to propagate at around 50.02 GHz. The cut-off for this mode
is determined by the

width of the NRD dielectric and thus the fields of this mode decay down slowly in the
air
region near cut-off. Therefore, to reliably extract the LSE16 mode, one would
need to use a

very large extent of NRD ground planes in the TLM simulation, which is

not

computationally possible. Thus, all the other propagating modes, viz. the
LSEoo, LSE¡1 and
the LSMor modes, except the LSE16 mode have been extracted.

However, in most of the cases for mode cut-off we have encountered. the cut-off
criterion is determined by the distance between the NRD ground planes. In such
a case, we
do not experience the low attenuation of fîelds of the cut-off mode in the
air region near cut-

off, and the mode can thus be reliably extracted. It is only when the cut-off condition is
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determined by the width of the dielectric strip in the NRD that we
require to simulate an
almost infinite extent of NRD ground planes.

Table 5'6(a) shows the relative power content in the incident and scattered
LSM61
modes and the scattered LSEoo and LSE6I modes computed using the
TLM based Modal
Extraction Approach from the fields on'surface.l' and 'surface.3'. It
also shows the result of
a power conservation check.

Firstly, it can be noticed that the power content in the scattered

LSEoo and LSEor modes is negligibly small compared

scattered LSMor mode.

It

to the po\¡/er level in the incident or

can be expected that coupling to the LSEro mode would also be

extremely small as the field profile of this mode is very different from
the incident LSMor
mode' This is further verified by the power conservation test in column 'Xg,
of Table 5.6(a)

which shows that the power conservation could be successfully verified
without considering
the LSEro mode even at 52'00 GHz where the LSEIs mode propagates.
Thus, only a single
mode approximation would be sufficient to charact enze the filter.
In general, the TLM based

Modal Extraction Approach provides an estimate of the number of signif,rcant
modes that are
needed

in an equivalent circuit representation of a discontinuity so that we can restrict

ourselves to these few significant modes for the charactenzation
of the discontinuity.

Next, in the power conservation test, it can be noted that for some frequencies
such
49 '40 GHz, ( which is below the cut-off for the LSEro mode

as

) discrepancies in column .Xg,

of rable 5'6(a) are as high as 3.82%. As the width of the NRD ground planes
was chosen to

be sufficiently large

(

6.0 mm

) to ensure that the incident

and scattered modes suffer

sufficient decay at the extremities of the ground plane, the finite ground plane
effect cannot
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cause this amount

of discrepancy. Thus, this discrepancy is caused by power coupling
to the

propagating leakvmodes in the NRD

( [ Di Nallogilb]

and

lDi

Nallog3

l),

as only the

propagating scattered non-leaky modes have been extracted
using the TLM based Modal

Extraction Approach. However, the TLM based Modal Extraction
Approach is capable of
estimating the power content of any leaky or non-leaky propagating
mode since the leaky and

non-leaky mode sets are orthogonal to each other as well as
to the other modes in their own
mode set' However, the number of leaky propagating modes
are theoretically infinite and one

would have to plot the dispersion characteristics of each mode
to ascertain whether it is leaky

in the frequency range of interest. Thus, to estimate the power
content of the individual leaky
modes is not possible. However, as noted before, the power
leaking through the edges of the

NRD ground plane has been computed using Poynting's Theorem by
estimating the power
flow through the lateral surfaces.

To further show the power coupling to the leaky modes in the case
of the air gapcoupled f,rlter, the net power flow on 'surface.l' and the power
flow on ,surface.3, have been

computed using the

TLM based Modal Extraction Approach taking into account all

the

scattered propagating modes and the results have been
compared to the power flows through

the above surfaces using Poynting's Theorem. Table 5.6(b)
shows the results, where the
power flows have been expressed as a percentage of
the incident power in the LSM.' mode.

It

can be observed that the results

in columns 'IPmtp' and 'Iptp' are similar

as also results in

columns 'TPmp' and 'oPtp', except for differences caused
by the leaky modes as the
Poynting's Theorem takes into account both the leaky and
non-leaky propagating modes
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while the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach computes the power only in the non-leaky
propagating modes.

In order to prevent instability problems with the PML while running TLM simulation

of relatively large discontinuities like the air gap-coupled filter, the thickness of the PML
layers had to be increased. This is because of the relatively large number of time steps (
17000 Ât ) required for convergence of the TLM algorithm because of the resonances of the
gaps

in the filter structure, compared to 2800 time-steps required for the simulation of

a

geometrically small discontinuity like the slot in the NRD ground plane. Hence, in Figure

5.16(b), the thickness
thickness

of the PML layers was chosen to be

7041, instead

of the usual

of 30Al used for simulation of discontinuities like the slot in the NRD

sround

plane.

Additionally, the TLM based PML went unstable for a layer thickness greater than or
equal to 8041. Hence, to obtain reliable results before the onset of instability with the PMLs,
the PML layers had to be moved further to the left and right of the computational domain. It
was also observed that the slight oscillations of about -60 dB in the steady state TLM f,relds

on the observation surfaces did not affect our results. These oscillations can be avoided by

placing the PMLs even further from the discontinuity at the cost
requirements and simulation time. For simulation

Prony's method can also be used

to

of increased memory

of geometrically large

discontinuities,

extrapolate the time-domain response from TLM

simulation runs with a relatively small number of time-stens.
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Table 5.6(a)

.

Frequency I-p

Rmp

Tmhl

SPm2

( Watts )

Tmp
( Wans )

Rmhl

)

( Watts )

( Watts )

( V/ans )

( Watts )

(%)

48.00

136.922

732.725

2.36842

1.05802E-11

1.51646E-13

135.093

0.248134

48.20

739.012

730.908

4.23111

r.001768-11

1.152788-13

73s.139

0.524043

48.40

740.900

730.160

7.65882

8.15818E-12

1

.3001 1E- 1 3

137.819

0.415836

48.60

743.173

I

Z¿.UO5

r5.2562

8.667698-12

1.81446E-13

731.319

0.867833

48.80

746.489

107.868

32.3323

1.00937E-1

2.687358-13

140.200

0.842542

49.00

749.603

659.128

16.5545

1.546128-12

5.06113E-13

136.282

1.71706

49.20

7

52.145

541.398

193.978

5.150668-12

9.54894F-13

135.316

2.22959

49.40

753.035

211.488

452.812

3.489438-12

2.578968-12

724.300

3.81586

49.60

I

s2.l14

35.6235

690.1 03

3.355998-12

3.651158-12

125.126

3.58536

49.80

7

53.432

t.¿zJ)o

732.464

4.074328-12

4.306908-12

133.687

2.62060

50.00

154.928

2.19806

734.558

4.234838-12

4.879928-12

136.156

2.40705

50.20 7 55.449

13.3410

126.880

3.525698-12

s.074638-12

740.221

2.01513

50.40

156.525

149.844

591

.711

4.318228-12

3.811838-12

141.556

1.97865

50.60

157.979

318.758

310.428

8.64620E-12

3.34081E-12

7

49.186

1.16015

50.80

759.980

548.845

203.949

1.206068-l I

1.991528-12

152.793

0.945596

51.00

7

60.962

640.97r

1

15.817

1.188328-ll

1.462188-12

156.188

0.548526

51.20

761.973

688.234

69.4267

2.47888F.-r1

8.376528-13

751.661

0.565885

51.40

762.285

713.631

45.1164

2.469938-rl

6.19835E-13

758.801

0.456247

51.60

162.909

728.28r

30.8100

3.311728-tl

3.679918-13

7

59.091

0.500484

.258

736.844

22.4172

4.498938-tl

3.40510E- 13

7

59.261

0.523645

142.990

16.1992

4.642898-tl

3.48613E-13

7

59.190

0.542858

( GHz

5

1

.80

52.00

7 63

163.937

'Please refer to Appendix A for the notations used in the table.
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X8
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Table 5.6(b)

IPmþ

(GHz)

Imp
( Watts )

48.00

136.922

0.569526

0.683219

48.20

139.012

1.09658

r .1

48.40

740.900

48.60

Frequency

IPÞ

(%)

(%)

TPmp

OPÞ

(%)

(%)

0.32t394

0.327105

9959

0.512536

0.518920

1.44955

1.54131

1.03372

1

743.713

2.91902

2.98704

2.051 18

2.05 838

48.80

746.489

5.r7319

5.2r148

4.33r24

4.33923

49.00

7

49.603

rr.9897

I 1.9806

10.21268

10.23268

49.20

752.145

28.0196

27.9542

25.7900

25.8388

49.40

753.035

63.9474

63.81

60.1316

60.2807

49.60

152.714

95.2673

95.1307

91.6820

9r.9341

49.80

7

53.432

99.8316

99.1069

97.2170

975302

50.00

754.928

99.7088

99.5615

91.3018

97.6297

50.20

7

55.449

98.2340

98.0612

96.2t83

96.5598

50.40

156.525

80.1 93

I

80.0324

78.2144

78.4907

50.60

757.979

s0.0306

49.8950

48.8104

49.0371

50.80

759.980

21.7817

27.6489

26.8361

26.9210

51.00

160.962

15.7683

15.6089

15.2198

15.2674

51.20

761.913

9.67132

9.41813

9.1rt44

9.14139

51.40

762.28s

6.38269

6.1

3885

5.92644

5.94461

51.60

762.909

4.53891

+-¿J | )3

4.03848

4.05288

51.80

763.258

3.46069

3.10166

2.93704

2.947 56

52.00

t 63.931

2.74189

2.31911

2.19903

2.20890

11

.039 14

Table 5.6: Verification of power conservation in the case of a two pole air gap-coupled NRD guide bandpass
frlter. (a) Conservation for incident and scattered powers using only the TLM based Modal Exfraction
Approach. (b) Comparison of net power flow on the left and power flow on the right of discontinuity computed
using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach and Poynting's Theorem.
'Please refer to Appendix A for the notations used in the table.
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5.5.2. Microstrip to NRD Transition

A

study of the slot-coupled microstrip to NRD transition was undertaken with the

objective of hybrid integration of planar and nonplanar technologies. The quasi-TEM mode

in the microstrip line is well-matched to the LSMor mode in the NRD across the coupling
slot, leading to a potential improvement in the performance of the transition. At first, the
Matched Condition for Normal Incidence Absorbing Boundary Condition was used in the
microstrip and the NRD to compare our results with those in the literature I Bachag8b ]. The
computational domain for extraction

of the insertion loss of a microstrip ( width of

microstrip: 1.50 mm, height of the microstrip
b

:

substrate

:

0.50 mm ) to NRD (

a:

the

5.00 mm,

9.50 mm, sr :3.27 ) to microstrip transition for a microstrip line using RT / Duroid 5880

substrate

(e,:2.30 ) is shown in Figure 5.18. In the figure,

slot width ( Wrr )

:

0.50 mm, L,

the slot length ( L,r

:2.75 mm and r^,:2.25 mm. al was

):6.50

mm,

chosen to be 0.50 mm

for the simulation and the simulation was run upto 20000 time-steps. The incident and
reflected waves in the microstrip at the input port were separated using the crude approach
mentioned in Section 4.1 while the magnitude of the transmitted wave at the output port was
obtained directly from the TLM Simulation Engine. The insertion loss was calculated by

taking the ratio of the transmitted wave at the output port and the incident wave at the
incident port of the microstrip line.

Figure 5.19(a) shows the plot of insertion loss vs. frequency for this case.

It

can be

observed that a useful frequency band of operation for the transition can be obtained from
about 18.60 GHz to 21.50 GHz with a centre frequency of 20.05 GHz. Thereafter,
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Figure 5.18:

Computational clomain for the extraction of the insertion loss of ct microstrip
- NRD - microstrip transitÌon for a microstrip line with RT / Duroid 5880 substrate.
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Figure 5.19: Magnitude of

Szt of a microstrip - NRD - nzicrostrip transition comptttecl
using the crude approach. MAT : Results using the Matchecl Conclition
for Nonnal IncÌdence
ABC in the microstrip and the NRD. PML : Results using the Matchecl Conclition
for Normal
Inciclence ABC in the microstrip and PMLs in the NRD. (a) RT / Duroicl 5880 substrate in
microstrìp. (Ð fMM-3 substrate in nticrostrip.
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simulations were run upto 30000 time-steps with ( 30-G3.16-0.01 pMLs terminating either
)
side of the NRD. It can be observed from Figure 5.19(a) that the insertion loss profile versus
frequency does not deviate significantly from the case with no PMLs. Figure 5.19(b) shows

corresponding results for a similar transition using TMM-3 substrate

(

e,

:

3.27

) for the

microstrip. In the case of Figure 5.i9(b), Ä1 :0.30 mm, the width of the microstrip:0.90
mm, height of the microstrip substrate
mm and

:

L'u:

:

0.30 mm, Lr1

:

6.30 mm, 'Wr¡

:

0.60 mm,

1.95 mm. The NRD used in Figure 5.19(b) was of dimensions

9.60 mm with

x,:

Lr:

a:5.10

3.00

mm, b

3.27 for the NRD dielectric. For this case, the simulation without the

PMLs in the NRD was run upto 30000 time-steps while the simulation using the pMLs in the
NRD was terminated at 38000 time-steps, the PMLs used in this case being the same as those
used in the case of Figure 5.19(a).

It can again be seen that,

as

in the previous case, the

results with and without PMLs in the NRD look almost the same. This is due to the fact that

in both cases, the open end of the NRD dielectric strip on either sides is remote from the

PML layers. However, in the latter case case,
bandwidth

it

can be observed that a performance

of about 10.26% can be obtained from about 18.50 GHz to

20.50 GHz.

as

compared to 14.46%o in the previous case.

Next, a study of a single microstrip to NRD transition was undertaken using the TLM
based Modal Extraction Approach. The only relevant work in this area has been reported

in I

Tang2000b ], where a commercial software package ( HFSS has been used to model the
)

transition' In the following, we present a rigorous analysis of the transition based on
conservation of power and Po¡mting's Theorem for the first time, using a TLM simulation

30700 time-steps. The computational domain used
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to

analyze the transition

of

is shown in

Figure 5.20. In Figure 5.20,
the microstrip substrate

6.30 mm, wsì

:

:

L|:

0.30 mm, the width of the microstrip

:2.j0

mm, height of

0.90 mm, dielectric constant of microstrip substraTe:3.27, Lsl

0.60 mm, L,

:

3.00 mm and

r^":

:

2.25 mm. The observation surface

'surface.f in the microstrip line was placed at a distance

of

Às../1 .99

(:1541 ) from

the

slot, Àgn', being the guide wavelength of the quasi-TEM mode in the microstrip line at 19.50

GHz. The observation surfaces'surface.2'and'surface.3'were placed
distances of

À..",-,,a173.93

ç:1Al ) and 7.79Lgn,a (:

in the NRD at

13241 ) respectively from the slot,

À.gnra

being the guide wavelength of the LSMor mode in the NRD at 19.50 GHz. In this case, the
propagating modes in the NRD (
range 18.50

-

a:

5.10 mm, b

:

9.60 mm, rr

:

3.27 ) in the frequency

20.50 GHz are the LSE6o, LSEor, LSMor and LSE¡6.

been extracted using the

All these modes have

TLM based Modal Extraction Approach.

Table 5.7(a) compares the net power flow in the microstrip line

( column'IPt.l')

with the po'ù/er flow in the NRD ( column 'OPt.z'), taking into account the scattered powers
from the slot. The column 'OPt.2p' of Table 5.7(a) demonstrates that some power is lost
through radiation through the microstrip and NRD guide open ends. The height

of the

microstrip substrate and the width of the microstrip line had to be chosen properly to avoid
underdiscretization in the microstrip line.

A variable mesh TLM algorithm can be used

to

simulate a microstrip line of any given dimensions, so that an optimized single microstrip to

NRD transition can be designed. Additionally, the dimensions of the surface'surface.l'had
to be properly chosen to take into account the fringing fields in the microstrip line.

Table 5.7(b) shows the comparison between powers computed in the NRD using the

r52

f-: t^l
4--+v
i:
L,¡:2141

surface. I

Input Port

:i

Microstrip
Line

Figure 5.20:

NRD
Ground
Plane

Cornputational clontain for the TLM analysis of a single microstrip
transition using the TLM based Moclal Extraction Approach.
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to

NRD

TLM based Modal Extraction Approach and Poynting's Theorem on 'surface.2' placed close

to the slot' In this table, the column 'TPm.2' is the sum of the columns ,Tmp.2,

and

'Tmh2'2'' Table 5.7(c) shows corresponding results computed on'surface.3'placed remote
from the slot. It can be seen from an examination of Tables 5.7(b) and (c) that the power flow

in the NRD is principally through the LSMor mode. This is because of the orientation of the
slot relative to the dielectric strip in the NRD and the field configuration of the quasi-TEM
mode in the microstrip line. Also the column

'X72'of Table 5.7(b) and the column ,Xl3' of

Table 5.7(c) show that the difference between the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach
and Poynting's Theorem is lesser at the remote surface'surface.3'than

it is at the local

surface 'surface.2'. This is due to the fact that power computation using poynting's Theorem
takes into account both the propagating leaky and propagating non-leaky modes, while
that

using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach takes into account only the power in
the

non-leaky mode'

At the remote

obviously lesser than

surface, the power

it is at the local

in the propagating leaky modes is

surface as some

of the power has already

leaked

sideways. Hence, the power estimated by the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach
and

Poynting's Theorem approach each other at the remote surface. However, the results at 1g.50
GHz show an exception, which is explained later.

In

order

to further verify that the difference

between the

TLM based Modal

Extraction Approach and Pol.nting's Theorem is indeed caused by power leaking sideways
through leaky modes, it is first shown that whether we compute powers on a local or re.mote
surface using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach, we obtain the same result (

column'X14'of Table 5.7(d) ).We againnote thatresults at 18.50 GHzarerelativelypoor
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compared with those at other frequencies. This may
be due to poorer absorption of the LSMor

mode by the PMLs as we approach the cut-off for
the mode, as most of the power in the
NRD is carried by the LSMor mode ( The cur-off for the
LSMor mode is 17.50 GHz ).

A quantitative

estimate for the power leaking through the leaky
modes can also be'

obtained from Table 5'7(d). The column

'Xl5'of

Table 5.7(d) demonstrates that there exists

a difference between the powers computed using Poynting's
Theorem on

.surface

.2, and,

'surface'3'' To resolve this difference, the power
flows through the lateral observation
surfaces 'surface'4' and 'surface.S' have been computed

in the columns ,Lpt, and ,Rpt,

respectively in Table 5'7(d). It can be seen that when
the lateral power flows are considered,
the power

flow through 'surface.2' closely matches the total power flows
through ,surface.3,,

'surface'4' and 'surface.5', as required by the
Power Conservation Theorem ( column ,X76,,
Table 5'7(d)

)' we again note in the column 'x16' of Table 5.7(d) that results at other

frequencies are better than results at I 8.50 GHz, which
can be due to the poorer return loss

of

the PMLs for the LSMoI mode near cut-off. However
a reasonably accurate and rigorous
analysis
based

of a single microstrip to NRD transition has been accomplished
using the TLM

Modal Extraction Approach, with

a

maximum error of
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2-3%o

at

1g.50 GHz.

Table 5.7(a) .
Frequency

IPt.1
( Watts )

(GHz)

oPt.2
( Watts )

OPt.2p

(%)

18.50

r.62368E-09

1.427288-09

87.9040

19.00

1.683358-09

1.48582E-09

88.2657

19.50

I .659 I

3E-09

1.445248-09

87.1 083

20.00

1.62883E-09

1.38269E-09

84.8885

20.50

1.581088-09

1.283818-09

81.1983

Table 5.7(b) .
Frequency

(cHz)

( Watts )

Tmh2.2
( Watts )

( Watts )

18.50

1.364218-09

5.03612E-11

1.414578-09

1.421288-09

0.890423

19.00

1.395228-09

5.54187E-11

r.45064F-09

r.48582E-09

2.36780

19.50

1.35020E-09

5.51050E-1

1

l.40530E-09

1.445248-09

2.1632r

20.00

1.28365E-09

5.266228-11

1.33631E-09

1.38269E-09

3.35411

20.50

1.1

9053E-09

4.61395F-11

1.231218-09

r.28381E-09

3.62518

TPm.2

'Please refer to Appendix A for
the notations used in the table.
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oPt.2
( Watts )

xl2

(%)

Table 5.7(c)
Frequency

'

(GHz)

Tmp.3
( Watts )

Tmh2.3
( Watts )

TPm.3

oPr.3

( Watts )

( Watts )

(%)

18.50

1.38902E-09

5.04351E-1 I

1.439468-09

1.40501E-09

) 4515q

19.00

1.39506E-09

5.522638-11

1.450298-09

1.45353E-09

0.223163

19.50

r.348228-09

5.52198E-11

1.403448-09

1.409418-09

0.423591

20.00

r.283768-09

5.258768-11

1.3363sE-09

1.342908-09

0.48793r

20.50

1.19061E-09

4.646118-11

1.231078-09

t.241278-09

0.338212

'Please refer to Appendix A
for the notations used in the table.
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x13

Table 5.7(d) '

Frequency TPm.2
( GHz

)

( Watts )

TPm.3

( Wafts )

18.50

1.414578-09

1.439468-09

19.00

1.4s0648-09

19.50

xl4

(%)

oPt.2
( Watts )

oPr.3
( Watts )

LPt
( Watts )

RPt

SPt2

( Watts )

( Wafts )

xl5
(%)

xt6
(%)

1.427288-09 1.405018-09 1.633098-11

1.35748E-11 1.434928-09 1.s6031 0.s34988

1.450298-09 2.429948-02

1.48582E-09 1.45353E-09 1.85310E-11

1.511628-t1 1.487248-09 2.t132r 9.53742F-02

1.405308-09

1.403448-09 0.132124

1.445248-09 1.409418-09 2.025458-ll

1.65561E-11 1.446228-09 2.41917 6.784688-02

20.00

1.33631E-09

r.33635E-09 2.650298-03

1.382698-09 1.342908-09 2.217728-11

1.79880E-11 1.38307E-09 2.81172 2.113958-02

20.50

1.237278-09

1.237078-09 1.60351E-02

1.28381E-09 1.241218-09 2.387948-11

1.892878-11 1.28408E-09 3.31357 2.089338-02

1.7

5912

Table 5.7: Verification of power couservation in the case of a single microstrip to NRD transition. (a) Comparison of net power'flow in the microstrip lile with
power flow in the NRD, using Poynting's Theorem. (b) Comparison of power flow on 'surface.2' in the NRD, computed using the TLM based Modal Extraction
Approach and Poynting's Theotet¡. (c) Comparison of power flow on'surface.3'in the NRD, computed using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach and
Poyrting's Theorem. (d) Comparison of power flow on'surface.2' with that on'surface.3'with and without considerins lateral power flow.

'Please refer to Appendix A for the notations used in the table.
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5.5.3. LSM-LSE Mode Transducer

A LSM-LSE Mode Transducer is an important component used in T-junctions and
power-dividers

in

millimeter-wave system design. The TLM based Modal Extraction

Approach was applied to charactenze a LSM-LSE Mode Transducer and a full-wave modal
analysis was performed.

The structure of the LSM-LSE Mode Transducer is shown in Fisure 5.21. AnNRD
dimensions

a:2.70 mm and b:2.50 mm was chosen for the LSM

dimensions for the LSE guide were a

:2.70 mm and b :

of

guide. The corresponding

1.50 mm. rr

:2.04

was used for the

NRD dielectric in both the LSM and LSE guides. The LSM9¡ mode was excited in the LSM
guide. The propagating modes in the LSM guide at 48

LSMor. The dimensions

-

51 GHz are the LSEoo, LSE61 and the

of the LSE guide allowed predominantly the LSEor mode to

propagate while maintaining the cut-off condition for the LSMor mode. The propagating
modes in the LSE guide at 48

- 51 GHz are the LSEoo and the LSEor modes. Al:0.10 mm

was used in the simulation and convergence was noted after 40500 time-steps. The
observation surfaces'surface.2'and'surface.l'spaced
104^1

2Llapart andplaced at Àgn,orll.48

1:

) from the discontinuity have been used to compute the amplitudes of the incident

LSMoI mode and reflected LSM9¡ mode and all other reflected propagating modes in the

LSM guide using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach,

Àgnrar

being the guide

wavelength of the LSMor mode in the LSM guide at 49.50 GHz. The observation surface

'surface.3'placed ?"gnazll.85

1:99Ot ) from the discontinuity was used to determine the

amplitudes of all the scattered propagating modes in the LSE guide,lgnrazbeing the guide
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Figure 5.21: Contputational clomctinfor

the TLM analysis of a LSM-LSE Mocle Transclucer
using the TLM basecl Modal Extraction Approach.

wavelength of the LSEor mode in the LSE guide at49.50 GHz. The surfaces'surface.l'and
'surface.2' had to be placed sufficiently remote from surface S1 so that the non-leaky modes
scattered into the LSE guide from the discontinuity could cause negligible disturbance on

'surface.l' or 'surface.2'. Similarly, the surface 'surface.3' was also placed at a sufficient
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distance from the surface Sz so that the non-leaky modes incident on or reflected back in the

LSM guide from the discontinuity could not interfere with the fields on'surface.3'.

Figure 5.22 shows the return loss characteristics of the LSMor mode computed using
the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach. Table 5.8(a) shows the comparison between the
net power flow on the observation surface 'surface.l' and the power flow on the observation

surface 'surface.3' in the LSM and LSE guides respectively, using the TLM based Modal

Extraction Approach and Poynting's Theorem, taking into account all propagating modes.

Thus, the columns

'lmp', 'IPmtp' and 'IPtp' of Table 5.8(a) have been

computed at

'surface.l' while the columns'TPmp' and'OPtp' have been computed at'surface.3'. The
power flows have been expressed as a percentage of the incident power in the LSMor mode in
the LSM guide. However, as noted before, Poynting's Theorem takes into account both the

leaky and non-leaky propagating modes while the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach
takes into account only the non-leaky propagating modes.

It can be seen that the columns 'IPmtp' and 'IPtp' of Table 5.8(a) for net power flows

in the LSM guide are similar. However, differences are observed between the columns
'TPmp' and 'OPtp' for power flows in the LSE guide. This difference can be caused by two
factors. Firstly, there might be a leaky mode reflected back in the LSM guide from the
discontinuity. This leaky mode would cause power transfer through 'surface.3' which would
cause the fields

on'surface.3'to be nonorthogonal. Thus, the TLM

based Modal Extraction

Approach, which assumes orthogonality of the NRD modes, would not give us a reliable
estimate of the modal power spectrum depending on how severe the nonorthogonal leakage
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Figure 5.22: Return loss characteristics of the LSMot

mode for the LSM-LSE Mocle
Transducer computed using the TLM basecl Modal Extrctction Approach.

is. The other factor which might contribute to this discrepancy between the TLM

based

Modal Extraction Approach and Poynting's Theorem is the presence of a substantial amount
of leaky mode in the LSE guide itself.

In order to identify which of the above two factors is responsible for the difference
between the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach and Poynting's Theorem in the LSE

guide, we first note that the magnitude

of

difference between the columns 'TPmp' and

'OPtp'of Table 5.8(a) is significant, the worst case difference being about 11.29% at 48.00
GHz. Secondly, for some frequencies like 50.00 GHz, the TLM based Modal Extraction
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Approach estimates the transmitted power in the LSE guide to be 90.165lo/o of the incident
power while the Poynting's Theorem estimates the transmitted power to be 86.9184Yo of the
incident power. As Poynting's Theorem takes into account the power in both the propagating

non-leaky and the propagating leaky modes while the TLM based Modal Extraction
Approach computes only the power in the non-leaky propagating modes, this overestimation

of the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach over the Poynting's Theorem points to the
presence

of a leaky mode in the LSM guide causing a nonorthogonal leakage of power

through 'surface.3' in the LSE guide.

A

further test which can be made to conf,rrm this is to place another observation

surface in the LSE guide more remote from the surface Sz than'surface.3'.
between the columns'TPmp'

if

the difference

and'OPtp'of Table 5.8(a) is due to a leaky mode in the LSE

guide itself,, the difference between these columns would be lesser at the remote surface.

If

the difference is due to a leaky mode in the LSM guide, the difference would persist at the
remote surface. Unfortunately, this test is difficult to do as because of the relatively large
computational overhead. This test can however be done using extrapolation methods like
Prony's Method to extrapolate the time-domain response and thus it may be verified that the
difference between the Modal Extraction Approach and Poynting's Theorem on 'surface.3' is
due to cross-coupling of fields in the LSE guide due to a leaky reflected mode in the LSM
suide.

Table 5.8(b) demonstrates the results of a power conservation test for the LSM-LSE

Mode Transducer using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach. In Table 5.8(b), the
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columns'I-p','Rmp'and'Rmhl'were computed at'surface.l'while the column'Tmh1'
was computed at 'surface.3'.

It can be seen from the columns 'I*p', 'SPm3' and 'X9'

that

the overestimation of the scattered power relative to the incident power is about 4.42% in the

worst case at 49.40 GHz, which is due to the presence of nonorthogonal leakage through the

surface'surface.3'and cross-coupling of fields in the LSE guide when the orthogonality of
modes is not satisfied.

However, results on the columns 'TPmp' and 'OPtp' of Table 5.8(a) showing the
deviation of the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach from Po¡mting's Theorem would
give an indication of the amount of leaky wave generated. It might also be noted that since
the results of net power flow estimated by the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach and
Poynting's Theorem do not differ as much on the surface 'surface.f in the LSM guide, fields

on the surface'surface.l' are not affected by leakage from any leaky mode that might be
present in the scattered field of the LSE guide. Hence the return loss curve of Figure 5.22 is

not affected by nonorthogonal leakage. A rigorous solution of the problem like the LSM-LSE
mode transducer would involve reformulating the problem taking into account the crosscoupling of f,ields and considering terms which could be ignored because of the orthogonality
of the modes.
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Table 5.8(a)

Imp
( V/atts )

IPmþ

(GHz)

(%)

(%)

48.00

641.420

51.9974

52.149r

40.3829

51.6730

48.20

666.472

11.0325

7

r.1446

65.1213

71.0434

48.40

638.623

83.9099

84.0120

82.9352

84.1 580

48.60

624.616

88.8891

88.9666

90.8191

88.9240

48.80

617.109

89.1571

89.2290

92.1416

89.3066

49.00

613.37 |

87.8912

81.9732

91.9719

87.9520

49.20

613.327

86.5835

86.65 88

90.1599

86.5519

49.40

613.471

85.8080

85.8125

90.2248

86.0892

49.60

617.414

85.8035

85.8630

89.8031

85.9600

49.80

624.343

86.2713

86.3248

89.6131

86.1 100

50.00

628.516

86.7821

86.8309

90.1 65

1

86.9184

50.20

632.33s

87.3567

87.4015

90.5846

87.6241

50.40

631.341

88.0034

88.0334

90.5013

87.9055

50.60

639.812

88.4585

88.4833

90.1248

88.4318

50.80

641.644

88.6697

88.6995

90.9111

88.9015

51.00

645.372

88.8308

88.8414

90.6640

88.8492

Frequency

" Please refer to Appendix

A for

IPtp

the notations used in the table.
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TPmp

OPtp

(%)

(%)

Table 5.8(b)

Frequency I-p
( GHz )
( Watts )

.

Rmp
( wafrs )

Rmhl

Tmhl

SPm3

X9

( Wans )

( Watts )

( Watts )

(%)

48.00

641.420

231.936

69.961s

259.025

566.922

1

48.20

666.472

140.325

52.1353

434.015

627.015

5.91128

48.40

638.623

61.5912

41.1582

529.643

632.398

0.974121

48.60

624.616

31.1260

38.2807

567.325

636.732

-1.92988

48.80

611.109

27.4866

39.4227

572.311

639.226

-3.58401

49.00

613.37 |

32.8181

4r.4533

564.166

638.438

-4.08616

49.20

613.327

39.5330

42.1533

556.655

638.94r

-4.11630

49.40

613.471

44.1210

42.9436

553.503

640.568

-4.41697

49.60

611.414

44.9181

42.1329

554.456

642.108

-3.99951

49.80

624.343

43.1 05

I

42.6080

559.493

645.207

-3.341 68

50.00

628.576

40.8654

42.2r50

566.7 56

649.836

-3.38224

50.20

632.335

38.5645

41.3834

512.798

652.746

-3.22180

50.40

637.341

35.8293

40.6306

576.802

653.262

-2.49798

50.60

639.8r2

33.6429

40.2015

580.468

654.312

-2.26634

50.80

641.644

33.0462

39.6540

583.7 49

656.449

-2.30739

51.00

645.312

33.3923

38.6907

585.120

657.203

-1.83323

1.6145

Table 5.8: Verification of power conservation in the case of a LSM-LSE Mode Transducer. (a) Comparison of
net power flow in the LSM guide and power flow in the LSE guide computed using the TLM based Modal
Extraction Approach and Poynting's Theorem. (b) Conservation for incident and scattered powers using only
the TLM based Modal Exfraction Approach.

'Please refer to Appendix A for the notations used in the table.
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5.5.4. Radiation from an Open-Ended NRD Guide

The TLM based Modal Extraction Approach was used to investigate an open-ended

NRD used as a radiating element. The only previous work in this area in I MalherbegTb ]
presented only the co-polar E-Plane and H-Plane radiation patterns for the open-ended NRD

using a single mode approximation for the LSM61 mode. A full-wave modal analysis for this
radiating structure has been accomplished in this work for the first time using the TLM based

Modal Extraction Approach. Both co-polar and cross-polar radiation patterns has

been

examined using the aperture ñelds at the open-end of the NRD guide and the near-to-far f,reld

transformation integrals obtained from I Taflove95 ]. It has been shown that it is possible to
achieve extremely low cross-polar levels

component

in the H-Plane since for the LSMor mode, the

of the magnetic field normal to the dielectric-air interface is

propagating modes in the NRD over the frequency range 9

-

absent. The

12 GHz are the LSEg6, LSEor

and the LSMor. The TLM based Modal Extraction Approach was used to extract all the
above propagating modes for a complete charactenzation of the radiating element.

Figure 5.23 shows the computational domain for the TLM analysis of the open-ended

NRD. The dimensions of the NRD were

a:

15.00 mm. b

:

10.00 mm and

e,.:2.55 for the

NRD dielectric. Àl was chosen to be 0.50 mm and the simulation was run uoto 4200 timesteps. In the figure, the observation

placed

?"gn

a/3.92 (

:

surfaces'surface.2'and'surface.l'spaced2Al apart and

18Al ) from the discontinuity have been used to compute the amplitudes

of the incident and reflected LSM9I modes and the amplitudes of the other

propagating

modes reflected from the open-end, Ào,o being the guide wavelength of the LSMoI mode in
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Figure 5.23:

Computational domain for the TLM analysis of an open-endecl NRD guicle
using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach.

the NRD at 10.50 GHz. The observation surface 'surface.3' coincident with the open end of

the NRD guide was used for obtaining the aperture field on the radiating open end. These

field values on the surface 'surface.3' obtained from the TLM Simulation Engine were used

to compute the far-field of the antenna using near-to-far field transformation. It was found
adequate to use the Matched Condition for Normal Incidence Absorbing Boundary Condition

in the radiating region on the right of the open-end but PMLs had to be used on the left side
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of the computational domain for achieving sufficient absorption at the extremity of the NRD
guided wave structure.

The NRD was excited by the LSMor mode from the Excitation Plane. Figure 5.2 @)
and (b) shows the magnitude and phase of the return loss of the LSMor mode over 9.00 to

12.00 GHz computed using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach from the fields at

'surface.l' and'surface.2'. Table 5.9(a) shows the results for power conservation using the

TLM

based Modal Extraction Approach and Poynting's Theorem taking into account

propagating modes. For Tables 5.9(a) and (b), the columns

all the

'Imp', 'Rmp', 'Rmhl', 'IPt',

'IPmtp'and'IPtp'have been computed aî'surface.l'. Also, the power radiated from

the

open-end,'Rradl', has been computed using Poynting's Theorem from the fields on

the

surface 'surface.3' output from the TLM Simulation Engine. It can be seen from the column

'Xl0'of

Table 5.9(a) that good convergence is achieved. It is also observed that the scattered

power is mostly confined to the LSMor mode and that coupling to the other modes is
negligible.

Table 5.9(b) demonstrates test of the Power Conservation Theorem for the structure

using Poynting's Theorem only. According to the Power Conservation Theorem, the net
power flow on the surface'surface.l'should equal the powerradiated from the open end (

'surface.3'). The column'Xl1'of Table 5.9(b) shows that power conservation could
effectively verified using Poynting's Theorem.

In order to further validate

be

these results,

Table 5.9(b) also compares the net power flow using the TLM based Modal Extraction
Approach with that using Poynting's Theorem on 'surface.l', the net power flow being
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Figure 5.24: Return

loss characteristics of the LSMot mocle for the open-ended NRD
computed using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach. (a) Magnitude. (b) Phase.
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expressed as a percentage of the incident po\¡/er.

It can be seen from the columns 'IPmtp' and

'IPtp' of Table 5.9(b) that a good agreement exists between the TLM based Modal Extraction
Approach and Poynting's Theorem.

Table 5.9(a) '

Frequency Imp
( GHz )
( Watts )

Rmp
( Watts )

Rmhl

Rradl

SPm4

( Watts )

( Watts )

( wafrs )

xl0
(%)

9.00

1059.28

191.382

5.623418-r2

860.041

t051.42

0.175313

9.20

1042.18

15r.773

2.800968-12

892.211

1044.05

0.121780

9.40

1

034.85

122.813

4.382478-12

9r1.327

1034.14

6.860528-02

9.50

103

8.37

113.945

4.623668-12

923.52r

1037.47

8.706468-02

9.60

1038.59

106.966

1.328298-12

933.313

1040.34

0. r 68404

9.80

1041.22

94.640r

1.019228-12

945.844

1040.48

1.067098-02

10.00

1045. r3

87.3521

r.122888-t2

9s8.993

1046.35

0.116320

10.20

1048.89

81.0295

1.523618-12

965.913

1046.94

0.1

10.40

1050.35

77.1449

9.21707F-13

912.276

1049.42

8.84541F-02

10.60

1052.49

13.3322

9.241828-13

974.009

1041.34

0.489202

10.80

1051.01

10.9958

1.034258-11

97

5.245

1046.24

0.453110

11.00

1051.40

68.4640

1.78285E-1

914.600

1043.06

0.192853

11.20

1048.22

66.8058

2.65855E-11

973.908

1040.11

0.716081

1.40

1041.23

64.5558

5.247018-tl

972.133

1036.69

1.00657

11.60

1042.75

63.0001

r.344728-r1

969.924

1032.92

0.942309

I 1.80

1040.46

61.1393

4.65011E-11

968.547

1029.69

1.03541

12.00

1035.41

60.3014

4.669948-11

967.295

1021.60

0.75980s

1

Please refer to Appendix

A for the notations used in the table.
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1

85673

Table 5.9(b)

Frequency IPt
(GHz) (Wans)

.

xll

Rradl

Imp

IPmþ

IPtp

( Watts )

(%)

( Watts )

(%)

(%)

9.00

861 .968

860.041

0.223558

1059.28

81.3664

81.3730

9.20

891.361

892.277

1.021598-01

1042.78

85.4451

8s.4793

9.40

913.093

911.327

0:1

034.85

88. I 324

88.2343

9.50

925.570

923.521

0.221318

1038.37

89.026s

89. l 368

9.60

932.601

933.313

8.271638-02

1038.59

89.7011

89.7949

9.80

941

.718

945.844

0.197141

1041.22

90.9108

91.0200

10.00

958.363

958.993

6.573768-02

I

045.1 3

91.6423

91.6980

10.20

967.941

965.913

0.210135

1048.89

92.2750

92.2830

10.40

971.913

912.276

3.734668-02

1050.35

92.6554

92.5323

10.60

916.321

974.009

0.236809

1052.49

93.0322

92.1630

10.80

9t 5.512

97

2.731328-02

105 I .01

93.2452

92.8166

I 1.00

971.50s

974.600

0.297188

1051.40

93.4879

92.9711

11.20

97

5.439

973.908

0.156956

r048.22

93.6268

93.0561

1.40

916.340

912.133

0.430898

1041.23

93.8353

93.2307

r 1.60

973.814

969.924

0.405598

t042.15

93.9583

93.3948

11.80

914.746

968.541

0.63s958

r040.46

94.1236

93.6841

t2.00

914.062

961.295

0.694723

1035.47

94.r7 61

94.0696

1

5.245

93408

I

Table 5.9: Verification of power conservation in the case of an open-ended NRD. (a) Conservation for incident
and scattered powers using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach and Polmting's Theorem. (b)
Conservation for incident and scaftered powers using only Poynting's Theorem. Comparison of net power flow
on the left of discontinuity computed using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach and Poynting's
Theorem.

-

Please refer to Appendix

A for the notations used in the table.
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The E-Plane and H-Plane radiation patterns at 9.50 GHz were next computed from
the aperture fields on the observation surface 'surface.3' obtained using the TLM algorithm.
The geometry of the open-ended NRD guide for computation of the far-field radiation pattern

is shown in Figure 5.25(a) together with the E and H-Plane co-polar radiation pattems. Nearto-far field transformation integrals were used to obtain the radiation patterns from the fields
on the surface 'surface.3'. These results were compared with the results in I MalherbegTb ]
obtained using a single mode approximation.

It can be seen from Figure 5.25(a) that the E-Plane co-polar radiation pattern ( E6 at $

: n / 2 radians ) predicted using the TLM code compare well with measurements in I
Malherbe9Tb ]. However, a slight difference is found to exist in the H-Plane co-polar pattern

(

Eq at 0

:

0 radians ) when compared to the measured results. This could be due to finite

ground plane effects

in

measurement. Tolerances

dielectric and measurement

/

in the dielectric

constant

of the NRD

fabrication tolerances are also probable causes of discrepancy

between the simulation and measured results.

Figure 5.25(b) shows that the cross-polar component in the H-Plane

(

Es at ó

:

0

radians

) is about -130 dB below relative to the co-polar radiated field. This is due to the

absence

of the magnetic field component normal to the dielectric-air interface in the LSMor

mode in the NRD, which is the principal incident and scattered mode from the open-end

of

the NRD. It may be noted from Table 5.9(a) that the power in the scattered LSEoo and the
LSEor modes ]s -143.52 dB down relative to the power in the incident LSMor mode at 9.50

GHz.
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E-Plane Co-Pol Pattern

e"

H-Plane Co-Pol pattern

0

Õ Measured (fMalherbe9Tb])
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Figure 5.25(a)
E-Plane Cross-Pol Pattern

-125
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0
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Figure 5.25(b)

Figure 5"25: Computation of far-field

radiøtion pattern at 9.50 GHz from an open-ended
NRD guide. (a) Geometry of the open-ended NRD guide and E and H-Plane co-polar
radiation patterns ( Erat Q: n / 2 radians and Erat Q: 0 radians respectively ) computed
using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach and comparison with measured and
calculated results from I Malherbeg7b J. ( Figures taken from I Malherbeg7b J ). (b) E and

H-Planecross-polarradiationpatterns(EratQ:n/2radiansandEratQ:0radians
respectively ) computed using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach.
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However,intheE-Plane,thecross-polarcomponent(E6at$:nl2radians)isabout
-30 dB down relative to the co-polar component ( except for small values of 0 ). This

can be

attributed to the small but finite component of the electric field normal to the NRD ground
planes in the LSMor mode in the NRD. For small values of 0 ( specially

0:0o

), the E-Plane

cross-polar field is significantly below the co-polar ñeld component because of the absence

of the magnetic f,reld component normal to the dielectric-air interface in the LSMor mode in
the NRD.

5.6.

Summary

Results relating

to the characterization of several types of discontinuities in

the

rectangular waveguide and the NRD using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach were
presented

in this chapter. Additionally, the TLM

based Modal Extraction Approach was

successfully applied for a rigorous full-wave modal analysis of a number of different types of

NRD based components and a microstrip to NRD transition. These results show good
agreement with those

in the literature and with

measurements. Additionally, the Power

Conservation and Poynting's Theorems were used in the verification of these results. Thus

the usefulness of the. TLM based Modal Extraction Approach as an effective and rigorous

tool for the analysis of discontinuities in the rectangular waveguide and discontinuities /
components based on the NRD guide technology is demonstrated.
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Chapter

6

Conclusion and Future Work

6.1,. Summary of Completed Work

In this thesis, an overview of NRD guide technology together with analysis methods
used in this area was presented. Unique

low loss properties of the NRD guide which make it

an ideal candidate for millimeter-wave design applications were highlighted. The following

specific areas were covered in this thesis

:

o

Review of literature on the NRD

o

Modes supported by the NRD and their characteristic equations

ø

Development

of a TLM

matched layer ( PML

)

based Modal Extraction Approach

with the perfectly

absorbing boundary condition and its application to the

treatment of different discontinuities in the rectansular wavesuide and the NRD

e

Discussion on the merits of the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach
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Full-wave modal analysis of a Two Pole Air Gap-Coupled NRD Guide Bandpass
Filter using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach

Analysis of a microstrip to NRD to microstrip transition using the crude approach.
Full-wave modal analysis of a single microstrip to NRD transition using the TLM
based Modal Extraction Approach

Analysis

of a LSM-LSE Mode Transducer using the TLM

based Modal

Extraction Approach

Charactenzation of open-ended NRDs using the TLM based Modal Extraction

Approach and determination of their far-field radiation patterns using the nearfields obtained from the TLM simulation in radiation inteerals

Verification of the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach using the Power
Conservation and Poimting's Theorems and comparison

with

previously

published results obtained using different analytical tools and with measurements

6.2.

Conclusion

A rigorous and general method, viz. the TLM
presented

in this thesis for

based Modal Extraction Approach was

charact erizing discontinuities

in the NRD and the rectangular

waveguide. This method was shown to reduce the computational overhead by enabling the
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observation surfaces to be located arbitrarily close to the discontinuity in the guided wave
structure where scattered evanescent modes were significant. For the cases under study, the

incident and all scattered propagating modes were evaluated using the fields obtained from
the TLM Simulation Engine. Furthermore, the method is not limited in its applicability to the

NRD or the rectangular waveguide and can be used for the analysis of discontinuities in other
kinds of waveguide structures.

The performance of the PML absorbing boundary condition used in this thesis was
evaluated using the

TLM based Modal Extraction Approach by treating the PML as a

discontinuity. It was shown that sufficient levels of absorption could be obtained using the

PML absorbing boundary condition in non-TEM guided wave structures like the NRD and
the rectangular waveguide under study where the Matched Condition for Normal Incidence
absorbing boundary condition proved inadequate.

The TLM based Modal Extraction Approach was used to investigate two types of
discontinuities in the rectangular waveguide, viz. the iris and the half-filled metal plate. A
good agreement was found in the results of the magnitude of the reflection coefficient at the

local and remote observation surfaces computed using the TLM based Modal Extractioh
Approach in the case of the iris discontinuity. The results of the magnitude and phase

of

retum loss for the iris discontinuity were also compared with the benchmark solution from I

Marcuvitz64 ]. The incident and scattered powers were evaluated for both the iris and half-

filled metal plate discontinuities using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach
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and

checked for power conservation.

A

reasonable agreement was noted for both with better

convergence in the iris discontinuity case.

A study of the modal and transmission characteristics of the NRD indicated that the
NRD has unique low-loss characteristics with respect to both its propagation loss and
bending and radiation losses at bends and discontinuities. This was due to the electric field

of

the LSMor mode being parallel to the NRD ground planes and also largely due to the distance
between the ground planes in the NRD being less than half a free-space wavelength. NRD
based components were found to inherit these unique low-loss characteristics of the NRD

which lead to the design of high-quality NRD based geometries at millimeter-wave
frequencies.

In addition, it was shown that it was possible to design extremely eff,rcient circuit
components by integrating the planar circuit technology like the microstrip line with the non-

planar circuit topology like the NRD. This was partly due to the fact that the planar circuit
topology is fundamentally amenable to the integration with active devices but not suitable for

the design of passive structures like a high-Q bandpass filter. The NRD guide technology,

however, possess unique advantages
components. Additionally,

it

in the realization of

high-Q low loss

passive

was observed that a very good matching exists between the

ftelds of the quasi-TEM mode in the microstrip line and the LSMor mode in the NRD across
a slot-coupled microstrip to NRD guide transition. Thus, using the

a hybrid integration

NRD guide technology in

scheme between planar and non-planar circuits,

it is possible to

overcome the inherent shortcomings of both the planar and non-planar circuit technologies
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and combine their mutual advantages. It was thus observed that these sought after properties

of the NRD make it an ideal candidate for use specially in the millimeter-wave frequency
range compared to other guided wave structures.

In view of the recent research in the NRD guide technology and its potential for the
design of microwave and millimeter wave systems with superior electrical characteristics, the

TLM based Modal Extraction Approach was first applied to investigate several NRD

based

discontinuities. An inclined slot in the NRD ground plane, the gap discontinuity and the

offset gap discontinuity in the NRD were characterized using the TLM based Modal
Extraction Approach. It was observed that leaky modes were present in the scattered power
spectrum in some cases due to the distance between the NRD ground planes being more than

half a free-space wavelength over the frequency range under study. This caused sideways
leakage of power through the edges of the NRD ground planes. The leakage of power was
also caused due to mode coupling of higher order NRD modes with the equivalent slab mode

I Di Nallo94b ].

In case of the inclined slot in the NRD ground plane, the return loss computed using

the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach was verified with measlrrements and good
agreement was noted. A NRD based slot array could be designed using these results by the

methodology described in I MalherbeS4b

] and I Malherbe84c ] without using

experimental

data. Evidence of leaky scattered modes was obtained when power conservation tests were
done for the incident power on the slot and the scattered and radiated powers from the slot at

observation surfaces located near the discontinuity. The lateral power flow was computed
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using Poynting's Theorem. It was found that power conservation could be verified using the

TLM based Modal Extraction Approach and Poynting's Theorem with the

observation

surfaces located remote from the slot after taking into account the complete lateral power

flow. However, as the return loss of the slot discontinuity could be evaluated

using

observation surfaces close to the discontinuitv. it can be concluded that the return loss values

computed using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach would be unaffected by the
presence of leaky scattered modes from the discontinuity. This was due to the fact that the

leaky and non-leaky modes in the NRD are ortho.qonal to each other.

For the gap discontinuity in the NRD, leakage of power was

seen to increase

with

frequency. The lateral power flow due to the leaky scattered modes had to be considered to

verify the power conservation theorem.

Investigation of the offset gap discontinuity showed good agreement in scattering

matrix parameters between the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach and the ModeMatching Method. In this case, the distance between the ground planes of the NRD was less
than half a free-space wavelength over the operational frequency range. Consequently, the

effect of lateral power leakage was lower than in the NRD gap discontinuity or NRD slot
case, and power conservation could be reasonably verified without taking into account the
lateral power flow.

The TLM based Modal Extraction Approach was also applied to perform a full-wave

modal analysis of several NRD based components and a slot-coupled microstrip to NRD
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guide transition. The components studied in this work included a two pole air gap-coupled

NRD guide bandpass filter, a LSM-LSE Mode Transducer and an open-ended NRD guide. It
was noted that previous study of NRD based components in the literature had concentrated

mainly on the LSMor mode. The rigorous modal analysis

of the above NRD based

components \¡/as accomplished in this thesis for the first time taking into account all scattered

propagating modes. This would be extremely useful in the complete understanding of these

circuit components needed for their design and optimization, specially regarding the number
of sisnificant modes that would be needed for their characterization.

The two pole air gap-coupled NRD guide bandpass filter was characterized with
respect to its insertion and return loss using the

TLM based Modal Extraction Approach.

Excellent agreement was obtained for the insertion loss characteristics computed using other
methods and with measurements. Also, a reasonable agreement was found for the return loss
characteristics obtained using other methods in the literature. The complete power spectmm

in the scattered modes was evaluated using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach and
tested for conservation of power. However,

scattered LSEro mode because

it was not possible to extract the power in

of the required NRD ground plane width

computationally prohibitive. However,

the

being

it was found that most of the scattered power was

concentrated in the LSMor mode. Thus, a single-mode approximation would be reasonably
accurate for this component.

Leaky waves were noticed in the scattered power from the two pole air gap-coupled

NRD guide bandpass filter from the power conservation test, which explained the difference
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between the incident power and the total scattered power computed using the TLM based

Modal Extraction Approach.

It

might be noted that only the power in the incident

scattered non-leaky modes were computed using

and

the TLM based Modal Extraction

Approach, while the powers in both the leaky and non-leaky scattered modes were computed

using the Poynting's Theorem. This was because the number

of leaky modes were

theoretically infinite and the dispersion characteristics of each mode would have to be plotted

individually to ascertain

if it was leaky in a given frequency range. As such, the difference

between the net power flows using both the approaches would indicate the amount of leakage
present on the incident side of a discontinuity. Also, the difference between the power flows
computed using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach and Poynting's Theorem would

increase with increasing leakage on the transmitted side

between the

of a discontinuity.

Comparison

TLM based Modal Extraction Approach and Polmting's Theorem in

the

computation of power flows on the incident and transmitted sides of the two pole air gapcoupled bandpass filter also indicated presence ofleakage.

It

was found necessary to increase the thickness of PML layers and move them

further from the discontinuity to avoid instability in the PMLs because of the relatively large
size of the two pole air gap-coupled bandpass filter and the resonances of the gaps in the

filter structure.

The microstrip to NRD transition was studied in view of its significance in the hybrid

integration of planar and non-planar technologies.

A

slot-coupled microstrip to NRD to

microstrip transition was investigated using the crude approach for separation of incident and
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reflected waves.

It

was found that

it

was possible

to

achieve good insertion loss

characteristics due to the matching of the field of the quasi-TEM mode in the microstrip line

with the LSM¡¡ mode in the NRD

at the slot.

However, it was found that very limited study was done regarding the modes excited

in the NRD from the microstrip to NRD transition, which is crucial for its design

of a single

optimization. Therefore, a rigorous study

slot-coupled microstrip

and

to NRD

transition was done using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach to gain a complete
understanding of the modal power spectrum in the NRD. It was found that most of the power

in the NRD was carried by the LSMor mode, which was due to its match with the quasi-TEM
mode in the microstrip line at the coupling aperture. Some of the power in the NRD was lost

through leaky waves. As a consequence, the agreement between the TLM based Modal
Extraction Approach and Poynting's Theorem was better at an observation surface in the
NRD remote from the slot compared to the results at an observation surface placed near the
slot. Also, power conservation could be verified using Polmting's Theorem, only when the
lateral power flow through the edges of the NRD ground planes was taken into account.
Though a good convergence was noted in the power conservation tests, results at the lower
end of the frequency band might be slightly affected by the relatively poorer retum loss

of

the PMLs near the cut-off of the LSM6¡ mode.

The modal analvsis of a LSM-LSE Mode Transducer was accomolished usins the

TLM

based Modal Extraction Approach

in which the observation surface in the LSE guide

was located sufficiently remote from the discontinuity so that non-leakv incident or scattered
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modes in the LSM guide could not interfere with fields in the LSE guide at the observation
surface.

A similar criterion was observed for placement of observation surfaces in the LSM

guide. However, a difference was noted in the values for power flow in the LSE guide
computed using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach and Poynting's Theorem. It was

further noted that the power flow results in the LSE guide given by the TLM based Modal

Extraction Approach was significantly overestimated over the results obtained using
Poynting's Theorem. This was puzzling since the Poynting's Theorem computes the power

in both the propagating non-leaky and the propagating leaky modes while the TLM

based

Modal Extraction Approach computes the power in only the propagating non-leaky modes. It
could be thus concluded that the fields in the observation surface in the LSE guide were
affected by cross-coupling from the leaky modes reflected back into the LSM guide from the

discontinuity. This was further evident when the total scattered power was found to be
slightly more than the incident power from the LSM guide. It was also noted that the results
for the net power flow in the LSM guide computed using the TLM based Modal Extraction
Approach and Poynting's Theorem agreed well with each other. As such, the return loss
characteristics of the LSMor mode computed using fields in the observation surfaces in the

LSM guide was not affected by leakage from any leaky mode in the LSE guide. In order to
address this problem rigorously,

it would be necessary to take into account the cross-coupling

of flelds between the LSM and LSE suides.

The final NRD based component discussed in this thesis was an open-ended NRD.
The magnitude and phase of the return loss of the LSMor mode was computed using the TLM
based Modal Extraction Approach for this component. The power radiated was computed
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using Poynting's Theorem from the fields on an observation surface coincident with the
radiating open end. Good convergence was noted in the tests for power conservation for the
structure. Next, the far-field co-polar and cross-polar radiation patterns in the E and H-Plane

were computed at 9.50 GHz using the near-to-far field transformation integrals and the
aperture field output by the

TLM Simulation Engine. Good agreement was observed when

the E and H-Plane co-polar radiation patterns were compared with those in the literature
obtained using a single mode approximation and with measurements. Also, extremely low
cross-polar levels of -130 dB at 9.50 GHz were noted in the H-Plane due to the absence

of

the magnetic field component normal to the dielectric-air interface in the LSMor mode in the

NRD, which was the principal incident and scattered mode at the radiating open end. In the
E-Plane, except when close to bore-sight, a cross-polar level of

-30 dB at 9.50 GHz

was

observed due to the small but non-negligible component of the electric field normal to the

NRD ground planes in the LSMor mode in the NRD. When close to bore-sight in the E-Plane,
the cross-polar level was again negligible due to the absence of the magnetic field component

normal to the dielectric-air interface in the LSM6¡ mode.

6.3.

Future Work

This current work might be extended or modified to address the following problems /
TSSUES :

Implementation

of a non-uniform meshing

scheme

in the TLM code so that

finer mesh can be used in regions with higher field gradients
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(

e.g.

a

in the

microstrip substrate or in the slot region in the case of a slot-coupled microstrip to
NRD transition ) and a coarser mesh elsewhere

o

Jnvestigation of different slot geometries in the coupling of NRD guide and planar

circuits to improve the effective bandwidth and coupling efficiency

'

Analysis of LSM-LSE and LSE-LSM mode T-junctions and three and five-port
iunctions

o

Accommodate the specification of inclined dielectric slabs in the NRD ( e.g. for
use in power splitter applications ) in the

"

Implementation

of

TLM code using stair casing

Prony's method to reduce the number of time iterations in the

TLM simulation of large discontinuities ( of the order of one guided wavelength )
in the NRD

o

Analysis of several other typical NRD discontinuities used as building blocks in
the design of NRD based components e.g. a basic cell

], a multiple strip NRD filter I

Booneg6

]

of

NRD gratings I Miao9O

and a basic cell of window-coupled

NRD guide filters IHuang94 ]

"

Analysis of mode suppressors and couplers using side-by-side alignment in the
NRD I Goi98 ]
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Appendix A

The following notations relating to the incident and scattered powers have been used

in all the tables of this thesis

IPm :

:

Incident power on the left of discontinuity, computed using the TLM based Modal
Extraction Approach.

RPm :

Reflected power on the left

of discontinuity, computed using the TLM

based

Modal Extraction Approach.

TPm :

Transmitted power on the right of discontinuity, computed using the TLM based
Modal Extraction Approach.

TPm.2

:

Transmitted power on the right

of

discontinuity at the observation surface

'surface.2', computed using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach.

TPm.3

:

Transmitted power on the right

of

discontinuity at the observation surface

'surface.3', computed using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach.

IPmt :

Net power flow on the left of discontinuity, computed using the TLM based
Modal Extraction Approach: IPm

-
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RPm.

IPt

:

Real part

of net power flow on the left of

Poynting's Theorem

:

discontinuity, computed using

Real part of incident power from the Excitation Plane

-

Real part of reflected power from the discontinuity.

IPt.l :

Real parl of net power flow on the incident side

of the discontinuity at the

observation surface 'surface.l', computed using Poynting's Theorem

of incident power from the Exciation Plane on 'surface.l '
power from the discontinuity on 'surface.

OPt :

1'

-

:

Real part

Real part of reflected

.

Real part of power flow on the right of discontinuity, computed using Poynting's
Theorem.

OPt.2 :

Real part of power flow on the right of discontinuity at the observation surface
'surface.2', computed using Poynting's Theorem.

OPt.3 :

Real part of power flow on the right of discontinuity at the observation surface
'surface.3', computed using Poynting's Theorem.

LPt

:

Real part of power flow through lateral surface on the left ( when looking forward
along the direction of propagation ), computed using Polnting's Theorem.
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RPt :

Real part of power flow through lateral surface on the right

forward along the direction

of

propagation

),

(

when looking

computed using Poynting's

Theorem.

Rrad :

Real part of radiated power from the slot, computed using Poynting's Theorem.

Rradl :

Real part of radiated power, computed from fields at an observation surface using

Poynting's Theorem.

Imp :

Incident power in the LSMor mode on the left of discontinuity, computed using
the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach.

Rmp :

Reflected power in the LSMot mode on the left of discontinuity, computed using
the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach.

Tmp :

Transmitted power in the LSMot mode on the right of discontinuity, computed
using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach.

Tmp.2

:

Transmitted power

in the LSMor mode on the right of discontinuity at the

observation surface 'stJrface.Z', computed using the TLM based Modal Extraction
Approach.
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Tmp.3

:

Transmitted power

in the LSMor

mode on the right

of discontinuity at the

observation surface 'surface.3', computed using the TLM based Modal Extraction
Approach.

Rmhl :

Sum

of the reflected

powers

in the LSEoo and LSE6¡

modes on the left of

discontinuity, computed using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach.

Tmhl :

Sum of the transmitted powers in the LSE66 and LSEsl modes on the right of
discontinuity, computed using the TLM based Modal Extraction Approach.

Tmh2.2:

Sum of the transmitted powers in the LSEoo, LSEor and LSE16 modes on the right

of discontinuity at the observation surface 'sùÍface.Z', computed using the TLM
based Modal Extraction Approach.

Tmh2.3:

Sum of the transmitted po\Mers in the LSE66, LSEot and LSE¡6 modes on the right

of discontinuity at the observation surface 'surface.3', computed using the TLM
based Modal Extraction Approach.

SPm : Total scattered power

computed using

Approach: RPm + TPm.

SPml :

RPm

+TPm+ LPt+RPt +Rrad.
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the TLM based Modal

Extraction

SPm2 : Total scattered power computed

using

Approach: Rmp + Tmp + Rmhl + Tmh1.

SPm3 :Rmp+Rmhl +Tmhl.

SPm4 :Rmp+Rmh1 +Rradl.

SPt :

OPt+ LPt+ RPt + Rrad.

SPtl :OPt+LPt+RPt.
SPt2 :OPt.3+LPt+RPt.
IPmtP :

IPmt x 100 /ImP.

IPtp :IPt*100/Imp.
TPmp :TPm*100/Itnp.

OPtp :OPt*100/Lttp.

OPt.2p

:

OPt.2 '. 100 / IPt.l.

t92

the TLM based Modal Extraction

X1

:

Percent difference between IPm and SPm.

X2

:

Percent difference between IPmt and IPt.

X3

:

Percent difference between TPm and OPt.

x4

:

Percent difference between IPm and SPml.

X5

:

Percent difference between IPt and SPt.

X6

:

Percent difference between IPt and OPt.

X7

:

Percent difference between IPt and SPt1.

X8

:

Percent difference between Imo and SPm2.

X9

:

(Imp-SPm3 ) * 100/Imp.

Xl0

:

Percent difference between Imp and SPm4.

Xl1

:

Percent difference between IPt and Rrad1.

)(l2

:

Percent difference between TPm.2 and OPt.2.
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X13 :

Percent difference between TPm.3 and OPt.3.

XlA

:

Percent difference between TPm.2 and TPm.3.

Xl5

:

Percent difference between OPt.2 and OPt.3.

X16 :

Percent difference between OPt.2 and SPt2.
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